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Oil reservoirs are becoming more expensive to discover. The con-
sumption rate of domestic crude reserves has in recent times surpassed 
the discovery rate of new domestic reserves, and the trend is likely 
to continue since consumption continues to increase approximately 3 per 
cen,t per year. Because of this situation, oil companies are actively 
trying to develop substitute sources of liquid hydrocarbons. 
It has been recognized for some time that oil shale deposits con-
tain a tremendous hydrocarbon reserve. Over half of the known oil 
shale reserves are located in the United States, most of which lie in 
the Piceance Creek Basin of Western Colorado. The Colorado oil shale 
out crops· on the edges of the Piceance Creek Basin. At the outcrops 
the shale beds are relatively thin, from 25 to 50 feet thick. In the 
center of the basin the oil shale is as great as 2000 feet thick 
covered with 1000 feet of overburden. It has been estimated that 
there are over 1000 billion barrels of oil in shales having an oil 
content over 15 gallons per ton in this basin. This is some 30 times 
the present proven crude oil reserves in the United States. 
Oil shale does not contain free oil but an organic matter called 
kerogen. Kerogen is only slightly soluble, if at all, when extracted 
with ordinary solvents for petroleum at room temperature. Kerogen 
yields petroleum hydrocarbons by destructive distillation. It must be 
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heated to approximately 700°F where it decomposes into shale oil, gases 
and coke. 
The United States Bureau of Mines and, more recently, oil compa-
nies have conducted considerable research .on methods to economically 
recover oil from this shale. These methods involve the retorting of 
crushed· oil shale at the surface, which is either strip or room·and 
pillar mined. To date with prevailing oil prices this approach has 
not proved economically attractive. 
Another approach to exploit the oil shale deposits, in particular 
the thick portion that is overlain by 1000 feet of overburden, is to 
retort the oil shale in place and produce the liquid and gaseous hydro-
carbons through wells drilled into the shale. Little research has been 
done on this approach. There are several variations to the "in situ" 
retorting approach. These variations can be considered to belong to 
one of two groups based on the geometry of th~ system. The first group 
is in situ retorting conducted in a highly fractured or broken up 
matrix. The second is in situ retorting conducted through single 
fractures between producing and injection wells. This dissertation is 
concerned with the latter group. 
The objective of this work was to make a preliminary feasibility 
study of in situ retorting oil shale by hot gas injection through wells 
interconnected by single vertical fractures. A knowledge of the tem= 
perature distribution under var.ious assumed conditions will indicate 
whether experimental pilot testing of this approach to in situ.retort-
ing is justified. This dissertation is specifically concerned with 
theoretically predicting temperature distributions andtotal heat con-
tents in oil shale under various assumed conditions, 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Although there was little literature related to this specific 
problem, a number of papers on various aspects of oil shale have 
helped in developing the problem and in formulating a plan of attack. 
Jaffe (1,2) gave an extensive description of worldwide oil shale 
deposits as to their compositions, sizes, locations and the extent to 
which they have been exploited. A more detailed description of the 
oil shale in the Green River Formations of Western Colorado was given 
in Reference 2. Williamson (3,4) described the nature of kerogen and 
its products of decomposition when retorted, In another paper, 
Williamson (5) described the various oil shale re.torts that have been 
used in research efforts in this country as well as those used com~ 
mercially in other countries. Scores of other articles concerning 
oil shale were referenced in these five papers. 
The First Symposium on Oil Shale (6) held in 1964 resulted from 
the renewed interest in oil shale research. Papers in this symposium 
were essentially a review of oil shale technology up to that time. In 
one paper V. Dean Allred described characteristic properties of oil 
shale that might influence in situ processing. This paper was con-
cerned with the process in a highly fractured matrix where it was 
visualized to be similar to in situ combustion in oil reservoirs. 
The Second Symposium on Oil Shale (7) held in 1965 covered current 
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research in shale oil recovery, Lekas and Carpenter discussed the 
possibilities of fracturing oil shale with nuclear explosives for in 
situ retorting. They stated that information from surface retorts 
was partially applicable to in situ retorting the resulting fractured 
systems. 
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There were numerous U.S. Bureau of Mines reports available on oil 
shale assays, distillation properties, other chemical properties, min-
ing methods, retorting and physical properties. Hubbard and Robin-
son (8) made a thermal decomposition study of the kerogen in three 
Colorado oil shales. They found the rate of decomposition increased 
with temperature and varied little between shale samples. At tempera-
tures over 750°F essentially all hydrocarbons were driven off. 
Sohnsret al. (9) found for an experimental entrained-solids, oil-
shale retort that as the retorting temperature was raised, the portion 
of the organic matter converted to gas increased, and that converted 
to oil decreased. Liquid and gas products became more dehydrogenated. 
Oils from Colorado oil shale gave good yields of stable gasolines 
having low sulfur contents. High~temperature retorting resulted in 
more naphtha production than can be obtained by cracking a convention-
ally retorted shale oil. 
Carbonate decomposition varied from 4. per cent at l000°F to 89 per 
cent at 16S0°F. Carbonate decomposition was 40 per cent complete at 
1400°F and 30 per cent complete at 1300°F. They reported that the 
heat of retorting to 1200°F for 28 gallons-per-ton (GPT) shale with 
zero carbonate decomposition was approximately 425 BTU per pound. 
Carbonate decomposition required additional heat of 238 BTU per pound 
of shale. 
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Sohns et al. (10) made a study to determine the total heat neces-
sary to retort Colorado oil shale to produce shale oil and other by-
products under conditions that would exist in connnercial aboveground 
retorting methods. This total heat consisted of: 1) the heat content 
of the mineral and other nonvolatile portions of the shale at the final 
retort temperature; 2) the heat of reaction resulting from conversion 
of the organic matter in the shale to gas, oil and coke; 3) the heat of 
decomposition of that portion of mineral carbonates that decompose 
under the experimental conditions and other heats of reaction due to 
changes in the mineral content of the shale; 4) the heat of vaporiza-
tion of the oil and water; and 5) the heat content of the gas and oil 
vapors at their exit temperature. The first three items comprised the 
predominate portion of the heat requirement. 
These investigators published plots of heat requirements versus 
0 temperature up to 1100 F for 28 GPT shale, for 57 GPT shale and for 
spent shale. They found for 57 GPT shale that the heat of retorting 
between 750 to 1100°F ranged from 261 to 378 BTU per pound. Heat of 
retorting ranged from 104 to 356 BTU per pound for 28 GPT shale between 
450 to 1100°F. Heat content above 77°F for spent shale was determined 
at a temperature interval of 500 to 1100°F and ranged from 94 to 272 
BTU per pound. Their data showed that the endothermic reactions occur-
ring during the distillation of kerogen utilize 15 to 30 per cent of 
the heat supplied. 
Gavin and Sharp (11) measured physical properties of oil shale. 
They found that average specific heats be~een 20 and 900C ranged from 
0.223 to 0.265 calorie per gm-°C for the samples studied. Thermal 
conductivities ranged from 0.00382 to 0.00518 calorie per sec-cm=°C. 
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Somerton and Boozer (12) reported thermal diffusivi ties and con.-
ductivities of some typical sedimentary rocks at temperatures from 200 
to 1800°F. They used an unsteady state technique that became less 
accurate at high temperatures. Over 1500°F the estimated error using 
this technique could be as large as 20 per cent. Thermal conductivi-
ties of all sedimentary rocks followed a similar and significant de-
creasing trend with temperature. Over 1200°F it was found that thermal 
conductivities of rock become constant. 
Recent work by Somerton (13) showed that the thermal conductivity 
at room temperature of a typical oil shale averages 0.6 BTU/hr-ft°F 
parallel to bedding planes and 0.4 BTU/hr-ft°F perpendicular to the 
bedding planes. 
Shaw (14) reported average specific heats for five samples of 
Colorado oil shale measured at temperatures ranging from 50 to 450°F. 
Oil shale richnesses ranged from 1 to 89.2 gallons per ton. An em-
pirical equation as a function of oil shale richness and temperature 
was derived from these measurements. 
Somerton (15) presented results of experimental measurements of 
heat capacities of some sandstones, shales and siltstones. He found 
measured heat capacities agree closely with values calculated from 
known chemical compositions of the rocks. He found that heat capaci-
ties of these rocks increased from 0.19 to 0.21 BTU/lb-°F at 100°F to 
0.28 to 0.30 BTU/lb-°F at l000°F. At l000°F the change in thermal 
capacities of these rocks with temperature had become negligible. 
Jukkola et al. (16) measured the thermal decomposition rates of 
carbonates in oil shale. They found that dolomite in oil shale began 
to decompose somewhat below 1050°F, while the calcite began to 
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dissociate in the range of 1150-~200°F. Both dissociation temperatures 
were nearly 400°F lower than that of the corresponding carbonate in a 
relatively pure state. These investigators showed that at 1550°F near 
complete carbonate decomposition occurred in less than one hour in a 
nitrogen atmosphere at 760 mm pressure. At lower temperatures thermal 
decomposition rate was considerably slower. The reaction rate was 
increased by decreasing partial pressures of carbon dioxide. 
Feldkirchner and Linden (17) in their study of hydrogasification 
of oil shale reported carbonate decomposition rates in excess of those 
reported by Jukkola (15). It was hypothesized that a lower concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide partially explained this. Also, ratios of 
calcite to dolomite were larger in these studies and therefore over 
1200°F, decomposition rates would be expected to increase rapidly. 
Dannenberg and Matzick (18) included a discussion of carbonate de-
composition. They reported that Green River oil shale contains approxi-
mately 17 per cent mineral carbonates and that during surface retorting 
approximately 30 per cent of these carbonates are decomposed. They 
presented a detailed mineral composition of a typical Green River shale 
which shows that mineral carbonates are composed of 62 per cent dolo~ 
mite and 38 per cent calcite. They estimated from this composition 
that 57,000 BTU per pound mol of carbon dioxide are liberated. 
Matzick et al. (19) presented results from research and develop-
ment carried out by the Bureau of Mines on the gas=combustion oil shale 
retorting process. This Bulletin covered work from 1944 through 1955. 
It included much of the material published in other Bureau publications. 
A 28-GPT shale was reported to be approximately 23 per cent dolomite and 
16 per cent calcite. Decomposition of dolomite required 500 BTU per 
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pound and calcite required 700 BTU. From this it was calculated that a 
pound of oil shale would require 227 BTU for complete carbonate decom• 
position. 
The reaction time for kerogen decomposition was studied and 
results showed that 90 per cent decomposition occurred in 10 minutes 
at 850°F; it occurred in 1000 minutes at 700°F; and it occurred in 
5000 minutes at 650°F. Essentially 100 per cent decomposition occurred 
at 750°F given sufficient time. 
Thomas (20) presented results from retorting tests.on oil shale 
conducted under simulated overburden pressures. The range of the in-
vestigation was from 25 to 2500 psi . at temperatures up t.o l000°F. No 
visible fracturing or exfoliation was found to occur in oil shales 
retorted under confining stresses of 100 to 2500 psia. Pore structure 
and permeability were created by removal of oil and water, decomposi-
tion of carbonates and the creation of microscopic expansion cracks. 
Thermal conductivities measured on raw and spent shale varied no more 
than 13 per cent under stress conditions in excess of 1000 psi. In-
duced permeabilities averaged about 10 md for overburden pressures in 
excess of 1000 psi. This compared with cores of spent shale obtained 
from a field test which shbwed an 11.3 md average. Qualitative results 
based on X-ray diffraction patterns indicated carbonate decomposition 
of dolomite under overburden p;essure began at about 650°F compared 
to the usual 1000°F. This was attributed to the LeChatelier-Braun 
. I 
effect which requires-that a stressed system react in a direction that 
leads to an. equilibrium condition_. 
Several investigators have solved heat transfer problems appli-
cable to rock matrices. Thomas (21) presented a simplified 
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mathematical model of underground conduction heating. He assumed that 
a horizontal fracture existed between wells and that the radial tempera-
ture distribution could be approximated by a step function along the 
fracture surface. Heat transfer away from the fracture was assumed to 
be by one-dimensional vertical conduction and all convection effects 
were neglected. An analytic solution for .this model was obtained. He 
showed that for a wide range of air injection rates the heat transfer 
coefficient ranged from 0,5 to 4.0, but it could be considered infinite 
and very little error results. 
Lesser et al. (22) developed a mathematical model that represented 
the conduction heating of oil shale. They assumed heat would be intro-
duced by the in~ection of hot condensing gas into horizontal fractures 
through the formation. The fractures were assumed to be equally spaced; 
the.flow of fluid was linear. The thermal conductivity and thermal 
capacity of the rock was considered constant and endothermic heat loss 
due to kerogen distillation was disregarded. Maximum temperature was 
taken to be l000°F and thus carbonate decomposition .was assumed to be · 
negligible. They presented limited results for a 500-ft system, for 10 
and 20•ft fracture spacing, for 1000 lbs/£t2hr injection rate at l000°F 
and.for two diffusivity values. In all cases several years were re-
quired to heat all of the formation to 700°F. Less than 32.per cent 
of the injected. heat was utilized for heating the shale. 
Lauwerier (23) solved a heat transfer problem analytically where 
convection heat transfer occurred in one dimension and.heat was given 
up by conduction into the bounding media. Heat transfer in the bound-
ing media was assumed to be by conduction only. in a direction·perpen-
dicular to t.he direction of flow. The downstream bound,ary was· infinite 
in the direction .of flow and coefficients were constant. He used the 
Laplace transformation to obtain the solution. This analytical solu-
tion has been useful in checking the accuracy of numerical solutions. 
In order to conduct an adequate theoretical heat transfer study 
of the proposed problem it was necessary to solve nonlinear partial 
diff~rential equations that described conduction and convection heat 
transfer. These eqqations had to be solved numerically. A review of 
numerical techniques was made to determine which technique to use. 
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Birkhoff (24) summarized the current status of partial difference 
methods for computing approximate numerical solutions of boundary value 
problems. He pointed out that the practical solution of most boundary 
value problems by difference methods was still more of an art than a 
science and that theoretical error bounds usually are hopelessly pes-
simistic, except for difference methods having a low order of accuracy. 
He stated that, although the order of magnitude of truncation errors 
could be computed theoretically, the actual bound depended on the size 
of the derivatives usually not known beforehand. For mesh lengths used 
in practice, cumulative round-off errors were usually much smaller than 
truncation errors. If round-off errors accumulated significantly, it 
was usually because they were amplified by "divergent" computing meth-
ods. He suggested that the usefulness of partial difference methods 
owed far less to the science of numerical analysis than it owed to 
improvements in computing machine technology. 
Birkhoff pointed out that the Crank-Nicolson method was not well 
adapted to the solution of parabolic differential equations involving 
two-space variables because the method was implicit and therefore it 
converged very slowly for fine meshes. He suggested that the ADIP 
(alternating-direction implicit procedure) was an excellent practical 
solution to circumvent this difficultyo 
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Peaceman and Rachford (25) described the alternating=direction 
implicit procedure as it was related to the conduction heat equation 
with constant coefficientso It involved difference equations similar 
to .those for the implicit method; however, only.one of the second 
derivativ~, say o2T/ox2 , was replaced by a second difference evaluated 
· in terms of the unknown temperature while the other derivative, 
o2T/oy2 , was replaced by a second difference evaluated in terms of 
known values of the temperatureo Sets of simultaneous equations were 
formed that could be solved easily.by matrix inversiono These equations 
were _said to be implicit in the x directiono If the procedure was re= 
peated for a second time step of equal size, with the difference equa-
tions implicit in they direction,.the overall procedure for the two 
time steps was stable for any given time stepo Their analysis of this 
procedure showed that it required fewer operations than either the im= 
plicit or explicit approacho Example solutions of the two=dimensional 
steady and unsteady state heat equations were given for rectangular 
boundarieso 
Douglas and Peaceman (26) extended the applicability of the ADIP 
·by presenting solutions of more practical problemso The first example 
was that of flow around a corner which showed that a more complicated 
region than a rectangle can be treatedo A problem involving a radia-
tion boundary condition, _which was nonlinear, was given; and therefore 
the method was extended to more general equationso The third example 
i.nvolved point heat sources and sinks :in an elliptical region and so 
this extended the method to treat curved boundaries and singular pointso 
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ADIP required less calculating time for these solutions than did other 
methods. 
Douglas (27) discussed the problem of stability and error growth 
for linear parabolic and hyperbolic equations. He showed for wide 
classes of difference analogies of linear parabolic and hperbolic 
differential equations with twice-dependent coefficients that stability 
,implies convergence in the mean. 
Brian (28) presented a finite difference method for solving three= 
dimensional transient heat conduction.problems. The method was a modi= 
fication of ADIP preserving its advantages of unconditional stability 
and simplicitywhile achieving the higher-order accuracy of Crank= 
Nicholson. The first three steps of the lllethod were equivalent to ADIP 
f9r half of a time step. In the fourth step the temperatures at the 
advanced time level N+l were 
ferences formulated in terms 
computed explicitly with the distance dif-
of the T~\ Tn+\ and Tn+\ values: ·:liound in 
x ' y z 
the first three steps. The form of the fourth step was similar to the 
Crank-Nicholson form. The method had not been proven by example when 
the article was written. 
~ruce .et al. (29) developed a numerical procedure to solve a 
second order nonlinear partial differential equation which described 
unsteady state gas flow. The Crank-Nicholson method was used. A dif= 
ference equation was written for each point in the domain and thus a 
matrix of equations was solved. The method of solution consisted of 
factoring the nonlinear terms into a product of assumed values of P and 
unknown values of P. The resulting linear set of simultaneous equa~ 
tions was solved by a Gaussian type elimination procedure for the 
unknown P's. These values were then used as assumed values of P for 
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the next iteration. The iterations were continued.until the unknown 
values were eqqal :to:the assumed values. The Gaussian type elimination 
procedure was first suggested by L. H, Thomas of the Watson Scientific 
Computing Laboratory. The procedure avoided error growth associated 
with the back solution of the plain Gaussian elimination and also 
minimized the storage problems in machine computation. This eliJnina-
tion procedure (Thomas' algorithm) was applicable for a tridiagonal 
matrix, Proof of this algorithm was given in this paper. 
Blair and Peaceman (30) presented experimental verification of 
numerical solutions of nonlinear equations which described a gas drive 
in an oil reservoir, ·The numerical solutions presented were obtained 
using the ADIP. A scale fluid sand model was used in the experimental 
tests. ~xcellent agreement was obtained for all tests-presente4. A 
convenient method to handle variable ~rid spacing in the numerical 
equations was also presented. 
Stone and Brian (31) gave a method of analyzing the accuracy of 
finite-difference analogies of the differential systems which charac-
terized some convect:i,ve transport problems. The method could be used 
to treat equations containing both first and second order terms, but 
was limited to consideration of linear differential systems. 
Larkin (32) showed that the alternating-direction explicit.proce~ 
dure (ADEP) suggested by Saul'ev could be extended to two or three di-
mensions. The technique for approximating the. d:i,ffusion equation was 
explicit, stable for time steps of any size, and he concluded it was 
competitive with other methods of approximating the diffusion equation. 
Because it was an explicit method, it held a speed advantage over im-
plicit computations over a single time level. 
Quon et al. (33) used the ADEP to solve a nonlinear partial dif-
ferentia.1 equation describing two-dimensional ,gas reservoir behavior. 
They found the method to be straightforward and they encountered no 
calculational problems. They concluded the method offered advantage 
over the forward difference method from a stability standpoint, thus 
permitting larger time steps. They said there was an advantage over 
the ADIP from a computational point of view since only one nonlinear 
algebraic equation had to be solved at a time, rather than a set of 
equations, representing a row or a column of grid points. 
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Coats and Terhune (34) compared the ADIP and ADEP for two-
dimensional flow calculations. They performed analyses and example 
applications to compare accuracy and computing speed. They showed that 
the truncation error for the ADEP was an order of magnitude larger than 
that for the ADIP. The ADEP was found to be nonconservative in that it 
failed to preserve no-flow conditions at exterior boundaries. This 
caused errors in potential and in material balance which could become 
extremely severe if wells were near the insulated boundaries. Compari-
son of two e,cample solutions showed ADIP accuracy superior to ADEP; 




General Description of Problem 
Geometric Considerations 
ln situ retorting of oil shale requires that communication be 
established between wells drilled into the shale matrix because oil 
shale has no natural matrix permeability. This research is concerned 
with a process using a single fracture communication between wells. 
These fractures are induced hydraulically at pressures of approximately 
2200 psia, and they have been observed to leave the well bore in a 
vertical orientation. The fracture height can be controlled within a 
range of a few to 100 feet. 
Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of this problem. Gas is in-
jected down the injection well through the fracture in both directions 
to two producers. A combustible gas mixture could be burned at the 
surface and the hot products of combustion injected or the combustible 
mixture could be injected and then ignited downhole near the fracture. 
The hot gas gives up heat to the shale matrix as it travels through the 
fracture and it is recovered at the producing wells. 
Figure 2 ·is an a.real view of the pattern arrangement of a system 
of wells. It is expected parallel lines of wells would be drilled, 
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alternately producing and injection wells. The spacing between wells 
and the lines would be determined ultimately by the optimum economic 
life of the process. A staggered injection-producing well sequence 
from one line to the next, thus resulting in a countercurrent flow 




Essentially all liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons are released from 
oil shale at or above 700°F; therefore the rate of movement of the 
700°F isotherm in the matrix is an important consideration. The rate 
of movement of this isotherm is not simply a function of the source 
temperature and rate of heat injection. A complicated set of endo-
thermic heat reactions takes place as oil shale is heated. Endothermic 
heat loss is experienced.from 600 to 800°F when the kerogen decomposes 
into oil, gas and coke. Also, endothermic heat loss occurs as the 
mineral carbonates of the shale decompose. Under surface retorting 
conditions most of this carbonate decomposition takes place over 1000°F 
and it is essentially complete above 1600°F. Thermal conductivity of 
sedimentary rocks is known to decrease significantly with temperature, 
and the thermal capacity of shale has been shown (10, 14) to increase 
somewhat with temperature. These variable properties of oil shale 
complicate the problem as to the optimum fluid injection temperature. 
Flow Path 
As the hot injected gases retort oil shale next to the fracture, 
this shale is expected to develop a limited matrix permeability on the 
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order of 10 ... 15 md (20). Figure 3 is a schematic illustrating this. 
Although limited injected gas flow may. occur through this zone, most of 
the.gas-flow is expected to remain ih the high capacity fracture until 
the retorted zone reaches the producing well, The fracture must remain 
open ahead of the retorted zone to maintain a flow path to the pro-
ducer. Because of this requirement, injection pressures wo1.1ld remain 
high, .. iin order to maintain a fracture along the entire flow path, 
through both retorted and nonretorted portions. Permeability in the 
retorted zone ,should be sufficient so that gases and vapors from the 
interior shale undergoing retorting can escape to the fracture and be 
·carried to the producing well. 
Investigation Limitations 
The process of·. in place oil shale retorting is extremely complex. 
Therefore, 'this ~tnv.esti.ga£ion.~wa:i:,-1iudte·d.: to'ma:t ,t;ra.nsf-er.; >In :ipa:r .. 
1. Pressure was not considered. It was assumed injection rates 
.used in this study were possible. Any effect of pressure on 
carbonate decomposition and retorting temperature was not 
·taken into account. 
2. Retorting efficiency and ultimate recovery efficiency were no1t 
studied in any aspect, although outflow temperatures were 
limited to 900°F. This was done because it was recognized 
sustained. high temperatures would crack ''.~eavy :hydrocarbons 
to gases or even to carbon. 
3. Oil richness was considered only with regard to heat retort-
ing requirements. A 28-GPT sample ·was used for this. 
L ,~ 500' 
Figure 3. Injected Gas and Hydrocarbon Flow Through 





4. The effect of vaporization and condensation on heat transfer 
was not considered explicitly. Mass.transfer within or out 
of the shale was not taken into account in the heat transfer 
equations written for this problem. 
Important Controllable Variables 
Controllable variables that affect heat transfer in this process 
are injection temperature, injection rate; well spacing and time. 
Carbonate decomposition has an effect on the process but its effect 
will be implicit with the temperature effect,. 
Value of Heat Transfer Study 
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A knowledge of the temperature distribution under various condi-
tions will determine the feasibility of this retorting process from a 
heat transfer standpoint. The most optimistic air-oil ratio can be pre-
dicted from this knowledge. Therefore, heat transfer results can be 
used to determine if large expenditures for an experimental pilot test 
are warranted. The pilot test operation is necessary to determine 
optimum pressure and recovery operating conditions and to evaluate the 
overall economics of a commercial project. 
Plan of Attack 
Four models were used in this heat transfer study . 
. M.ode ls I and II 
Figure 4 is a schematic of Model I_. This was the basic model used 













of single fractures between wells. Heat is convected through the 
fracture from the injection well to the producing well. Heat is. 
transferred to the shale by conduction. Conduction heat transfer is 
considered only in the horizontal direction, both parallel and.perpen-
dicular to the fracture. Vertical heat conduction is not considered in 
this model because of computer size and time limitations. The section 
cross-hatched in Figure 4 represents a symmetric element in a linear 
array of such a well system. Therefore it is necessary to consider 
only one such element because adiabatic boundary conditions exist on 
three sides and an infinite boundary exists in they.direction perpen-
dicular to the fr~cture. 
Model II shown in Figure 5 is a representative element in a sym-
metric areal array of wells. Figure 5 is similar to Figure £i. except 
two sides are bounded by. fractures which carry hot gas flowing in 
opposite directions. In this model only the cross-hatched element 
between fractures is considered, as the no-heat flow condition exists 
on all sides. In both of these models the flow rate of only one half 
the fracture is considered as demanded by the adiabatic boundary con-
dition of the symmetric elements. 
The following two nonlinear partial differential equations 





Figure 5. Model II -- Countercurrent Flow through 
Constant Width Fractures N 
+'" 
Derivations of these equations are shown in Appendix A. Equation 
(A-1) describes convection heat transfer in the fracture with heat 
loss into the shale. The product Pgvg represents the mass velocity 
which is considered constant. This is based on the assumption that 
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near steady state conditions occur in the fracture. This condition is· 
approached mqre nearly with time as the fracture is heated. The ther-
mal capacity, cg, of the gas is considered to be constant. With these 
assumptions the rate of h.eat transfer from an injection well can be 
taken as constant. The .Model I boundary condition for the fracture 
is: 
At x = 0, T = T. . ,· 1.nJect1.on 
For Model II we have in addition: 
At x = XI' T = T injection · 
Also, .the heat transfer coefficient between the gas stream and frac-
ture surface was considered infinite. This is equivalent to saying 
the .rock surface and the gas stream temperatures are identical at any 
,point along the fracture. Thomas (21) has shown this assumption leads 
to negligible error. 
Equation (A-2) describes conduction heat transfer in the shale. 
Thermal conductivity and thermal capacity of the shale are considered 
a function of temperature. Endothermic heat losses are represented 
by q, which is also a function of temperature. Boundary and initial 
conditions in the shale for Model I are: 
1. At t = o, T = T 0 0 
::;; x ::;; xr• 0 ::;; y ::;; co . 
2; o, oT h ::;; At x = - = 0 -~y co ox 2 
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3. At 
oT h ~ x = XI' - =·O -~ CX) ax 2 y 
4. At y = h T 2' = fracture temperature 0 ~ x ~ XI' 
5. At y = CX) aT = 0 0 ~ x -~ XI, ' ay 
For Model II the boundary conditions are: 
.1. At t = o, T = T 0 0 ~ x -~ xr, 0 ~ y ~ YJ· 
2. At o, aT -o h -~ x ·- ox = -~y Y3..;h 2 
2 
3. At oT 0 h -~ YJ-h x = xr' -= -~y ax 2 . 
2 
4. At y h T = fracture temperature 0 ~ x -~ XI. = 2' 
5. At y = Y3 h, T = fracture temperature 0 ~ x -~ XI. -:z-
Model III 
This model was designed to investigate the change in heat trans-
fer that might .result from limited convective flow through the re-
tqrted zone. Figure 6 is a schematic .of Model !IL Heat transfer 
by conduction.is considered in the horizontal direction both parallel 
and perpendicular to the fracture. Vertical heat conduction is 
assumed zero. Convection heat transfer occurs not only through the 
fracture but to a predetermined limited extent through the retorted 
shale adjacent.to the fracture. As more shale is heated over 700°F 
and the retorted area grows, convection .heat transfer is assumed to 
occur in the ~rowing permeable zone. The proportional amounts-of gas 
flowing .in the fracture andperm4ble zone would change with the vary-
ing pressure conditions, and therefore these quantities must be 







Figure 6. Model III -- Convection through Growing 






cross-hatched section in Figure 6 represents a symmetric section in a 
linear array of wells. Adiabatic boundary conditions exist on three 
sides and an infinite boundary exists on the fourth side, 
The following equation describes heat transfer in this model and 
is derived in Appendix A. 
a c· oT8 J O [ aTsJ aTs a [ J . - · K (T) - + - K (T) -.. · - = q (T) = a - = p - c (T) T ox x ax ay · y oy ox s o t s s • 
(A-3) 
This equation describes one-dimensional convection heat transfer and 
two-dimensional conduction heat transfer. In the portion of the 
matrix where convection is not present, the value of a is zero. The 
assumptions made for Models I and II regarding the convective parame-
ters were also made for this model. Thermal conductivity~ tl'l.ermal ca; 
pacity and(:~encilothermic heat ·loss were treated.,as, functions of. t~mpera.-
ture. Boundary and initial conditions for this model are: 
1. . At.t = o, T = TO 0 :;;; x :;;;I' 0 :,;; y .. :,;; co 
2. At o, oT 0 h :,;; :,;; co x = = y 
ox 2 
3. At x = o, T = T 0 :,;; y :,;; h constant 2 
4. At aT 0 0 :,;; :,;; x = XI' -= y co . ox 
5 .• At o, oT 0 0 :,;; x :,;; y = -= XI, oy 
6. At y = co oT = 0 0 ~ x :,;; XI• ' oy 
Model IV 
Model IV was designed to evaluate the asstnnption of no vertical 
conduction heat transfer in the first three models. In the real 
physical situation heat conduction will occur in three directions and 
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therefore the configuration of the retorted zone (which coincides with 
the 700°F isotherm) will be a conical ellipsoid whose cross section 
diminishes in the downstream fracture direction. A symmetric element 
of the ellipsoid is illustrated in Figure 7. If. i.t is assumed that 
there is no heat flow in the vertical direction then the 700°F iso-
therm would be a straight line in the z direction. But if heat flow 
occurs in the z direction, the resulting isotherm would be as illus-
trated. The objective of Model IV is to compare the relative magni-
tudes of cross•hatched A and Band A' and B1 , etc. With this compari-
son the effect of the assumption that no heat flows vertically can be 
quaiitatively evaluated. 
In order to determine the profiles in the y=z direction, a con-
duction model was considered which used a heat source based on the 
temperature history at selected positions along the fracture of Model 
I. The u.se of this temperature history involves the assumption that 
the fracture temperature histories of a two- and three-dimensional 
problem would be the same, This assumption is probably good after 
the temperature envelope has progressed some distance from the frac-
ture. In any event results from Model IV are considered only qualita-
tively :~o get:~an estima;te of ,the error invQlved in the two..,.cH:~nsional 
conduction heat flow assumption, 
With this background Model IV involved the solution of 
with boundary conditions of: 
1. At t = o, T = T 0 s; z s; co 0 ~ y s; co 0 .. ,0 ' 
2 ·: At 
, T' h . ' z = o, - = 0 - s; y s; co oz 2 
700°F isotherm 
for no heat flow 
in z direction 
700°F isotherm 
with heat flow 
in z direction 
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Figure 7. Isometric Schematic of Symmetric Element 







At z ='.oo, oT = O 
c)Z 
h At y = 2 T = Fracture temperature from 
,13elee:tea poirits in Model L 
At 
h oT 0 25 y = 2' -= s z s 00 0 oy 
At y = 00' 
oT 
oY 
= 0 0 s z s 00 0 
Variable Coefficients 
Thermal Capacity and Endothermic Heat Loss 
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'!'.he funation of oil shale thermal capacity, cs(T), versus tempera-
ture is di.fficult to describe over a wide temperature range. 'rhe 
thermal capacity is easily measured up to 450°F. Beyond this tempera-
ture the character of oil shale begins to change as liqu:t.<;ls are driven 
off and mineral composition is altered. In the 600 to 800°F range 
kerogen is distilled off and therefore there is a considerable endo= 
thermic heat requirement. Carbonate decomposition begins over 900°F 
and continues to at least 1600°F at atmospheric pressure, These endo= 
thermic, heat requirements are comparable to the total heat content of 
the rock and therefore must be considered in this heat transfer prohli;:m." 
Instead of obtaining a relationship of the heat capacity of oil 
shale versus temperature, it is more convenient to measure total heat 
requirement to raise a unit mass of- oil shale to a specific tt!mp~e .. :i;:ature •. 
This total heat requirement represents the heat content of the rock, 
endothermic heat loss, as well as heats of vaporization and the heat 
content of gas and vapors driven off. These latter two components of 
the total heat requirement are relatively minor; however their inclu-
si6n helps to compensate for the errors in the assumption that no mass 
flow occurs out of the matrix, This assumption was made in the deri-
vation of the conduction heat transfer equation in Appendix A, These 
quantiti~s can be treated together as long as the temperature at any 
,point increases monotonically for the duration of a calculation, If 
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temperature decreases then only rock heat content can be considered, 
Since most of the runs in this work involved increasing temperatures 
only, the heat content of the rock and the endothermic heat loss were 
handled as a single quantity, For those cases where "heat soaking" was 
studied, a rock heat content curve was used, For these cases, tempera-
tures were declining. Cu.rves of total heat requirement and oil shale 
heat content are shown in Figure 8. These curves were used in all heat 
transfer calculations in this work. 
The curves were constructed on information from the literature. 
The heat content of the shale up to 450°F was obtained from Shaw (14). 
From 450 .to 1100°F the total heat requirement curve was based on data 
from Sohns et al. (10). In this work oil shale heat requirements for 
spent shale, 28 GPT shale and 57 GPT shale at atmospheric pressures 
were presented. The 28 GPT data were used here. The Shaw (14) data 
were for 30 GPT shale. Calculations by Sohns,·et al. (10) indicated that 
at U00°F total heat requirement of the 28 GPT shale above 77°F was 
358 BTU/lb while it was 272 BTU/lb for spent shale, The difference of 
86 BTU/lb represented heat loss up to 1100°F. Dannenberg and Matzick 
(18) presented material balance calculations, indicating that heat 
losses other than by carbonate decomposition would be 58 BTU/lb, thus 
indicating that at 1100°F, 28 BTU/lb was due to carbonate decomposi-
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data indicating that the total carbonate decomposition endothermic 
heat requirement was 220 BTU/lb for a shale containing 17 per cent by 
weight mineral carbon dioxide. 
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The total heat requirement curve from 1100 to 1600°F was approxi• 
mated by assuming that the remaining carbonate decomposition would 
take place in this range and that the endothermic heat requirement for 
this decomposition would occur linearly. In addition to this heat 
requirement, it was .assumed that the thermal capacity of spent shale 
at 1100°F would remain constant at 0.268 BTU/lb-°F. This assumption 
is supported by work of Somerton (15) on sedimentary rocks, Combining 
the endothermic heat and spent shale heat content, the curve shown in 
Figure 8 was obtained. Over 1600°F the increase in heat requirement 
is due solely to the 0.268 BTU/lb-°F thermal capacity. 
The heat content curve was assumed to be equivalept to the total, 
heat curve up to 600°F. At 1100°F spent shale has a heat content 
above 0°F of 295 BTU/lb. :From 600 to 1100°F, it was assumed the in· 
crease in heat capacity was linear. This assumption is suppo-rted by 
Sohn~ et al. (10) data. Above 1100°F a thermal capacity of 0.268 BTU/ 
lb- 0 f was used. 
Thermal Conductivity 
A relationship of the thermal conductivity of oil shale as a 
function of temperature is not available, Such a relationship:would 
be extremely difficult to measure because the oil shale composition 
changes markedly with temperature. The thermal conductivity of oil 
shale has been measured at low temperatures by several investigators 
(11), (13). Gavin and Sharp (11) report that conductivities measured 
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on 42 GPT shale at temperatures between 77 and 167°F ranged from 0,76 
to 1,25 BTU/ft•hr°F. They reported data on a number of substances in-
cluding limestone whose conductivities at a temperature of 200°F ranged 
from 0.94 to 1.18 BTU/ft .. hr°F. Recently, Somerton (13) reported the 
thermal conductivity of 30 GPT oil shale parallel to the bedding planes 
to be 0.63 BTU/ft-hr°F at room temperature. He measured the thermal 
conductivity of the same samples perpendicular to the bedding planes to 
be 0,45 BTU/ft•hr°F, 
Somerton and Boozer (12) reported thermal conductivities of sedi-
mentary rocks as functions of temperature from 700 to 1800°F. They 
found that the thermal conducitivities of all rocks showed a similar 
dependency on temperature and most of them at 200°F ranged from 0.8 to 
1.09 BTU/ft-hr°F, Their values dropped to approximately 0,36 at 
1200°F. Over 1200°F conductivities were constant. 
It was decided to use the thermal conductivity of limestone for 
this work because information on oil shale conductivity as a function 
of temperature was not available. The limestone values were used 
because of the similarity of the low temperature values of both lime-
stone and oil shale as reported by Gavin and Sharp (11). Also, the 
mineral content of limestone and retorted oil. shale are more alike than 
any of the other sedimentary rocks. The mineral content of oil shale 
is approximately 50 per cent dolomite and calcite, The thermal con-
ductivity relationship of limestone as a function of temperature used 
for this research work is shown in Figure 9, Values range from 0.93 
BTU/ft-hr°F at 200°F to 0.36 BTU/ft-hr°F at 1200°F. At temperatures 
less than 200°F a constant value of 0,93 BTU/ft-hr°F was used. For 
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.conductivity was constant at 0.36 BTU/ft-hr°F. The 0.93 BTU/ft=hr°F 
lies in the range of m.easured shale values in the literature; however 
it is 0.18 BTU/ft·hr°F higher than Somerton (13) recently measured. 
Description of Process Variables 
Temperature 
As mentioned in the description of the problem, injection tempera· 
ture is an important process variable that can be controlled. The tern-
perature must be ~reater than 700°F to achieve substantially complete 
distillation of the kerogen. · It would seem to be desirable from the 
standpoint of heating rate and thus retorting rate that the source tem-
perature be as high as possible. Also, for the same injected heat, 
injection rates canbe reduced as injection temperatures are increased. 
Reduced injection rates improve the economics of the process. At tern~ 
peratures of 1800 to 2000°F silicates will begin to fuse. Therefore, 
.temperatures in excess of these might glaze the injection bore hole 
and the entrance portion of the fracture and could possibly cause 
pressure and flow problems. Because of this, 2000°F is considered to 
be the most likeiy temperature to be used. 
0 Endothermic heat losses become increasingly large over 1000 F. It 
is not intuitively:evident whether the adverse effects of these heat 
losses could be overcome by either reduced injection rates or greater 
rates of heating possible with high injection tempe.ratures. . The differ-
ences in the rates of retorting rock versus time for all injection tern~ 
peratures investigated when compared at equal heating rates are an im-
portant consideration.in this study. Should these differences be in-
significant, then.the highest injection temperature would be preferred 
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because of reduced gas injection rates. 
Injection Rate 
A larger injection rate at the same injection temperature means an 
increase in heat injection per unit time. This serves to raise fracture 
temperatures and thus the rate of retorting rock will be increased. 
Rowever, after hot gas has reached the producing well, a larger quantity 
of heat will be exhausted at the higher injection rate. Therefore, per 
cent heat utilization drops with increased injection rates after heat 
"brea\tthrough." This problem may. be partially alleviated if provisions 
for utilization of exhaust heat have been made. The effect of injec~ · 
tion rate on the process was investigated. 
Well Spacing 
The effect of spacing on retorting efficiency may not be pro= 
nounced; however, larger distances between injection and producing 
wells tnay. improve utilization of .heat. Spacing between lines of wells 
will be determined by the rate of heat penetration. The larger spacing. 
that is possible without affecting retorting efficiency, the more eco-
nomic the process will become because fewer wells would be required. 
Time 
The optimum operating life of a project would be a function of 
equipment life and investment return, as well as process parameters. 
When the rate of retorting drops below a certain value, oil production 
will not pay for operating expenses. This is obviously the termi-
nation point of the project. This time can be controlled by the rate 
of heat injection, injection temperature and spacing. Results from 




In those cases where the producing well temperature becomes far 
in excess of the retorting temperature, continued operation would be 
impractical. This is so from a heat utilization standpoint as well as 
from the standpoint of cracking all liquid petroleum products into 
gas or, even worse, into carbon. It is anticipated that at this time 
the producing and injecting wells would be shut in and the shale would 
be allowed to "soak." When temperatures dropped sufficiently, injec-
tion would be resumed. The effect of this "soaking" on retorting 
efficiency and heat utilization was investigated. 
Air-Oil Ratio 
The air-oil ratio is defined here as the volume of injected air 
plus fuel required to produce one barrel of oil. From this ratio the 
compression cost to produce a barrel of oil can be calculated. This 
cost is the most important one when considering process economics. 
The amount of injected air required to produce a barrel of oil is 
dependent on all process variables; however, the injection temperature 
will probably be the one which influences it most. Two•thousand~degree 
gas contains approximately twice the heat of 1000°F gas. Therefore, 
if retorted shale volumes were the same for equivalent heat injection 
rates, then the total volume of air injection at 2000°F would only be 
one half of that at 1000°F. Thus producing air-oil ratios would be 
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only one half as much, also. 
In this study a theoretical optimum air-oil ratio versus time was 
determined for all cases studied. Oil production was considered a 
direct function of the volume of oil shale retorted while air injec-
tion was constant for a;ll runs. 
··~--
CHAPTER IV 
APPROACH TO NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
Nuclerical Procedure 
The alternating direction implicit procedure (ADIP) ~as used to 
solve the difference equations describing heat transfer in the oil· 
shale. The literature indicated that for heat models the alternating 
direction implicit procedure (ADIP) possessed advantgges of speed over 
the explicit and implicit techniques. Coats (34) showed the method 
for two-phase fluid problems to be some 60 per cent slower than alter-
nating direction explicit procedure (ADEP) but it was more accurate. 
The ADIP was used here because the literature contained much·more 
supporting evide.nce .of its versatility to heat flow problems. For 
steady state conduction heat transfer problems the ADIP has been 
proven absolutely convergent for any time step. However, the method 
is 'not absolutely convergent for any time step for nonlinear problems 
or problems containing convective terms. 
The ADIP for two dimensions involves 
ference equations.. One set has the second 
the use of two sets of dif .. 
derivative 02; replaced by 
ax 
a second difference written in terms of unknown temperatures while 
ci2T . - :i.s substituted by a second difference written in terms of known 
ay2 
temperatures of the previous calculation. The second set of differ-
ence equations has 02; described by unknown temperatures and 02T 
oY . ox2 
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described by known temperatures. The first set of difference equa-
tions ri.s, said to be implicit in the x direction and explicit in the 
y direction. The second set is implicit in y and explicit in x. 
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There are as many equations in each set as there are mesh points in 
the grid representing the problem. The method of solution involves 
starting with either type equation written for each point in the grid. 
This set of equations is then solved by matrix inversi0n, The matrix 
.inversion technique used in this work is described in Appendix C. For 
the next time step or iteration (depending on the problem), equations 
written implicit in the opposite direction are solved by matrix in-
version. This alternating procedure is then repeated over and over 
again throughout the-duration of the problem. 
Description of Numerical Models 
The differential equations representing each model, derived in 
Appendix A, are represented in terms of difference equations in 
Appendix B. The difference equation analogous to the differential 
equation_ that describes convection heat transfer· with heat,·.loss into 
shale, as described for Models I ~i;:i~'.{Ii, is derived. It uses a two-
point backward difference term to represent change in fracture tem-
perature and a three~point forward difference term to describe heat 
transfer into the.'shaU:f. The solution is' explicit as_ only one .hou!J.dary 
condition is required. 
Since ADIPw.as used, difference equations that describe .heat flow 
in the shale are derived both impl~citly and explicitly in each dir-
-ection that is considered for each of the models. Central differences 
are·, used to represent the second order differential conduction terms. 
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Central differences are also used for the first order convection term 
in Model III. These equations are all rearranged into a similar form 
as follows: 
A. T. l + B. T. + C. T ·+l = D. ]. i- l. ]. ]. ]. ]. 
where the coefficients A., B., C. and D, are comprised of constants, 
]. ]. ]. l. 
functions of known temperatures, and known temperatures. The sub-
scripts refer to the mesh point the equation represents. 
Appendix B also includes a description of the variable spacing 
scheme used in addition to the derivations of difference equations for 
the five computer programs that were developed for this research work. 
The five computer programs were named THERMABl, THERMAB2, THERMAB3, 
THERMAB4 and THERMABS. THERMABl and THERMAB3 were developed to solve 
Model I. THERMAB2 was written to solve Model III. THERMAB4 was used 
for the solution of Model II -and THERMABS was the program used to solve 
Model IV, Boundary conditions for each program are listed in Appen-
dix B. 
It is to be noted that the numerical derivations in Appendix B 
were derived using specific endothermic heat requirement and specific 
thermal capacity. Since only total heat requirement and content data 
were readily available, these data were used in all programs. To use 
it, all that was necessary was to replace the composite specific total 
heat requirement (identified as C in the appendix) by the total heat 
requirement divided by the temperature. 
The curves describing thermal conductivity, total heat require-
ment and total heat content shown in Figures 8 and 9 were described by 
equations so that they could be used in these computer programs. The 
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thermal conductivity curve from 200 to 1200°F was represented by a 
fourth order polynomial obtained by a least squares fit. Above and 
below these temperatures conductivity.:values were constant. The 
curves for the total heat requirement and total heat content were each 
described by a series of linear equations. 
Model I 
Figure 10 shows the grid network representation of Models I and 
III. Grid points in they direction are spaced closely near the 
fracture and farther apart away from the fracture. This permits fewer 
grid points to be used and still maintain uniform accuracy throughout 
the grid system. A.method to determine they grid spacing is given in 
Appendix D. The distance in they direction is sufficient to repre-
sent an infinite boundary. The x spacing for these models is con-
stant. The center line in the fracture coincides with the first row 
.of mesh points. 
A computer program, THERMABl, was first written to numerically 
solve Model I assuming that thermal conductivity and capacity were 
constant and there was no endothermic heat loss. Difference equations 
for this program are the same as those used in THERMAB3 and THERMAB4, 
but with the above. assumptions the resulting coefficients of the dif-
ference equations ar.e, simpler than those for THERMAB3 and THERMAB4. 
The difference coefficients for THERMABl are listed in Appendix B 
along with the appropriate boundary conditions for this model. A flow 
· chart and progrc!l,m listing of THERMABl are shown in Appendix F. 
The program for the general numerical solution of Model I is 
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and resulting coefficients used in this program are presented in 
Appendix B. In these equations it is assumed there is directional 
variable thermal conductivity, variable thermal capacity and endo-
thermic heat loss, all functions of temperature. The boundary condi-
tions for Model I are also listed, A simplified flow sheet and pro-
gram listing of THERMAB3 are given in Appendix F. 
The basic method of solution of Model I with reference to the 
THERMAB3 flow chart is summarized as follows: 
1. Read in all input data and initialize all parameters. 
2. Compute values of velocity as functions of x distance. 
3. Calculate the variable spacing values as described in 
Appendix B (CALCY subroutine). 
4. Calculate initial values of thermal conductivity, total 
heat requirement, total heat content and store all in 
temporary arrays. The latter two sets of values as well 
as temperature are also stored in permanent arrays. 
5. Solve the convection equation explicitly (CONV subroutine). 
6. Calculate new values for thermal conductivity antl total 
heat requirement in the j=l row (CONDS and CAPACl sub-
routines). 
7. Solve the conduction equation using ADIP first sweeping 
in the x direction (CONDl subroutine). 
8. Calculate new values of thermal conductivity and total 
heat requirement (COND4 and CAPAC subroutines). 
9. Check to see whether all newly calculated temperatures 
have changed from previously calculated temperatures by a 
prescrib~d tolerance .. 
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10. If the changes for all temperatures are less than 
tolerance, store temperatures and latest values of 
total heat requirement in permanent arrays and go 
to next time step. 
11. If tolerance is not satisfied for all temperatures, 
solve convection equation again (CONV subroutine). 
12. Calculate new values for thermal conductivity and 
total heat requirement in the j=l row (CONDS and CAPACl). 
13. Solve.conduction equation sweeping in they direction 
(COND2 subroutine). 
14. Calculate new values of thermal conductivity and total 
heat requirement. 
15. Check to see if new temperatures are within tolerance. 
16. If so, repeat step 10. 
17. If not, solve convection equation again, etc. 
This is basically the procedure for THER!"\fAB3 and THERMABl; how-
ever, the thermal conductivity and total heat requirement steps are 
not included in THEJU1AB1. In short, the convection equation is solved 
along the j=l row.of the matrix. Using this as a boundary condition, 
the heat distribution in the shale is determined by first solving the 
conduction equation which is implicit in x and explicit in y. A check 
is made to see if temperatures have changed less than a prescribed 
I 
tolerance. If they have, time is incremented; if no~. the convection 
equation is resolved. Then the .conduction equation written implicit 
in y and explicit in xis solved. A check is made to see if the new 
temperatures have changed less than the tolerance. If tolerance is 
satisfied, time is incremented; if not, the procedure is repeated 
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until the iteration procedure satisfies the tolerance. Convergence is 
obtained rapidly with this procedure. 
The program has a built-in procedure to lengthen the time incre-
ment and to reduce the tplerance of iteration as time increases. 
Details of this are given later in this chapter and in Appendix D. 
The'variable spacing sequence, convection routine, both conduction 
equation routines (CONDl and COND2), the thermal conductivity, and 
total heat requirement determination were written in subroutine form 
to facilitate programming. 
A heat balance is included in this .and all other prpgrams used in 
this work. A double integration of the total heat requirement of the 
shale is made to obtain total heat utilized. The procedure used for 
integration is a two-dimensional Simpson rule with variable increments. 
The heat which flows ~n at the injection well and that which flows out 
of the producer is easily calculated since these end point tempera-
tures in row j=l are known at the end of each time step. The balance 
of heat in, with the heat out plus heat utilized, is a main control-
ling factor as to the validity and accuracy of the solud.on. 
To obtain information needed to evaluate the assumption that no 
heat flows vertically, THERMAB3 i:s: written so that temperatures and 
heat utilizations ,.can:. be printed out every time step for prescribed 
positions along the fracture. .These temperatures serve as input data 
for THERMAB5. 
A contour subroutine is used to record they distances from the 
fracture of several desired temperatures at all positions in the x 
direction. Linear interpolation is used between grid points. 
If the fracture temperature at the producing well becomes a 
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specified amount greater than the retorting temperature (taken to be 
900°F here), the program is written so that the use of the convection 
routine is stopped, this information is printed out, and the shale 
matrix begins to "soak." To do this, boundary conditions of the two 
conduction subroutines (CONDl and COND2) must be changed to be adia-
batic on all sides. Instead of changing these boundary conditions, 
two new subroutines (COND6 and COND7) which are analogous to CONDl and 
COND2 except for the changed boundary conditions are used. When the 
temperature of the producing well falls below 800°F, the program is 
written to print this out and revert to the normal calculating rou-
tine. 
As long as temperatures at a given matrix point are increasing, 
the total heat requirement values are used. They represent both 
heat content of the rock and endothermic heat requirements which are 
combined in the difference equations. During soaking if temperatures 
decrease only the heat content of the rock is available to be given 
up. Therefore a decision on which "heat capacity" value to use is 
made on the basis of whether the temperature of the point in question 
has been increasing or decreasing. A separate subroutine (CAPS:K) to 
calculate rock heat conte'n:t is used for the "soak" alternative. 
Model II 
Figure 11 represents the grid network of Model II, This model 
is bounded on two sides by fractures. The spacing of grid points in 
they direction was determined in the same manner as it was for Model 
I, but the presence of the two fractures causes the y spacing to be 
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constant. The center lines of the two fractures coincides with the 
first and last row of mesh points. The distance between fractures 
i:s, 100 feet and the distance from injection to producing well along 
a fracture is: 500 feet. 
The program for the numerical solution of Model II is called 
THERMAB4. The numerical equations for convection heat transfer are 
similar to the one for THERMAB3 with the appropriate point to point 
nomenclature changes made for the convection heat transfer equation 
along the j=J.row. The numerical equations for conduction heat trans-
fer in this program are the same as the ones for THERMAB3. The bound-
ary conditions appropriate for THERMAB4. are listed in Appendix B, A 
\ 
flow chart and program iisting are given in Appendix F. 
Procedures in THERMAB4 are similar to THERMAB3. The basic dif-
ference is that in place of solving one convection. equation.,. two con-
vection equations are solved (CONV and CON\72 subroutines), Then new 
values of thermal conductivity and total heat requirement in both the 
.j=l and.j=J rows are calculated (COND5, COND8, CAPACl and CAPAC2 sub= 
routines), The procedures to lengthen the time increment and to re-
duce the tolerance of iteration are the same as those in THERMAB3. A 
heat balance, a contour subroutine and the. "soak" feature are also 
included in this program, 
Model III 
Figure 10 as described for Model I also represents the grid net= 
~ork for Model III. THERMAB2 is the program for the numerical solu-
tion of this model. The difference equations both implicit in x and 
explicit in y, and implicit in y and explicit in x are derived in 
Appendix B, The appropriate boundary conditions are also listed. A 
flow sheet and program listing are listed in Appendix F. 
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This model, used to evaluate the influence of convection heat 
transfer in the shale matrix, does not contain a separate convection 
equation whose solution is a boundary condition for the solution of 
the conduction equations. InsterL'l, the convection term is combined 
with the conduction equations and the boundary conditions are all 
adiabatic, except at j=l, i=l, where a constant injection tempera-
ture is the boundary condition. Initially, convection heat transfer 
occurs only in the j=l row (the fracture); therefore a switch (called 
HH in THERMAB2) to set the convective term equal to zero elsewhere is 
used. When the matrix temperature at any point exceeds 700°F, it is 
assumed limited permeability is developed and therefore the convective 
term is included by setting HH=l. The relative proportion of the con-
vection present above the fracture must be set arbitrarily as it is a 
function of pressure which is not considered in this study. 
Basically, this program is similar to THERMAB3. Although itera-
tion is not necessary between a convection and conduction solution, 
it is necessary because of the nonlinear temperature-dependent coef-
ficients. Subroutines for this program include CONDl and COND2 which 
are the basic routines for solving (by matrix inversion) the implicit 
in x and implicit in y forms of the difference equation that describes 
this model. Within each of these subroutines there is a built-in 
procedure which is written to determine the thickness of the retorted 
zone in they direction. In other words, the procedure is designed to 
determine how many grid points are above 700°F. After this is deter-
mined, the convection heat transfer can be distributed as desired 
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throughout this zone. In the run made with this model it was assumed 
90 per cent of the gas flow occured in the fracture and 10 per cent 
was distributed evenly along a vertical profile of the retorted zone. 
Other subroutines used in this program are the same as those 
described for THERMAB3. The "soak" routine is not included. 
Model IV 
Figure 12 represents the grid network used to solve Model IV. 
In they direction, distances between points are variable and are the 
same as the grid spacing for Model L In the z direction, the first 
six grid points (representing 24.5 feet) are evenly spaced. From 
24.5 feet to 281 feet the grid spacing is analogous to that in they 
direction. The first grid points (m,,,,,l through 6) at j=l are held at 
the same temperature during a time :step, but this temperature changes 
for each new time step. This tE,mperature history is obtained from the 
resulting temperature history of a selected point along the fracture 
in Model I. For example, the temperature history of T10 1 (x = 100 
' 
feet down the fracture) in Model I could serve as the source tempera-
ture for m=l through 6, at j=l for Model IV. All other boundary con-
ditions for this model are the adiabatic condition. A flow chart and 
program listing are given in Appendix F, 
The program for the numerical solution. of Model IV is calle.d 
THERMABS. The numerical solution for this model consists of an 
iteration procedure between the two basic subrou.tines, CONDl and 
COND2. These subroutines represent the alternate conduction equations 
derived for the ADIP. Iteration is necessary, as before, because of 
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sub.routines, mentioned before, are utilized in this program. In addi-
tion, a subroutine, CALCX, i,s, necessary for this program because of 
the variable spacing in the z direction. This program is written to 
calculate variable spacing values needed for the difference terms 
written for the z direction. 
Determination of Iteration Parameters 
Grid Spacing 
The .first three grid points in they direction for all models 
were chosen one foot apart; th.e third through sixth point were two 
feet apart. Beyond this, grid spacings in the y direction were d'eter-
mined basically by the technique developed i.n Appendix D. This spac-
·ing technique allows the u.se of a minimum number of grid points, 
while requiring the temperature difference between any two adjacent 
points be less than a predescribed (t.T)max· 
Grid spaci;ng in the x direction was constant. Using THERMAB3, 
it was determined that a t.x spacing of 10 feet was most satisfactory 
under the circumstances .involved. A heat balance discrepancy of ap-
proximately 18 per cent after 30,000 hours of calculated history was 
obtained using a t.x of 20 feet. This compared to a heat balance dis-
·crepancy of 6 per cent using a t.x .of 10 feet, other parameters being 
equal. Delta x· spacings :o:f less than,10 feet _were impractical because 




The size ·of the time increment.a used .in the initi.al wqrk with 
. ' 
THERMABl, which included constant ·coeffitien,ts, had an .insignificant 
.eff:ect on the accuracy and no effect on numerical stability. This was 
at least true with b. t' s ·of 1 to 100 hours. Afte.r 5000 hours of com-
puted histqry the ~r:~or in the heat balance was 2 .5 per cent .and after 
10,000 hours, it was 1.0 ~er cent using a constint b.t of 50 hours. 
Systematically increasing b.t values from 1 to 50 hours resu.1 ted in a 
heat balance error of only O. 6 per cent after 5000 hours. - · It was 
possible to start calculations with b.t = 100 hours with no apparent 
instability. 
With the use of the temperature-dependent coefficients of thermal 
conductivity, thermal capacity and endothermic heat loss, t_he time 
·increment size and time ·of utilization were ·ve.ry critical. The devel"'. 
opment of a time increment sequence"that was suitable from sta.bility 
a.nd speed of solutioh standpoints was developed to some extent from 
theoretical. considerations, but largely by trial and error. Ini-
tiallylusing THERMAB3, it was discov.ered that the nume.rical procedure 
became unstable after only 40 time steps (200 hours of computed.his-
tory) when using a b.t of 5 hours and a b.x .of 10 feet. Because ,of 
this, the technique described in Appendix D was used to increase b.t 
systematically. Using this approach after five initial b.t I s .of one 
hour, it was possible to i.ncrease the size of b.t to 38 hours before 
instability developed. Additional work showed,. however, t_hat this 
procedure had to be discontinued after a b.t of 15 hours for absolute 
stability. A At of 15 hours was used up to a cumulative time of 1000 
hours of computed.history; it was then increased to 30 hours and.held, 
constant up to 3000 hours. At5000 hours' history, b.t was increased 
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to 50 hours and at 10,000 hours of history it was increased to 100 
hours. This sequence was developed by trial and error using a tt0 of 
2000°F, a fix of 10 feet, an ot of 10 BTU/hr-ft°F and a tolerance of 
iteration of 0.05. Actually with this tolerance it was possible to 
go to a lit of 100 hours earlier but the tolerance sequence described 
below required that lit not be incremented to 100 until 10,000 hours of 
history. The size of the time step was less critical when a 6.x spacing 
of 20 feet was used. Computations were stable with a lit of 50 hours 
as early as 1000 hours of history, 'With a lit of 100 hours as early as 
3000 hours and with a lit of 200 hours as early as 10,000 hours of 
history. Also, the systematic incrementing procedure ·could be used 
up to 38 hours and remain there without stability trouble, But, 
" 
because of heat balance error, the smaller /Jx spacing of 10 feet was 
adopted. 
Tolerance Incrementation 
As temperatures increased, a tolerance of 0.05 repre.sented a 
sizable temperature spread and therefore for accuracy it had to be· 
decreased. By trfal and error with lit values of 15,. 30, 50 and 100 
at the times stated above, it was determined that the tolerance could 
be reduced to 0.04 at 3000 hours, to 0.03 at 4000 hours, to 0,02 .at 
··, 
5000 hours and to 0,01 at 20,000 hours, The'time increment and taler-
ance sequences used for these programs are illustrated in Figure 13, 
With small time steps, a smaller tolerance ·could have been used ear-
lier; however, due to the ,computer time involved with these runs, ,it 
was necessary to sacrific~ some accuracy for speed, 
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T0 = 2000°F and 0t = 10 BTU/hr-ft°F, for which these 6t and tolerance 
sequences were developed, can cause instability when 6.t is large and 
tolerance small. To avoid this, all programs were written as follows: 
1. At 20,000 hours, tolerance was set at 0.01. 
2. If instability resulted, tolerance was reset at 0.02, etc. 
~- At 25,000 hours, a tolerance of 0.01 was tried again, etc. 
In all cases a tolerance of 0.01 was used after 25,000 hours. Insta-
bility was determined by installing a counter on the number of itera-
tions per time step. After ten iterations the programs were set to 
alt.er the tolerance as described. After twenty iterations in the 
same time step at any stage throughout a run, all programs were 
written to stop calculations. This safeguard prevented excessive 
computer usage. 
Solution Validity 
Check of Lauwerier Solution 
An analytical solution of a simplified version of tl~.e neat trans-
fer problem solved here served as a check as to the validity of the 
numerical procedures used in this work. Lauwerier (23) solved a one-
dimensional convection heat transfer problem which loses heat by 
conduction perpendicular to the direction of flow. Conduction heat 
flow in the bounding media was one dimensional perpendicular to the 
direction of fluid flow. It was assumed that flow path was infinitely 
long and coefficients were constant. The THERMABl solution (constant 
coefficients) should be very close to the Lauwerier solution up until 
the time of heat breakthrough at the producing well since the heat 
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conductance in the x direction has a relatively small effect compared' 
to heat conductance in they direction. 
Figure 14 is a comparison of the fracture temperature determined 
with the Lauwerier solution to that determined with THERMABl after 
5000 hours of history. Little difference can be noted betwee_n the 
solutions. Figure 15 is a comparison of the position of the 600°F 
isotherms after 5000 hours as determined by the two methods. Again 
little difference is noted. This comparison is the mo_re significant 
because ·the position of the 600°F isotherm represents the degree of 
oil shale retorting as determined both numerically and analytically. 
The 600°F isotherm was considered because the ambient temperature was 
set at zero for these solutions but was considered to be 100°F in the 
physical p,roblem. 
Solutions Using Iiimi ting Coefficients 
Since nonli_near temperature-dependent coefficients were· involved 
in this research problem, the above ,comparison does not represent 
completeverification of the numerical procedures. Another test that 
was used to supp9rt the_ validity of these numerical procedures 
(THERMAB3 and THERMAB4) was to calculate constant coefficient solu~ 
tions using values of the ,coefficients determined at the minimum tem_-
perature and ma_ximum t·emperature encounte.red in this study. If these 
solutions encompass a solution with variable coefficients then the 
results were qualitatively ,in the proper direction. Two tests of 
5426 hours each were ru_n. The first one used a thermal conductivity 
of 0 .. 93 BTU/ft-hr°F and a thermal capacity of 31.5 BTU/ft3-°F. The 
second one ,used a thermal conductivity of 0.36 BTU/ft-hr°F and a 
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thermal capacity of 54 .. 0 BTU/ft3-°F. These cases represent values of 
these two coefficients at 100 and 1600°FJ respectively. Figure 16 
shows results of these two tests and also the result of a t.est using 
variable .coefficients. Since the results from the latter test fall 
between the results from the two bounding tests, it was concluded the 
numerical procedures gave results that are qualitatively reasonable. 
Heat Balance 
As mentioned, heat balances using THERMABl (constant coefficients) 
were excellent very early into a run. By 2500 hours the heat balance 
error was less than 1 per cent. Errors in the heat balance for the 
variable coefficient solution were somewhat larger, especially at 
early times. One of the main reasons for this was because the itera-
tive tolerance was started at 0.05 compared to 0.01 for the constant 
coefficient solutions. 
The fractional error in the heat balance during any one time step 
monotonically decreased throughout the life of a run. This error was 
denoted in the program listings of THERMAB3 and THERMAB4 as ER2 (see 
Appendix E) and had values as high as 0.20 during the first few 
hundred hours of a run but decreased to values of 0.02 to 0.13, de-
pending on the parameters of the problem. Cumulative heat balance 
discrepancies for the various runs ranged from O, 02 to O .14. after 
80,000 hours. In all cases discrepancies were positive, Le., stored 
heat plus produced heat was greater than injected heat. 
Effect of Assumptions 
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Comparison runs were made using both two=point and three-point 
backward .difference representations to approximate the differential 
term describing convection heat transfer. The three=point approxima-
tion would be expected to give greater accuracy where temperature 
gradients were not linear. Results from these comparison runs showed 
that after a few hundred hours there was no perceptible difference in 




Referring to Equations (B-13), (B-14) j (B-15) and (B-16), it can 
be seen that there are two terms containing v, velocity, in their 
denominators. Assuming a fracture width of one-eighth inch, it was 
calculated that fracture entrance velocity would be approximately 600 
ft/hr at an injection pressure of 3000 psi and a heat flow rate (a.) o'f 
10 BTU/hr-ft°F, The velocity at the fracture outflow end would be on 
the order of 20,000 ft/hr if outflow pressures were 100 psio There-
fore, the value of v would be large any place within _the fractureo 
The terms containing v are inversely.proportional to v and thus they 
would be extremely small and probably insignificant o 
The actual values of v used in these numerical solutions were 
based on the assumption that pressure drop through the fracture would 
be linear and the injected gas would behave as a perfect gaso There= 
fore the velocity was an inverse function of the pressure and range 
from 600 and 20,000 ft/hr for an alpha of 10 BTU/hr-ft°F. An ex-
ponential equation with the x distance as the variable was used to 
to calculate velocity at any x position, The equation was 
v = 600 + 0.8 x + e.OlSZx . 
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A test was made to determine whether changes in the values of 
these velocities would affect the temperature solution, One run was 
made using velocities determined by doubling the values of all con= 
stants in the above equation. Fracture temperatures between the two 
runs varied less than two degrees at any point after 2500 hours. This 
showed that the effect of velocity on temperature distribution was in-
significant providing the velocities were large, Because of this, the 
method .of determining these velocities had little effect on the solu= 
tion. 
Infinite Heat Transfer Coefficient 
In these numerical solutions it was assumed that the temperature 
of the shale at the fracture surface was the same as the gas tempera= 
ture. This is the same as saying the heat transfer coefficient be= 
tween gas and shale is infinite, Thomas (21) showed that for heat 
. transfer coefficients of 5 to 00 BTU/ft2 ~hr°F~ the heat penetration 
rates into a substance of low thermal conductivity were essentially the 
same. He also showed for coefficients as low as 0.05 BTU/ft2.,hr°F the 
average heat penetration was reduced only about 10 per cent. Eckert 
(36) indicates that heat transfer coefficients of air range from 2 to 
50 BTU/ft2..ihr°F over various flat surfaces, Assuming that the heat 
transfer coefficient of a fracture surface in oi1 $hale fell into this 
category, we would expect that an infinite heat transfer coefficient 
assumption for this work would be valid. A check of this assumption 
was made by making a short run with the quantity K/L between the j=l 
and j=2 rows set equal to a boundary layer heat transfer coefficient 
of 5 BTU/ft2 ..:hr°F. The j=2 row was then considered to be the shale 
surface with the j=l row being the boundary layer surface. 
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Figure 17 shows a comparison of the results of this run with a 
run assuming an infinite heat transfer coefficient. As can.be seen 
the positions of the 700°F isotherms for the two cases are very close, 
.thus suppc;,rting the infinite heat transfer assumption. Longer runs 
would show even a less percentage difference in the positions of the 
isotherms. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A total of 18 runs were made for this study. Table I sunnnarizes 
these runs along with their pertinent parameters. All runs were con-
ducted -for 86,000 to90,000 hours (approximately 10 years) real time, 
excepting for Run 11, which was 110, 000 hours. Nine runs were made 
for Model I (THERMAB3), three runs for Model II (THERMAB4), two runs 
,for Mod,el III (THERMAB2) and four runs for Model IV (THERMAB5). Exam-
ple output sheet:s for THERMAB3 and THERMAB4 are shown in Appendix E. 
' 
Computer _time for these runs varied from 35 minutes to three 
hours in length. Model IV was solved in 35 minutes using THERMAB5. 
Conventional 500..;foot ru.ns using THERMAB3 required about 1 hour 20 
minutes of computer time, Model III required 1 hour 30 minutes to 
solve using THERMAB2 and Model 11 required 1 hour 40 minutes with 
'1'.HERMAB4. Run 9, 1000-foot system, required approximately three hours 
to solve using THERMABJ. This run tised 2121 grid points. 
Results from Model I and Model II 
General Discussic,n 
Results £ran the nine runs made for Model I are presented in 
Figures 18 through 35, and results from the three runs made for Model 
II are ·presented in Figures 36 through 41. Two figures are presented 
for each run. The first is a plot of the position of the 700°F 
69 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF· COMPUTER RUNS 
Run Fracture Injection Inje,ction Rate 
Length, ft 0 * Number Model Temperature, F Ci Btu/hr-ft SCF/hr-ft 
1 I 500 1000 5.00 5,000 278 
2 I 500 1000 10.00 10 ,000 556 
3 I 500 1500 6.67 10,000 370 
4 I 500 1500 13.33 2-0,000 740 
5 I 500 2000 2.50 5,000 139 
6 I 500 2000 5.00 10,000 278 
7 I 500 2000 10.00 20,000 556 
8 -I 500 3000 3.33 10,000 156 
9 I 1000 2'000 10.00 20,000 556 
10 II 500 15·00 6,,67 10,000 370 
11 II 5:00 :2000 5.00 10,000 278 
12 II 500 2000 10.00 20,000 556 
13** III 500 2000 2.50 5,000 139 
14 III 500 2000 2.50 5,000 139 
15 IV Cross-section Profile at O feet along fracture of Run 6. 
16 IV Cross-section Profile at 100 feet along fracture of Run 6. 
17 IV C;ross-section Profile at 200 feet along fracture of Run 6. 
18 IV Cross-section Profile at 400 feet along fracture of Run 6. 
*BTU/hr-ft°F 
** 100 per cent of gas flow in fracture. 
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isotherm versus time. The .se,cond is the temperature distribution at 
the end of 86,100 hours. Notice that in the case of the Model II 
runs, double ,countercurrent plots are ·presented. The temperature 
distribution .curves are given to serve as reference information. For 
those .runs where the ."soak" alternative was studied, positions .of the 
700°F at the e.nd of select·ed injection periods were plotted to insure 
that t_he ·fa.rt:hest advance of the 700°F was recorded. For these runs 
the final temperature distribution was listed at the ·end of the injec-
tion cycle closest to 86, 100 hours. 
The ·plots of the positions of the 700°F isotherms versus time 
.are the basi.c curves from which all other comparison curves we.re ·con-
structed. The areasu.nder the·700°F isotherm at any time represent 
the volumes of oil shale .retorted per foot of fracture thickness as 
calculated by the two-dimensional models. 'I'hese volumes are compared 
with the parameters ·of the process in Figures 42 through 59. 
' ' 
In order to obtain accurate volumes of shale retorted, large 
plots of the positions of the 700°F isotherms versus time were made. 
The areas under these large plots we.re determined with a planimeter. 
Planimeter e.rror averaged less thari 1 per cent. 
Fractional cumulative heat balance errors ranged from 0.02 to 
0.14; however, heat balance error was found to lie within 0,05 to 0.10 
for.most cases. Two soak runs had the ·lowest errors and the 3000°F 
"' run h.ad the largest error. It is noted that all heat '!,alance errors 
were i.n the same direction, i.e., cumulative stored heat plus produced 
.heat was greater than cumulative injected heat. With this in mind 
results from the.se runs can be considered on the optimistic side. 
Howeve.r, retorted volumes determined here are not necessarily in error 
96 
\ 
to the \ame degree as the heat balance because only the position of 
the 700°F isothertn is involved. 
The previously des:cribed iteration parameters developed with 
THERMAB3 fo.r thi_s work were satisfactory for all runs except for run 
9. This was the only case studied with a 1000-foot fracture length. 
ln this case, the time increment was held at 50 hours up to 30,000 
hours of h.istqry ·instead of the usual 10,000 hours. This was neces-
sary- to get convergence with'in the p;rescri,bed .. tolei;:ances. 
Effect of Temperature 
The ·effect of injection temperature upon retorting rate at 
several heat injection rates is shown in Figures 42, 43 and 44. These 
figures sh_ow that rates of retorting are all .constant up to the time 
that the ,700°F isotherm arrives at the producing well. For the cases 
shown in Figt,1res 42 apd 43 the 700°F isotherms do not _reach the pro-
duce,rs during the durations of the runs. At the highest injection 
rate of 20 ,000 BTU/hr-ft, it can be seen from Figure 44 th_at the rate 
of retorting for the 1500°F case decreases at approximately 20,000 
hours; whereas, fo,r the 2000°F case, it dec_reases at 25,000 hours. 
Figq,res 24. and 30 show at these times the 700°F isothe,rms have reached 
the producers. When the producers reached 900°F the alternating-soak-
injection _routine was used. Figure 44 also shows that for the ·2000°F, 
1000-·foot ·case, its rate of retorting remained constant, and t:here·fore 
the -700°F isotherm did n_ot reach the producer during the run. 
Figures 42, 43 and 44 clearly show that the rate ·of retorting 
increases as the.injection temperature is increased when compared at 
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Figure 43. Effect of Temperature upon Retorting Rate with a Heat Injection Rate 
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Figure 44. Effect of Temperature upon Retorting Rate with a Heat Injection 





rates at four temperatures, shows the :rate of retorting is increased 
. . 
to a smaller extent as the injection temperature increases. Rates 
-of -retorting at-1500, 2000 and 3000°F ·-are 2.35, 2.80 and 2.94 times 
the rate at l000°F. 
Resu_lts from these th_ree figures are all the more striking since, 
for equal heat inje.ction rates, it is necessary that the air injec-
tion for the l000°F case be approximately twice that of the 2000°F 
case. This means that the air compression .cost for the l000°F case 
would be twice ·that of the 2000°F case, while the retorting rate is 
only about 35 per cent of the 2000°F case. 
Figures 45 and 46 compare retorting rates at 1000 and 2000°F for 
two gas injection rates. These -comparisons a_re more significant as 
compression costs would be the same. These comparisons show the rate 
of retorting at 2000°F is approximately 5. 7 times that at l000°F when 
compared at the same gas injection rate. 
Effect of Injection Rate 
Figµres 47, 48, and 49 show the ·effect of injection rate for a 
constant gas injection temperature. These figures show that up until 
the time the 700°F isotherm reaches the producer, the retorting rate 
is a direct function of inj_ection rate when compared at the same 
temperatu.re. After "breakthrough" of the 700°F isotherm, retorting 
efficiency falls off. 
Breakthrough of the 700°F isotherm occurs at 90,000 hours for 
a he_at injection rate of 10,000 BTU/hr-ft at 2000°F (see Figure 28). 
If this injection rate is doubled,_ using the _same 500-foot system, 
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Figure 45. Effect of Injection Temperature upon Retorting Rate with an Air 
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injection rate is 20,000 BTU/hr-ft but the system length is doubled to 
1000 feet, then breakthrough again occurs beyond 80,000 hours (see 
Figure 34). These comparisons show that for a specified project life 
(here taken to be 86,100 hours or approximately 10 years), there is an 
optimum injection rate-system length combination and they are almost 
directly related. In other words, doubling the injection rate requires 
doubling the system's length for 700°F isotherm breakthrough to occur 
within the same period. 
A comparison at a rate of 10,000 BTU/hr-ft shows that after 86,100 
hours, the 700°F isotherms are 500, 480 and 410 feet down the fracture, 
respectively, for the 1500°F~ 2000°F and 3000°F injection temperatures 
(see Figures 22, 28 and 32). This behavior can be understood when it 
is remembered that the gas injection rate is inversely proportional to 
the injection temperature for a constant heat injection rate. 
Effect of Soaking 
For those cases where a producing well reached 900°F, heat injec-
tion was discontinued and the system was allowed to "soak." When the 
producing well temperature had d.ecre.ased to 800°F, injection was re-
sumed. The efficiency of the alternating soak-injection period is 
illustrated in Figures 50 and 51. Cumulative volume retorted. is 
plotted versus cumulative heat injected, Prior to the soaking periods 
all runs show comparable retorting efficiencies at the same injection 
temperature. After the alternating injection-soak routine starts, the 
retorting efficiencies of these runs monotonically decrease with 
cumulative heat injected. The decrease is more dramatic when plotted 
against time as shown in earlier figures. 
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A comparison at cumulative heat injections of 120 x 107 BTU/ft 
shows the alternating injection-soak portion of a run to be only 60 
per cent as efficient as the continuous injection portion using the 
1500°F injection temperature. At 2000°F the same comparison shows an 
efficiency of 70 per cent. This therefore suggests it is prefer ab le 
to increase the system's length or decrease the injection rate rather 
than use the soak technique. 
Effect of Bounded Systems 
Three runs were made for Model II (THERMAB4) . Basic data from 
these runs are shown in Figures 36 through 41. Figures 52, 53 and 54 
compare rates of retorting of bounded and unbounded systems using the 
same injection rates and temperatures. They show that retorting rates 
for bounded systems increase monotonically with time compared to the 
retorting; rates. for unbounded systems. 
Final temperature distributions shown in Figures 37 and 39 after 
86;100 hours indicate that the. temperatures in the area between the 
retorted areas range between 500 and 600°F. In fact all temperatures 
in these areas exceed 550°F. The final 'temperature distribution· shown 
!n_;Figure 4,Lindicates" all temperatures· are·.greater than 600°F / .These 
results show that with additional time, with or without injection, 
the entire volumes of the systems would be retorted. 
Figure 38 shows the final positions of the 700°F-isotherms after 
109,100 hours. The isotherms are very close and all temperatures at 
this time were in excess of 650°F. This volume can be considered 
essentially completely retorted at this time. This run began the. 
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the producer reached the maximum allowable temperature of 900°F near 
the end of the run. We can conclude, therefore, at a rate of 278 SCF/ 
hr-·ft (1.33 MM:SCF/D per well) with a 2000°F injection temperature, it 
would take approximately 12 years to retort a symmetric element from a 
pattern array which had wells spaced 500 feet apart along parallel 
lines spaced 100 feet apart. 
Figure 55 compares the retorting rates of the three runs con-
ducted on bounded systems. The most pertinent observation from this 
figure is a comparison of runs at 2000°F with injection rates of 278 
and 556 SCF/hr-ft. In the latter case the run utilized the alternat-
ing injection-soak routine throughout much of the time. A comparison 
of retorted volumes and cumulative injected volt.mies at the end of 
these two runs is illustrated, At the end of 85, 000 hours the high 
injection rate case, using the soak routine, retorted 17,500 cubic 
feet pe,r foot requiring 34.8 MMSCF/ft of injected gas. The slower· 
injection rate ,case took 104,000 hours to retort the same volume but 
used only 29.0 MMSCF/ft of injected gas to do the job. This compari-
son shows it takes 20 per cent longer at the slower rate but requires 
only 80 per cen.t as much injected gas. This shows that the slower 
rate would be superior to the faster rate that resulted in alternating 
injection~soak during the latter part of the .run. 
This comparison, along with the unbounded soak runs, indicates 
the alternating injection=soak routine would be inefficient and that 
it is preferable to design a project by a combination of geometry, 
project life and injection rate which would allow complete retorting 
of a system by the time the producing well temperature reached 900°F. 
The fact th.at the retorting rate is constant until the 700°F isotherm 
20 
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reaches the producer also supports this conclusion. Retorting effi-
ciency starts to drop off between 700°F and 900°F, but a project could 
be designed to finish when the producing well reaches a temperature 
somewhere between 700°F and 900°F. 
Air-Oil Ratios 
Theoretical air-oil ratios can be calculated from the results 
of all the runs on Model I and II. The air-oil ratio is an excellent 
yardstick for predicting process feasibility because the cost of air 
injection would be the principal expense in such a process. The 
volume of oil shale retorted at any time represents a certain quantity 
of oil. It has been assumed in this work that the average oil shale 
richness is 30 gallons per ton. If it is assumed that the oil is 100 
per cent recoverable then an optimum air-oil ratio can be calculated 
by dividing the volume of air-fuel mixture injected by the.oil pro-
duction during a selected period of time. Figures 56, 57, 58 and 59 
show air-oil ratios for the. 12 runs. 
Figure 56 shows that the producing air-oil ratio with an injec-
0 tion temperature of 1000 F would be constant at approximately 300,000 
SCF /bb 1 for an unbounded system. A constant air-oil ratio would be 
expected prior to breakthrough of the 700°F isotherm since the rate 
of retorting is constant. 
Figure 57 shows that up to the time of breakthrough at the produc-
ing well, the producing air-oil ratio with an injection temperature of 
1500°F is 80,000 SCF/bbl for an unbounded system. At a high gas in-
jection rate of 740 SCF/hr-ft using the alternating injection-soak 
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Figure 58. Air-Oil Ratios at Injection Temperature of 2000°F 
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lp0,000 SCF/bbl at 80_,000 hours' producing history. With a rate of 
340 SCF/hr-·ft the ait-oil rati.o dec_reases for a bounded system from 
80,000 to 38,000 SCF/bbl after 80,000 hours. 
120 
Figure 58 compares air-oil ratios fqr six .runs using a gas in-
jection temperature of 20000F. The air-oil ratio for all runs prior 
to 700°F :i.sotherm_s breakthrough is 52 ,000 SCF/bbl. The unbounded 
soak run ·shows that the air-oil ratio increases to 86,000 SCF/bbl 
during the remaining life of the run. The air-oil ratio of the 
bounded soak run decreased throughout the run to 15,000 SCF/bbl at 
82,500 hours. The bounded run with an _air injection rate of 278 SCF/ 
hr-ft shows the air-oil ratio decreasing to 5000 SCF/bbl at 104,000 
hours. At this time the producing well bad reached 900°F but the 
temperatures of the rest of the unretorted area as illustrated in 
Figure 38 are greater than 650°F. This means that this area would be 
retorted with practically no additional air injection, thus making the 
producing air-oil ratio extremely low. 
Figure 59 illustrates that a 3000°F injection temperature will 
yield a producing air-oil ratio of 27,500 SCF/bbl with an unbounded 
system. 
Tt can be seen that the producing air-oil ratio is solely a 
function of the injection temperature prior to breakthrough of the 
700°F isotherm at the producing well. The higher the operating tem.-
perature the ·lower the air-oil ratio will be. It is also obvious 
that the bounded systems will y1ield the lower average air-oil ratios. 
Run 11 was conducted .109, 100 hou_rs. At that time all temperatures 
we.re greater than 650°F, indicating the volume between fractures would 
be completely retorted. Dividing this volume i_nto the cumulative air 
121 
injected gives an average theoretical air-oil ratio of 24,000 SCF'./bbl 
over the 12-year project life. lt is possible that air injection 
.could be stopped earlier and the whole area still be retorted over a 
.longer time. This would serve to lower the average air-oil ratio 
somewhat. 
Heat Utilization 
The fraction of the cumulative injected heat that is absorbed by 
oil shale is one measure of efficiency. The following table lists 
the twelve runs for these two models with their total times and 
fractional heats stored. These fractional values have been adjusted 
downward by the percentage heat balance error since the heat absorbed 
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Comparison of these values shows that heat utilization improves at 
reduced injection rates for the same system length. Also, the higher 
the injection temperature, the better the heat utilizations. The runs 
employing the soak routine during part of the time had lower heat 
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utilizations than other runs. Although Runs 10, 11 and 12 (Model II) 
indicate lower heat utilizations, it must be remembered that the heat 
absorbed by bounded systems is used more efficiently as far as retort-
ing is concerned. 
Results from Model IV 
Results from Model IV will be discussed before those of Model III 
since Model IV was designed to evaluate the assumption of vertical 
adiabatic boundaries used in the preceding models. A qualitative 
estimate of the error involved when two-dimensional horizontal con-
duction heat transfer is assumed was made with THERMABS using results 
from Run 6 as source data. Vertical cross-section profiles were 
examined at 0, 100, 200 and 400 feet along the fracture using tempera-
ture histories at these positions from Run 6. Four separate runs 
with THERMABS were necessary to determine these profiles. The meas= 
ured vertical conductivi ty(traverse to the bedding planes) of 30 gal/ 
ton shale was found by Somerton (13) to be 0.71 of the horizontal 
conductivity(parallel with bedding planes) at room temperature, This 
ratio of vertical or horizontal conductivity was used in the variable 
conductivity subroutine in THERMABS. 
Final cross-sectional positions of the 700°F isotherms as deter-
mined with THERMABS at these four positions are shown in Figures 60, 
61, 62 and 63. The areas encompassed by the 700°F isotherms are com= 
pared to the rectangular areas shown. These rectangular areas repre-
sent the cross-sectional retorted areas when vertical heat flow is 
assumed to be zero. At O feet down the fracture the cross-sectional 
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Figure 60. Vertical Profile of 700°F Isotherm at O Feet Down Fracture 
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and 400 feet down the fracture the cross-sectional profiles are 10, 
17 and 21 per cent smaller than the rectangular areas. Applying these 
four errors to the final retorted volume of Run 6 in a weightec:l 
average manner, it was determined that the two-dimensional retorted 
volume determined by THERMAB3 in Run 6~,was approximately .12. per 
cent higher than would be anticipated in an actual three-dimensional 
case. 
It must be remembered that this result is qualitative, since 
source temperatures for these profiles were taken from the two-
dimensional solution of which we are determining error. At large 
times these two-dimensional source temperatures should be near the 
average three-dimensional ones. In three dimensions the entire frac-
ture height would not be at the same temperature as was assumed here. 
Even though this is a qualitative result, it points out two 
facts. First, retorted volumes calculated with the two-dimensional 
unbounded models are high on the order of 10 per cent or more. Since 
heat balance errors are all on the plus side, errors in retorted 
volumes can no doubt be considered a few per cent higher than this. 
Second, results from Model II (bounded systems) would also be optimis-
tic, since interference between heat sources would occur later than 
predicted by the two-dimensional model. 
Results from Model III 
Model III was designed to evaluate the effect of partial convec-
tive flow through the retorted zone. 'A combined conduction-convection 
equation was used ·wil:h_,this modeL:inste1:J.cl of separ;ate equat;i9ns, t;hus · 
numerical procedures used to solve this model are different from the 
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numerical procedures used to solve Model I. The relative accuracy of 
these two models was compared in Runs 5 and 13. ·· . Boundary @.nd initial 
conditions for these two runs were identical. Run 5 was made using 
THERMAB3, the program written to solve Model I; and Run 13 was made 
using THERMAB2, the program written to solve Model III. Although 
cumulative heat error was several per cent higher using Model III 
than it was using Model I, the resulting final position of the 700°F 
isotherm coincided with that obtained in Run 5 shown in Figure 26. 
This check indicates that this method of solution was valid and 
results from Model III could be compared directly with Model I. 
Run 14 was made using the same parameters as Run 13, but it was 
assumed that behind the leading edge of the 700°F isotherm 10 per cent 
of the injected gas traveled through the retorted zone, evenly dis-
persed, while 90 per cent traveled through the fracture. Ahead of 
the leading edge of this isotherm, all of the gas flow was in the 
fracture. Figure 64 shows the position of the 700°F isotherm versus 
time for this run. Figure 65 shows final· tempe:rature .. distribution_ for 
this run. A comparison of this figure with Figure 27 shows a consi.;., 
erable shift of the isotherms to the right. This suggests an improve,.. 
ment of heat utilizat.ion. Figure 66 compares the final position of 
the 700°F with and without 10 per cent convection in the retorted 
matrix. As can be seen, the retorted volume of oil shale is larger 
assuming limited gas flow in the .region. This leads to a reduced air-
oil ratio as shown in Figure 67. 
Injected gas flow in the matrix is expected to be negligible. 
However, any convection in the retorted zone that may occur will serve 
5or--....-----.----..----...----.----..---...... ----.----..... ---
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to increase the .rate of retorting and improve the process over that 
;predicted by Mode ls I and II. 
Significance of Results 
General Remarks 
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Results of this study give a guide as to the feasibility of re-
torting oil shale by hot gas injection through vert.ical fractures· from 
a heat transfer standpoint. The resulting theoretical air-oil ratios, 
which are based on retorted volumes, are the most important yardsticks 
as to economic feasibility. 
In this investigation the values of oil shale thermal capacity, 
thermal conductivity and endothermic heat loss as functions of temp.era-
tu:re were approximated. Also oil shale is a he·terogeneous matrix 
where values of these heat transfer parameters cannot be accurately 
predicted .from point t.o point. These facts would lead to some differ-
ence between the calculated and the real heat distribution of a shale 
matrix, even if the calculated solution were exact. In this work it 
has been shown that the numerically calculated retorted volumes in two 
dimensions are probably.10 per cent or more above a numerical three-
dimensional solution. This accuracy is considered sufficient fqr the 
type of heterogeneous system being studied. These results should be 
taken to be semiquantitative. They serve to indicate the range and 
direction of expected results. 
Feasible Air-Oil Ratios 
Economic air-oil ratios depend on a number of factors, .the m.ost 
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significant being the injection pressure. Results from this work 
indicate that retorting efficiency drops off when the 700°F isotherm 
reaches the producing well. This would indicate that a project should 
. 0 
be designed so that t~e 700 F reaches the producer near the end of the 
project life. This being the case, it would pe expected that high 
injection pressures (2000 - 2500 psi) would be required during the 
entire life of a project in. orde.r to keep the fracture opened o Pres-
sures would be pn the order of 2000 psi which would lead to compres-
sion costs on the order of 6 cents per MSCF of air compressed from 
atmospheric conditions. 
High inject:i.on pfessures are not as discouraging as might be 
supposed. This is because relatively high,-pressured produced gas 
from the process could be reinJected to control the injection tempera-
ture. This re:i.nje~ted produced gas could represent up to 70 per cent 
of the total gas :injected. The cost of compressing this produced gas 
would be only a fraction of that to compress an equivalent amount of 
gas ·from atmospheric pressure .1 The reinjec ted produced gas would 
probably conta:i.n enough fuel so that make-up gas would not be needed 
after the process had been operating awhile. 
Other factors such as project life, well costs, hydrocarbon prod-
u-ct quality, etc o, would have a bearing on total costs and thus deter-
mine what ma:x:imUU1 air-oil ratio might be feasible. There have been 
indications that t.he quality of oil obtained from an in situ oil shale 
retorting pr~cess would be considerably improved over the quality 
.. from surface retort:Cng. ·This means the oil would be more valuable per 
barrel and visbreaking would be unnecessary. A higher air-oil ratio 
could be tolerated if the oil quali~y should be improvedo 
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With this as a background, it is clear low injection temperatures, 
i.e., 1000°F, are ruled out. An injection temperature of 2000°F should 
yield air-oil ratios of about 25,000 SCF/bbl and therefore would be in 
the feasible range .. This assumes liquid recovery equivalent to USBM 
assay and that a field-wide pattern can be assumed to have the effi-
ciency of the bounded system. This latter assumption would be close 
for a large development. 
The type and quality of the recoverable hydrocarbon is very im-
portant. If a large portion of the hydrocarbon product were cracked 
to gas,the resulting air-oil ratio would increase over that indicated 
here, and therefore the process economics would become less attractive. 
The cracked gas would be so diluted with gas volumes of the 25,000 
SCF/bbl magnitude that the resulting heating value of the exhaust gas 
would be too low to be commercially attractive. 
If it were possible to operate with a 3000°F injection tempera-
ture, this retorting process would definitely look advantageous from 
a heat transfer standpoint. Although the unbounded 3000°F run showed 
an air-oil ratio of 27,000 SCF/bbl, a bounded case would give an aver-
age gas-oil ratio of about 12,000 SCF/bbl. This is based on the same 
ratio of retorted volumes as obtained between bounded and unbounded 
runs at 2000°F. A 12,000 SCF/bbl process would be very attractive. 
If the hydrocarbon product would be entirely cracked to gas the re-
sulting exhaust gas heating value after scrubbing the carbon dioxide 
would be approximately 600 BTU/SCF. This would be a marketable prod-
uct. In this limiting case the retorting process would still be 
attractive with a 3000°F injection temperature. 
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Project Design 
This study has shown that the alternating injection-soak procedure 
is not efficient. Because of this and because retorting efficiency 
drops off after the producing well reaches 700°F, it would be desira-
ble to design a project so that it would be tenninated at this time. 
The feasible way to design an in situ project of this type would be 
to start with the project life desired. This optimum life is inter-
related with many factors, and it would be necessary to analyze 
several cases to determine it. After deciding on a project length, 
the distance between injection and producing wells to be used must be 
selected. The longer the distance the more economical the process 
because of the need of fewer wells, assuming communication between 
wells was obtainable with equal ease. Distances between wells would 
probably be limited because establishing communication between wells 
would no doubt become more difficult at greater distances. This dis-
tance would have to be detennined experimentally. Once project life 
and path length are established, the injection rate can then be set 
so that the 700°F isotherm will arrive at the producer in the allotted 
time. 
Spacing between lines of wells would be a function of project 
life and injection temperature and would be easily determined. Injec-
tion temperature should be as high as feasible and would have to be 
determined experimentally in a pilot test. 
Experimental Pilot 
This heat transfer study has served to indicate whether adequate 
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heat penetration and utilization could be achieved under various 
assumed conditions. Results have shown that with high injection tem-
peratures the theoretical air-oil ratios are within range of being 
economic. Experimental pilot testing would be necessary to develop· 
methods of operation, to verify air-oil ratios and to determine operat-
ing costs. The first step in this testing would be to develop tech-
niques to reliably communicate between wells at long distances apart 
with the assurance of nearly complete gas recovery. The maximum 
feasible continuous gas injection temperature and the resulting injec-
tion pressures are very important parameters to be determined initially 
with pilot operation. Equipment development, operating technique and 
resulting costs are important information affecting process economics 
that are determined from prolonged pilot operation. The resulting 
hydrocarbon product, whether it be predominately high or low quality 
oil or gas, must be determined. Finally, the actual producing air-
oil ratio possible for the process would be determined from a pilot 
test. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this work was to make a preliminary feasibility 
study of in situ retorting oil shale by hot gas injection through 
wells interconnected by single vertical fractures. A theoretical 
heat transfer study was conducted to achieve this objective. A 
knowledge of the heat dist.ribution and content under various assumed 
conditions will indicate whether experimental pilot testing of this 
approach to in situ retorting is justified. 
This analysis involved the simultaneous numerical solution of a 
nonlinear second or,de:r partial differential equation, which describes 
two .. dimensional conduction heat transfer in oil shale,and a nonlinear 
first-order partial differential equation which describes convection 
heat transfer in the fractures. Three nonlinear temperature-dependent 
coefficients that were taken into account in this work are the thermal 
conductivity, thermal capacity and retorting endothermic heat losses 
of oil shale. Vertical fractures were considered to be of finite 
height. Vertical conduction heat transfer was not considered; 
however an estimate of the error resulting from this limitation was 
made. 
The effects of injected gas temperature, injection rate, system 
geometry, cyclic injection and time upon .retorting efficiency were 
investigated. 
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The following conclusions have been made as a result of this 
study: 
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1. Results from this heat transfer study show that the rate of 
retorting oil shale is a function of the injection temperature; 
however, as the injection temperature is raised the retorting rate 
increases to a lesser extent. 
2. The air-oil ratio is an inverse function of the injection 
temperature at a constant rate of heat injection and it is a stronger 
inverse function of the injection temperature at a constant volume of 
air injection. 
3, The rate of retorting is constant with a constant injection 
temperature and rate up until the time when the 700°F isotherm 
"breaks through" at the producing well. At that time the retorting 
efficiency decreases. 
4, The retorting rate with a constant injection temperature is 
a direct function of the heat injection rat.e until breakthrough of 
the 700°F isotherm at the producer. 
5, High injection rates with the use of an alternating injection-
soak .routine when the producing wells reach 900°F are less efficient 
than lower continuous injection .rates. 
6. Retorting efficiencies are improved for bounded systems com-
pared to analogous unbounded systems and likewise air-oil ratios are 
lower. 
7, Retorting efficiency is improved if partial convection is 
assumed to occur in the retorted zone of the oil shale. 
8. It was found that with an injection temperature of 2000°F and 
an injection rate of 1.33 MMSCF /D per well it would take approximately 
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12 years to retort a shale section developed with a pattern array of 
wells spaced 5.00 feet from producer to injector and 100 feet between 
rows of wells. 
9. The error in the volume of rock retorted caused by the assump-
tion of adiabatic boundaries in the vertical direction was estimated 
to be approximately 10 per cent higho However, results obtained from 
these two-dimensional models are adequate in light of the heterogene-
ous system being studiedo 
10. This work shows that it would be preferential to design a 
field project so that the 700°F isotherm arrives at the producing 
wells at the end of a project's lifeo The injection rate can be set 
to accomplish this if the project life and injection to producer well 
spacing is determined beforehand. 
11, Injection temperatures on the order of 2000°F and higher give 
theoretical air-oil ratios in the economic rangeo 
This heat transfer study shows that adequate heat penetration and, 
utilization are possibleo Results have shown that with the use of 
high injection temperatures the theoretical air-oil ratios are within 
the economic range. Experimental pilot testing would be necessary 
to develop methods of operation, to verify air-oil ratios, and to 
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DEFINITION OF TERMINOLOGY 
h = fracture thickness 
Pg = gas density 
·c g = gas thermal capacity 
Vg = gas velocity 
Ps = shale density 
cs(T) = shale thermal capacity 
q(T) = endothermic heat loss 
t = time 
Q = rate of heat flow 
T = temperature 
Tg = ·temperature of gas 
Ts = temperature of shale 
To = initial temperature of fqrmation 









points qr between time steps 
= horizontal distance from injection well along fracture 
= horizontal distance from fracture :perpendicular to fracture 
= vertical distance from fracture centerline 
= thermal conductivity 
= ·thermal conductivity. in .x direction 
= thermal conductivity, in y direction 
= 'thermal donductivity in z direction 
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I = number of grid points in x direction 
J = number of grid points in y direction 
M = number of grid points in z direction 
i == subscript, refers to point location in x direction 
j = subscript, refers to point location in y direction 
m = subscript, refers to point location in z direction 
n = superscript, refers to time step 
k = superscript, refers to iteration step 
APPENDIX A 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Derivation of Convection Equation 
Consider a differential element in the fracture. 
Therefqre a differential heat balance results in 
.hp c v T I _hp c v T I - [-K(T) 6x oTs:\ I =hp c 6x oTg 
2 g g g g 2 g g g g +" . · · oy J h 2 g g o t 
X X uX y-2 
or - h p c v (T I -T I ) + K(T) 6x :Ts I h-~ Pgcg6x ::g 
2 g g g · g x+6x glx y ~=-
2 
h ( T +" - T \ oTs I h oTg x ux ~g + K(T) - 2 PgCgVg . oy y-h = 2 pgcg at" 
6x 2 
or 
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K(T) a h 
y y~ 
2 
Derivation of Conduction Equation 
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(A-1) 
Consider a differential element in the matrix where no mass flow 
occurs within or out of it. 
x,y+6y 
oT 
Q = - 6y K(x,T) s ~ x ox, 
x,y 
A differential heat balance gives 
> oT 
_ - 6y K(x+6x, T) ox s 
i x+6x,y 
oT 
~ = - 6X K(y,T) oys 
heat in - heat out - endothermic heat loss= change in heat 
content. 
Then 
0 . - 0 Q - 0 
- ~b.x 'x y+b.y J - q (T) 
Axb.y b.xb.y 
Substituting in Fo\u~er Law: 
[ K(x+b.x,T) aTs ·]·, - [K(x, T) :xTsl O!K . iA . 0 J · .~x x 
---------------------------·· + 
'[ aT J [ aTS~\ 
. K(y+b.y' l') ay s - . K(y 'T) ay J 
. y+/:iy . y 
b.y 
[pscs(T)T8]t+b.t - [pscs(T)Tslt 
b.t 
.In the limit we have 
- q(T) = 
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(A-2) 
Derivation of Combined Conduction-Convection Equation 
Consider a differential element with constant density and a 
thickness of z. 
t 
aT s 
~b.y = - b.x K(y+b.y,T) oy 
aTs Pscs(T)Ts oT 8 
Qx = -b.yK(x,T) ax---+- --..~b.x = - b.y K(x+b.x,T) ox _____ .... 
x,y x+b.x,y 
i 
A differential heat balance gives: 
heat in - heat out - endothermic heat loss= change in heat 
content. 
6t [Q + Q + 6z6y p c v T I - Q - O y x g g g g x y+6y ~+6x 
- 6z6y PgcgvgTg I - 6~y q(T)J = 6x6y 
x+6x 
Assume Tg = Ts . 
Rearranging 
[ p c (T)Ts] . - [P c (T)Ts] SS ··,;. SS ·t+Lit t 
6t 
Substituting in Fou~ier Law 
oT oox~sJ [ - 6y K(x+6x,T) ~J -[- 6y K(x,T) 
ox x+6x x 
6x6y 
[ oT J [ oTsJ . - 6x K(y+6y,T) ~ - - 6y K(y,T) ~y 





p c v (r \ - T I )[P c (T)T 8] - [P c_ (T)T -J, 
g g . . s x+b.x s x :;: s s t+t. t s s s t 
' 





Variable Spacing Scheme 
The i.nterval O ,:;;; x .s; xI is divided into I intervals of arbitrary 
length, Axi+\' 0 s; i s; !-1, so that 
r=i-1 
xi = f· Axr+\ i :;;; i :;;; I 
r=O 
with x 0 = O, xI - total distance in x direction. 
Similarly, the.interval Os; y S·y3 is divided into J intervals of 






l::.y · 1 s; j s; J 
r+\ 
with y0 = O, yJ = total distance in y direction. 
Similarly, the int,erval O :S: z' S ·~ is divided into M intervals 
of arbitrary length, Az~, 0 Sm:;;; M-1 so that 




Az . 1.. 1 S m s; M 
l'f'2 
with z = 0 z.... = total distance in z direction. 
0' ' 'J.Vl 
For the·. ,points on the boundary, the above definitions can be 
~ 
extended as follows: 
·Ax-;!{~"~x~ 
,,. : . . . . 
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For ease of expression in difference form we can write: 
Ayj = ~ (Ay. , + Ay.~L), 
J .. ~ l.-r-"2 
These relations are illustrated as follows: 
Also we define: 














Use backward difference for~. 
oT 
Use forward difference for ~. oy 
n 
- T. 1 
l-, = 
3 (Kn.+l )k [(.rn.+l)k- (rni+.11)k+\_J· ( n+l )k[( n+l)k ( n+l)k] . i,3/2 . i 22 _ - Ki,5/2 Ti.3 - . Ti.2 




( T~+l - T~+l )k+\ + Axi (r~+l)k+\ = 
1,l i·l,1 b.tvi 1,l 
' (' n+l )k 
3 D.xi Ki,3[2 ( n+l)k+~ 
T. 1 + 
2 D.y a 1 ' 
( , n+l _)k k D. (Kn+l )k k k 
3 D.xi · Ki,3/2 (r~+l) + xi i,5/21 [(r~+l) _ ( Tn+l) J 
2 Ay a 1,2 2 D.y a 1,2 i,3 . 
Rearranging again: _ - _ _ k 
' ( ,',. (· -n+l ) 
k+\ D.x. ( <; , ~- ,Ax . K. -' - __ b.x . 
(r~+1) _[ 1 + _!....._ + , /, i :1_,3f2_ J ='." 1:- (r~ ) 
1, 1 _At. v,, _ ; , 2 "y -a- > 4t vi 1, 1 u- ... ' u 
k 
k J A ( n+l ) 
( r~+1 .)k+2 + uxi . Ki,312 
i-1,1 2 D.y a 
k 




k' +· 1.. ('rn+l 1) + (Dl3) + (D14)k + (DlS)k 
(rn+i,11) I '2 = _--,,_i..,.•...,.l"""'--____________ ,.... 




( +1 )k ( +l)k D.xi K~ 23/2 T~.2 
2 L'iy a 
6.xi (K~:;12)k [( T~:Dk - ( T~:~)k] 




= 1 + 1. 
6.t v. 
1. 
2 6.y a 
( +l )k = 3 6.xi K~,3/2 
2 6.y a 
( n+. l)k+l T. 1 = 
( )
k+l ~ l 
Tn+l l + (Dl3) + (Dl4)k+ 2 + (Dl5)k+'2 
i-1 
1. ' Dl6 + (Dl 7) k+~ 
Boundary Condition;: 
( n+l)k+~ __ T1 1 Constant Temperature 
' 
( n+l)k+l T1 1 = Constant Temperature 
' 
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6.x. T. J = 1. 1., 
6.t v. 
1. 




(Dl 7) k 
k k 
3lix.(K~+l_ ) (T~+l ) = 1 1,J-%. 1,J-l 
2 l:iy a 
l:ix. 
= 1 + 1 
lit vi 
2 l:iy a 
( n+l )k = 3 l:ixi Ki,J-~ 
2 l:iy a 
( 1 )k+l 1 1 
( n+.l)k+l T~:l J + Dl3 + (Dl4)k+
72 + (Dl5)k+72 
Tk J = 
' Dl6 + (Dl7)k+~ 
Boundary Condition: 
( n+l)k+~ __ T1 J Constant Temperature 
' 
. (· n+l)k+l --TI ,J Constant Temperature. 
Conduction Difference Equations 
for THERMAB3 and THERMAB4 
.. Where q(T) can be expressed as C' (T) oT at , 
let C(T) = C'(T) + P5 cs(T), 
let (Kx) = (Ky) = K. 
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(B~ll) 
General Difference Representation Using Central Differences, 
Implicit in x. Explicit in y. 
n+l _ Tn+l n+l n+l 
1 ( T.+l . . . ~ K i ,J i,1 
b,.x. i~ 
T .. - T. l .)k+\ 
.. K i,1 i- ,] + 
i-\ 
i t:.xi+\ 
n+l _ Tn+l 
t:.tj (Kj+\ 
T. ·+1 i,J i,J - K 
b,.yj~ 
j-\ 







Tn+l - i ,j-1 
t:.y. \ J"' 
For constant x spacing and regrouping: 
)k 
( Tn+l )k+\ - (rn+l)k+\ - Ki-~ (rn+l - T~+ll .)k+\ 
i+l,j i,j · K.+.k i,j i- ,J 
2 ( +l)k 








. r k 
Ki .. 1, ( +l )k+% [. Ki-\ {b.x) 2 c~~+:) ]( +l)k+\ 
. ~ T~ : - · 1 + . . .· + . - 1 • 1 . T~ . + 
K._._1, 1-l,j K._._1, At K 1,J 





= .• '[.1 +·~ .+ 
·. Ki~ 






(b.x) 2 ·( c~+ :) 
1. 1 
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Implicit in y, Explicit in.x, Constant x Spacing 
1 [ ( n+l n+l) (· n+l n+l )Jk+~ 
2 K.+1,, T.+l . - T ... - K._:k T .. - T._ 1 . + (6x) 1 -2 1. · ' J 1. 'J 1 :a 1. 'J l. 'J 
Tn+l _ Tn+l 
_1_ (K i,;+1 · i,j K 
6y. \ j~ A - j-\ 
l. uy j+~ 
( n+l)k+~ c .. 
l.' J 
Regrouping: 
( +l)k+\ c~ . 6y. 
- 1.,J J 
!::,.t Kj+~ 
( T~+:)k+l - Tn . 
1.,J i,j 
6t 
6y ·+:k ( +l)k+ 1 l g Tn = -
i,j 
= 
( n+l)k+~ c. . 6.y. 6.y .. +:k ( ) 
l.' J l l 2 Tn 
6t Kj+~ \ i,j 
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(B-15) 
- 6.y j: !::,.y j~ [K (T~++ll . - T~+:) - K. :k (T~+: - T~+l .)k+~ . 





= Ki+~ l:::,.yj+~ 
Kj~ 6Yj-~ 
( +l)k+~ 
[ K .• :k 6.y. ·+:k C~ . 6.y .. 6Y·+:l =-1+]2 ]2+. d l. ,~ 
· Kj+~ 6Yj-~ l:::,.t K. -
J+~ 







= - 6yj 6yj+~ [K 
(6x) 2 K ·+1: - i+~ 
J 2 
( Tn+l _ Tn+l) _ I n+l n+l )lk+~ 
·+l . . . K. , I T. · . -T. l . , 1 ,J 1,J 1-72 \ 1,J 1- ,J 
( n+l)k+~ · c. . 6y. 6y. ·+1: 1,J J 1 2 
6t Kj+~ 
( T~ .) . 
'1,J 
( n+l )k+l ( n+l\k+l , ( n+l )k+l Al. T .. _1 + Bl. T. ·) + Cl. T. ·+l = Dl. J 1,J J 1,J J 1,J J 
(B-16) 
Boundary Conditions for THERMAB3 (Heating Period) 
1) ( n,11, l)k+~ = ( n+ l)k+~ TO . T2 . ,J ,J for 2 :::;; j :::;; J . 
( n+l )k+~ = ( n+l )k+~ 2) TI-l,j ~ TI+l,j for 2:::;; j:::;; J . 
3) 
4) 
( n+l)k+l T. 1 1, 
= ( n+l)k+\ 
T. 1 1, for all i 
( n+l )k+l = 
Ti,J-1 
( +l )k+l T~ ,J+l. _ for all i 
Boundary Conditions for THERMAB4 (Heating Period) 
1) ( n+l)k+~ = ( n+l)k+~ for 2 :::;; j :::;; J-1 . TO . . T2 . ,J ,J 
2) ( _n+l )k+\ = ( n+l )k+\ for 2 :::;; j :::;; J-1 . TI-1 j TI+l . ' ,J 
3) ( n+l)k+l = ( n+l )k+~ T. 1 T. 1 1, 1, 
for all i 
4) ( n+l)k+l . = ( n+l) k+\ T. J Ti J 1, 
' 
for all i 
Boundary Conditions for THERMAB3 and THERMAB4 (Soaking Period) 
1) ( ~+1)~+\ ( n+l)k+\ for all j TO . = T ,J 2 ,j 
2) ( n+l }k+\ = ( n+l )k+\ TI-1 ' TI+l j . ,J . ' 
fqr all j 
3) ( n+l)k+l = (T~+l)k+l for all i T. 0 1, . . l. '2 
4) ( n+l ')k+l Ti,J-1 = 
( n+l )k+l 
Ti ,J+l fqr all i 
Condu9tion Difference Equations for THERMA,Bl 
Using derivations fqr THERMAB3 and TlIERM.A,B4 and defining 
K = K. = K. 
y I ]'"'~ J+~ 
c = c~+~ 
: 1, J 
q = 0 , no endothermic heat loss. 
Fqr Coestant Coefficients 2 Implicit in .x, Explicit in y 
Therefore: Al. = 1. 
1 
Cl. = 1 . 
' 1 





( . . k+\ ( )k+\ ( )k+\ T~+l .) + Bl. l'n+: + Cl. T01.++ll, J. = Dl1• • Ali ~-1,J. 1. i,J 1. 
Implicit in y and Explicit in x 
Bl. 
J 
= 1 . 
Dl. 
J 
= - Kx: 6yj 6Yj+\ (T~l . - 2 T~+~ + T~+l .)k+\ 
Ky (6x) 2 i.r1-1 , J 1. , J 1. -1 , J 
C 6y3 6yj+\ T~,i 
6t Ky 
Then: 
( n+l )k+l ( n+l)k+l ( n+l )k+l AlJ· T. . l. +Bl. T. . . + Cl. T. ·+l = Dl. • . l.,J- J . 1.,J J l.,J J 
Combined Condµction-Convection Difference · 
Equations for THERMAB2 
2-[R' (T) oTsl • 2Cc' oTs +2-[K (T) oTs] - q(T) =~T· __ _."[ps··c·s,(T), T:s]·_'.·. 
ox _ ~-x ox J ox oy y oy o 
Let: RH = 1 where convection is present, 
ID:l = 0 where convection is absent, 
oTs 
q(T)= C' (T) ot 
C(T)= cs(T) PsC'')+' C'(T) and Kx =Ky= K. 





Usin$ Central Differences Implicit in x, Explicit in y, Constant x 
Spacing. 
Tn+l _ Tn+l k+~ 
i,j i-1, i) 
6xi 
n+l _ Tn+l k+~ 
( T·+1 . . 1 .) - 2HHCY __ 1 ___ ~1~J~....,....1~-.........,,~J 
2 6xi 
n+l _ Tn+l 
1 ( T. ·+1 . . 
+ -;:---"" K ·+1 l 'J l, J - K. i 
LlY i J 7z J -7z 
6yi+~ 
k (Tn+l)k+~ n 
= (c~+:) ___ i_,_j _____ ---T~i_,_j 
l,J lit 
Rearranging: 
(Tn.+l . · n+l)k+\ Ki-~ ( n+l n+l ')k+~ 1 - T. . - ____,.....K T .. - T. l . 1, ,J 1,J . ·+l 1,J 1- ,J 
1 7z 
• 6xi HH~ n+l n+l ·)k+~ 




+ . 1 
6yi K.+ 1 
l 7z 
n+l Tn+l 
( T. ·+l.,. . . T .. - T .. l\k 1,J t,J K 1,1 1 21-) 
Kj+~ - . j-~ 
6yi+~ 6yi-~ 




J.: . f n+ l)k( \ 2 
( . +l )k+2 (K._~ D.x. HHa') ( +l)k+\ [ K.:_1- ~ C. . \6x.) l Tn 1. + . 1 .. Tn . 1 + ~ + i 1 1 . 1 . 
. i~l,j Ki+~ Ki+\ i,J Ki+\ Ki+\ 6t ~ 
k+\ b.x. HHa 
_ ( T~l ) ( 1 _ 1) = 
1+1,j Ki+\ 
( A )2 n+l -Tn+. 1. 
l.lX • ( T . ·+l T . . - T . . l)k 
. 1. 'K 1 2 1 1z1 _ K 1 2 1 1.1-
6y. K ·+l j+~ A j -~ A 
1 1 ~ l,lYi+~ l,lyi-~ 
( n+l)k ( )2 C. . /:J.x. 




[ K.: _!- . 6xi Rib] Let: ·Al = ~+----·--
i :Ki+~ Ki+~ . 
( n+l)k ( . )2 
[ 
K,_!- C. • . 6x. J 
:;;::- 1+~+ 1,1 1 




,_6_x_i _HH_a _ 1) • 
. Ki+~ 
2 · .. 
( ) · n+l n+l D.lt. ( T . j+r T. . 
Dl = . 1 K' 1, 1, J 
i D.y. K,_._:i... J+~ !),, . 
1 1T'2 Yi+\ 
. ( n.+l)k (· )2 n 
.. ci.j .. Axi Ti.j 
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Then: 
Implicit in y, Explicit in x, Constant x Spacing 
Tn.+l . _ Tn+l n+l ·· n+l k k: 
1 ( +l i . T. . . -. ·T. l ') +;z - K. . 1. d. 'J - K. i.. 1, J 1- 'J 
flX 1, .:J.+\ A . · 1-"2 ux1. !::,.x, 1 
· n+l n+l 
( T;+·\ ..... - T._ 1 .)k+\ - 2lilld . l. :'d 1 • 1 
2 b.x. 
1 
n+l _ Tn+l n+l n+l 
+ - l (K T. ·+l . . Ti,. - Ti,. -l)k+l 1,1 1,J -·K .l .J .. 
Ayi .j+\ j -\ A 
. !::,.yj+\ uyj-\ 
\. 
( n+l)k+~ · n 
( +l)




Let: Al • j 
Bl. 
.·. J 
2HHO! /:::.y. 6.y.+k ( +l + J J 2 Tn 
2 !:::, K i+l ,j 
n+l ·)k+~ 
- T. 1 . 
1. - 'J 
. xi j+~ 
·(K. k /:::.y ·+Ji,;··) - 1-2. ] 2 
-: K 6.y. 
.. ·+k J" -k J 2 2. 
. k k 
( n+l) + 2 
=_Ii+ Kj-~ /J,.y i+~ + Ci' j 6.y j+~ 6.y iJ. 
. L K.+, 6.y. , At K 
. . J '2 J -~ u ·+k 
J 2 
Cl.= 1 . 
J 
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T.n.+l.) - K (T T )k+~ 
1.,J j-~ i,j - l-1,j 
Therefore: 
. RHO! 6.y · 6.y ·+k ( +l + . 1. . 1. _:z Tn 
. A K i+l ,j 
uX. ·+.?.: 1. J 2 
n+l )k+\ 
- Ti-1,j . 
AlJ. T~+~ l + Bl. T~+~ + Cl. T~+~+l = Dl. 
1,J• J 1.,J J 1.,J J 
Boundarr Conditions for THE~B2 
l) (· n+l)k+~ = ( n+ l)k+\ 
. TO,j T2 ,j for 2 s: j s: J . 
2) ( 
n+l)k+\ 
T = T ·. 1,1 constant 
(B-21) 




( n+l )k+~ = ( nil )k+~ for 1:.: :;; J TI-1,j TI·H ' j . ,J 
4) (rn+l)k+l = ( n+l)k+l for 2 s. i :;; I T. 2 . i,O · 1, 
5) 
( n+l)k+l 
Tl,l = T . ·constant 
6) ( r1:1·H -)k+l 
1,J-l 
= ( .n+l )k+l 
Ti ,J+l 
for 1 :;; i :.: I . 
Conduction Difference Equations for THERMABS 
(B-22) 
Where q(T) 
oT = C' (T) at , let C(T) =. Pscs··(T) + C' (T) . 
Implicit in z. Explicit in y, Variable Grid Spacing 
( n+l)k+~ n . k T - T = (en+~) . m. j . m. i 




(K) Tn+~ - Tn+l . 




_ Tn+l ) 
m,j•l J 
(B-23) 
6zm-\ (Kz) m+\ (Tn+ 1 - Tn+:)k+\ - (Tn+: - Tn+ 1 )k+\ 
6zm't\ (Kz}m-\ m+l,j m,J . m,J m~l,j + 
. ,, 
k 
(cn+ .. · .. ·. 1 .. ). 6.z ... l 6z [( .. ·+1)k+\ J __ , m,J m-,_ m . Tn n 
· (K~)m-\ 6t- m,j - 'I'm,} · 
Regrouping: 
k 
.6. z. k· .. ·/5..z ·.... ·c .. (lZy) ·+k (T.n+ .. ~+l m- 2 m J 2 m, J (K) (Tn+l _ Tn+l ) y ;-\ m,j m.j·l 1 
6,yJ. (Kz) m-k 6y . 
2 ··j+\ 
Let: Al = 1 . 
m 
6z k 








Dl = m 
( n+l)k C • b,.z . b:.z 
_ m.J · m-~ m (Tn .) + 
(K ) bot m,J 
z m-~ 
(IC) . (Tn+: 




_ Tn+l ) . 
m,j-1 1 
J 
( .)k+~ (. )k+~ ( )k+~ . 
Al Tn+l . + Bl Tn+:- +·Cl Tn+l . = Dl 
m \ m-1,J m m,J m i;n+l,J m 
Implicit in z, Explicit in y 2 Variable Grid Spacin& 
( n+l + _L [(Ky) j+\. Tm, j+l 





.., Tn+l )k+~ 
m-1, j J 
(K--). (Tn+: - Tn+l )k+l 




• i.. ( n+l) n 
( n+l)
k+'2 T . + T . 





- Tmn+,.11.)k+. ~ (K· ... ) . (Tn+l · Tn+l \k+~ 
_ _ _ z m-~. m, ( ni.·-lJ) ·~ J 
b.z , 
m-"2 
( +l)k+~ /:::,.y, L /:::,.y, Cn , ( ) 
- 1--:z 1 m • J Tn . 
(Ky)j-~ b.t m,J 
Let: Al. = 1 . 
J 
b.y; "".~ (Ky) ;+~ 
Cl. = - -
J 6y.+k (K). L J 2 y J--:z 
( n+l n+l)k+~ b.y. -k b.y. [ (Kz)-..1_L Tm+l . -T ·. 
Dl = - J 2 1 urr-:z • 1 m, J -
j · l:::,.zm (~) j -~ b.zm+~ 
f n+l n+l .)lc+l ( n+l)k+~ 
(Kz)m-~\T .-T -l . J b.y._1,6YJ· C . ( ) \ m 2 J m , J _ J 2 m , J Tn 
b.z~-~ (Ky)j-~ b.t m,j 
Then: 
( n+l )k+l ( n+l )k+l ( n+l )k+l Alj Tm,j-l + Blj Tm,j+l + .clj Tm,j+l = Dlf .(B-26) 
Boundarx Conditions for THERMABS 
1) ( n+l)k+\ TO . ,J 
= ( n+l)k+~ 
T2 . ,J 
2:S:jS:J, 
2) ( n+l )k+~ TM-1 ' . 'J 
_ ( n+l )k+~ 
- TM+l . ,J 
lS:jS:J, 
3) ( n+l)k+~ Tn+l j 1; desired i T6 1 = = ,. i,l 
170 
4) (Tn+l)k+l = Tn+l 1 Sm~ 6; desired i m,1 i,l 
5) (Tn+l)k+l m,O 
(Tn+l)k+l 
m,2 6<m~M. 
6) (Tn+l )k+l= m,J-1 
( Tn+l )k+l 
m,J+l For all m . 
APPENDIX C 
MATRIX INVERSION TECHNIQUE 
As shown in Appendix Ball programs have two conduction equa-
tions, one implicit in the x direction and explicit in they direction 
and the other implicit in they direction and explicit in the x direc-
tion. In case of THERMABS we have they and z directions. These 
equations are written for each mesh point and must be solved, a line 
at a time, as dictated by the alternating direction implicit method. 
Each line of mesh points leads to a set of simultaneous equations 
of the form, 
= D 1 
Ar Tr-1 + Br Tr+ Cr TR+l = Dr 
o AR TR-1 + BR TR = DR 
where r = i, j or m, 
which are most conveniently solved by use of a t:ridiagonal matrix 
algorithm suggested by Thomas. (28). The algorithm is equivalent to a 
plain_ Gaussian elimination, but it avoids the error growth associated 
with the back solutio.n of the elimination method and also minimizes 
the storage problems in machine computation. 




wl = Bl 
w = B - A b r r r r-1 
b = C /w. r r r 
1 ~ r ~ R-1 
gl = Dl/wl 
gr = (D - A gr-1) /wr r r 2 ~ r ~ R·; 
The solution is: 
TR = gR 
T = gr - b T r· r r+l 1 ~ r ~ R-1 . 
Thus, w, b, and g are computed in order of increasing r, and Tis 
computed in order of decreasing r. 
APPENDIX D 
VARIABLE GRID SPACING AND TIME STEPS 
Variable Grid Spacing 
To minimize·error and improve stability considerations, it is 
desirable to chpose ~y. in equation B-2 so that the temperature dif-
J 
ference between any Ti,j and Ti,j+l can be controlled to be less than 
a preselected ~T . A systematic method of choosing yJ. values can be max 
based upon the heat distribution prescribed by the analytical solution 
.of conduction heat transfer in a semi-infinite slab (?·2}. 
Consider the one-dimensional transient conduction heat problem 
described by: 
with boundary conditions, 
at t = 0, T = TO' for y ~ 0 
at y = 0, T = Tl' for t ~ 0 
as y .... co, T ... To' for t ~ 0 
The solution is 
(D-1) 
Recalling the general differentiation formula, (3:5) ~ 
O JV ov O f(w) dw = f(v) (D-2) 
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2 _...r... . 









To determine the time when this gradient reaches its maximum 
~alue at any y we first diff~rentiate the gradient with respect tot, 
= -
2 
T•T 2 . • ....:C. 
1 O (- L) (- t-2) ( 4Cl't) 
/TIQ't 4Cl' e 
(D-4) 
Then setting o2T oy at = 0 · 
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whi'ch results in: 
- i:.. t - 2Cl.' • (D-5) 
The temperature gradient at this time is obtained by substituting 
equation D-5 into equation D-3, 
which is approximately 
aT 
oy = 
oT oy .r::::i -
(D-6) 
(D-7) 
Then using finite differences, the temperature difference between grid 
points can be limited to (AT) by requiring max 
T1 - T0 (AT) ----~---.~ ____ m __ ax_ 
Then, 
Let 
If we let y j+l 
2yj Ay j 
= Ry . 
= y . ( 1 + 2 Ry) , 
J 
for all j. (D-8) 
(D-9) 
(D-10) 
w.e can begin with some Yp and generate a y. sequence, such that the 
J . 
temperature difference between points will never exceed a predesig-
nated (AT) . max 
(D-11) 
When establishing this sequence, we want 
for all j 
but if P = .2, equation D-7 implies .!:J.y2 < Ay1 = y2 since y1 = 0 and 
2 Ry is less than 1. 
176 
Therefore we must select the initial !:J.yj's until yj becomes large 
enough such that: 
We can then set this yj-l = Yp and use equation D-11 to select values 
of y. for j_ > P. 
J 
The !:J.y. and !:J.z distributions for this work were based on this 
J m 
procedure. 
Time Step Incrementation 
It was necessary to begin with small !:J.t 'sand systematically 
n 
increase their values partially because of accuracy but mainly because 
of stability difficulties. The initial time step incrementation for 









2 ( 4at) ( -y ) 
(Ti- To) r:;; e -3/2 
vTI 4 /at 
177 
(P ... 12) 
To detennine the position where the rate of heating reaches its 
maximum value at any t, the rate of heating is differentiated with 
respect toy. 
2 2 
- ...L (T O T ) y - J_ 
e 4<n + 1 0 (~ '\ (e 4cn) 
,.. r.- -3 / 2 4Cl:'t J 
L,/ TIOlt 
(D-13) 
Setting o2T ot oy = 0, we have 
y2 
- 4at 
e = 0, 
2 
~ = 1, or y = / 2at (D-14) 
The temperature gradient at this position is obtained by substi-
tuting equation P-14 into D-12. 
oT -= 
ot 
oT Tl- To -1 
- • e 2 
ot . r /2TI (D-15) 
Or 
(D-16) 
The temperature change per time step can be limited to •(tT) max 








Then if tn+l = tn (1+4 Rt), we can begin with a tp and generate 
a T sequence, such that the temperature change per time step nowhere 
n 
exceeds (b.T) . max 
(D-18) 
An initial time step 8t0 was used until 4 Rt tn ;;;,; At0 , then 
this tn was denoted tp and equation D-18 was used to calculate tn 
.for n > P until stability of the system imposed a limit on the value 
The 8t0 for these programs was one hour and Rt was selected to 
be 0.05. With this criteria tp was five hours. It was necessary to 
discontinue the use of this relationship when Atn had reached 15 
hours because of stability limitations. A 8tn of 15 hours was main-
tained until tn reached 1000 hours. At 1000 hours, 8tn was raised 
to 30 hours; at 3000 hours, it was raised to 50 hours; and at 10,000 
hours, it was raised to 100 hours. 
APPENDIX E 
EXAMPLE OUTPUT DATA 
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Example output data from THERMAB3-Run no. 3 
J= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
1 1500.0 1465.o 1n2.1 1365.5 noo.2 1236.3 1142.2 1050.1 936 .• 2 833. 7 714.8 602. 8 486.0 391.0 297.8 223.3 t:::1 124.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 2 1482.9 1450.7 141R.7 1354.8 1291.5 1229.l 1136.7 1046.2 932.9 831.3 713.1 601. 7 485.3 390.6 297.6 223.2 123.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 
3 1466.0 1434.5 1403.l 1340.4 1278.3 1217.0 1126.0 1036.9 925.2 825.2 708. 7 598. 7 483. 3 389.3 296.B 222.1 164. l 123.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 
4 1449.4 1418.2 1387.1 1325.l 1263.7 1203.1 1113.0 1025.0 915. l 816.9 702.4 594.1 480.3 387.3 295.6 222.0 163. 7 123. 6 100. 0 100.0 100.0 
. 5 1432.B l401.R U70.9 13oq.4 1248.5 1188.3 1098.? 1011.a 90.3. 6 807 .2 694.9 588. 5 476.5 384.7 294.0 221.0 163.2 123.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 
.6 1416,3 1185.5 1354,7 1293,5 1233,0 1173,0 1084,1 998.0 891. 4 796, 7 686. 7 582 ,3 472. 2 381. 7 292.1 219.9 162.5 121.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 
7 1399,8 1369,1 1338.4 1277.5 1217.3 1157.6 1069,1 983, 8 878,9 785,9 678.0 575 .6 467.4 378,3 289.9 218. 5 161.7 122.7 100,0 100.0 100,0 
8 1383.4 1'52.7 132?.l 1261,4 1201,4 li4l.9 1053.9 %9,5 866.2 774,9 669.2 56R.8 462.5 374.8 287,6 217 .1 160.9 122.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 
9 1367.0 1336,4 13ry5.9 1245,4 1185.6 1126.2 1038,6 055,2 853. 4 763,9 660.2 561,7 · 457,3 371.1 285, l 215. 5 160,0 121.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 
10 1350,6 1320.1 1200.1 1n9.4 1169.7 1110.4 1023.4 g40.g 840.8 752.9 651. 3 554. 7 452.1 367. 3 282.6 213.9 159.0 121. 5 100.0 100.0 100.0 
11 1334.2 1303.B 1273.5 1213.4 1153.R 1094.6 1008,3 926.8 828.3 742.0 642.4 547. 7 446,9 363.4 280.0 212.2 l58.0 121. 0 .100.0 100.0 100.0 
12 13i7.9 1287.5 12S7.3 1197.3 1137.0.107R.9 993. 3 912.8 815. 9 731. 3 633.6 540. 7 441.7 359.5 277.3 210.4 156.9 120. 5 100.0 100.0 100.0 
13 1301.6 1211.J 1241.2 1101.3 1121.0 1063.2 978.l 809.0 R03.7 720. 7 624.9 533. 7 436.5 355.7 274. 7 206. 7 155.8 110.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 
14 1205.3 1255.2 122s.1 ll65.3 1100.0 1047.6 963.5 885.3 791. 6 710.2 616.3 526.9 Ul.3 351.8 272.1 206.9. 154.7 110.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 
15 1269.l 1239.0 1209.0 1149.3 1090.1 1032.1 94R .g 871.8 779. 8 700.0 607.9 520. l 426. 2 347.9 269.4 2o5.l 153. 6 118. 8 100.0 !(YO. 0 100.0 
16 1252.9 1222.9 ll93.0 1133.4 1074.3 1016,7 934.5 R58.5 768.1 689.8 'i99.-5 513.A 421.l 344.1 266.8 203.3 152. 5 118, 3 100.0 100.() 100 .o 
17 1236.7 1206.B 117"6.9 1117.4 1058.6 1001.5 no.2 %5.4 756. 7 6,79.9 591. 3 506. 8 416.0 340.3 264.2 201. 5 151. 3 117. 7 100.0 100.0 100.0 
18 1220.6 1190.B 1160.9 1101.4 1043.0 986.3 906.l 832.5 745.4 670.1 583. 3 500. 2 411.1 336.5 261. 6 199. 7 150 •. l 117.l 100.0 100.0 lQO.O 
19 1204.5 1174.7 1144.8 1085.5 1027.4 971. 3 802.2 819.8 734,3 660.5 575.3 493.B 406. l 332.7 259.0 197 .a 149.0 116. 5 100.0 100.0 100.0 
20 ... 11.88.5 1158.7 1128.8 1069.7 1012.0 956.5 878.5 807.3 723.4 651.1 ·567. 5 487.4 401. 2 329.0 256. 3 196.0 147. 8 115. 9 100. 0 100.0 100.0 
21 1172.5 1142.7 1112.9 1054.0 996.8 942.0 865.0 705,1 712.R 641.8 559.8 481.2 396.4 325.3 253.7 194.2 146. 7 us. J 100.0 100.0 100,0 
22 1156.6 1126.3 1097.0 1030.5 981.8 927.6 851.8 783 .o 102. 1 632.6 552.2 475.0 391.5 321.5 251.1 192.4 145.5 114.6 100.0 100. 0 100.0 
23 1140.7 1111.0 1<181.3 1021.1 CJ66·.g 913.4 838.7 771.? 691.9 623.6 544. 7 468.B 386. 8 317.9 248. 5 190.6 144.4 114. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
24 ll24.9 1095.2 10'5.7 1007.9 952. 3 ag~.4 825 .9 759 .6 681. 8 614.8 537.3 462. 7 382.0 314. 2 245.B 188.8 143.2 113. 3 100.0 100.0 100.0 
25 1109. l 1079. 6 1050. l 992, 7 g·:n.7 885.6 813.3 748.1 671. 8 606.0 529.9 456. 7 377.3 310.5 243.2 !Bi' .O 142. i ll2.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 
26 1093. 3 1063. 9 1014. 7 'H7 .8 923.4 871.9 800 .s 736.B 661.9 597.4 522. 7 450. 7 372.6 306.0 240.6 185. 2 140.9 111.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 
27 1077.6 1048.'t lOl!J.3 962.g 90'l. 2 8S8.5 788.5 725. 7 652. 2 588.9 515.5 444.7 36R.O 303.3 238.0 183.4 139.8 lll. 3 100. 0 100.0 100.0 
28 1062.0 1032.9 1(}04.0 948.2 R95.1 ~45.2 776.4 714. 7 642.6 580.4 508.4 438.9 363.1 299.6 235.4 181.6 138.6 110. 6 100.0 100.0 100.0 
29 1046.4 1017.5 988. 8 933.6 881. 2 832.0 764,4 703 .8 633.l 572.1- 501. 3 4H.O 356. 7 296.0 232. 8 179.8 137.5 109. 8 100.0 l(to. () 100.0 
30 1030,8 1002.1. 973. 7 9ll.J .1 867. 4 819.0 752 .5 693. l 623. 7 563. 8 494.4 427 .2 354.1 292.4 230. 2 178.0 136.4 109. l 100.0 100.0 100,0 
31 1015. 3 986.9 95·s.1 904. 7 853.R 806, l 740.8 682. 5 614.4 555.6 487.4 421.4 349.5 288.9 227.6 176.3 135.2 108.4 100.0 100". l) 100.0 
32 999.9 971.6 . 9(,.s 890.4 B40. z· 793.4 729 .2 672.0 605.1 547. 5 480.6 415. 7 345.0 285.3 225.0 174.5 1340 l 107.6 100.0 100. 0 100.0 
33 984.4 956. 5 928.9 876. 2 826. 8 780. 7 717 .8 661.6 596,0 539. 5 473.7 410.0 340. S 281. 7 222.4 172. 7 133.0 106. 8 100.0 100.0 100.0 
34 969. l g41.4 914. l 862. 2 813.5 768.2 706.4 651.3 587.0 . 531.5 466.9 404.3 33,.9 278.2 219.9 170.9 131.9 106. O 100.0 100.0 100.0 
35 953. 7 926.4 890.4 848.2 aoo. 3 755.B 695.2 641.1 578.0 523.6 460.2 398.6 331.4 274.6 211. 3 l69. l 130.8 105. l 100.0 1,00.0 100.0 
36 938. 4 911.4 8114. 8 834.3 787. 3 743.5 084.0 63l.O 569..1 515. 7 453.4 193 .o 327. 0 211.1 214. 7 167 .4 129. 7 104.3 100. 0 100.0 100.0 
37 923.2 896.5 870. 3 820.6 774.3 731.4 673.0 621.0 560. 3 507.9 446. 7 387 .4 322. 5 267 .6 212.1 165.6 128. 7 103.4 LOO.O 100.0 100.0 
38 908.0 881. 7 855.8 806.9 761.4 719.3 :662.0 611.0 .551.5 500.1 440.1 381. 8 318.1 264. l 209.6 163. 8 127.7 102.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 
39 an.a 866.9 841.4 791.3 748.6 707. 3 651.1 601.1 542.B 492.4 433.5 376. 3 313. 7 260. 7 201.0 162. l 126. 7 101. 6 100.0 100. 0 100.0 
40 877. 7 852. 2 827 .1 779,8 736.0 695.4 640.4 591.4 534. 2 484. 7 426 •. 9 370. 7 300.3 257.3 204. 5 . 160. 3 125. 8 100.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 
41 862. 7 ·a31., 812.R 766.4 723. 4 683.6 629. 7 581. 7 525.6 477.1 420.4 365. 3 305.0 253.9 202.0 1,8.6 124.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
42 847. 7 a22.o 7CJ8.7 15,.1 710.9 672.0 619.1 572. l 517.1 469.6 414. 0 359.9 100. 7 250. 7 199.6 156.9 124. l 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
43 832. 7 808.4 784.6 739.q 098. 5 660.4 •608.6 562. 6 soa.s 462.2 407. 7 354.6 296. 5 247.4 197.2 l55.3 123.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
44 Bl 7. 8 794.0 770.6 726. 8 b86. 1 649.0 598.3 553.·2 500. 6 454.9 401. 5 349.4 292.4 244.3 194,9 153.8 122. 5 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
45 803, 0 110. 7 7"56. -~ 713. 8 674. 2 637.7 588.2 544.1 492.5 441 .a 3q5.4 344.4 288.5 241.2 192. 7 152.3 121. 8 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
46 788. ·3 765. 5 741.1 101.1 662.4 626. 7 S78.3 535.2 484. 7 44 l.O 389. 7 339.7 284.8 238.4 190. 7 151.0 121.1 . 100. O 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 
47 1n. 1 · 751.4 77.q. 5 6813.5 650.8 616.0 568. 7· 5.26 .6 477.4 434.6 384.4 335.3· 281.5 235.9 189. 0 149.9 120.6 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 
48 759. 3 737. & 716.2 676.3 639.6 605. 7 559. 7 518.7 470.h 428.7 379.6 331.5 278.7 233.B 187. 5 149.0 120.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
49 745, 1 724. l 703.4 664.7 629.1 596.2 551.5 511.6 4o4. 7 423.B 375.7 328. 5 276.4 232.2 186.4 148.3 119.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
50 711.3 111.1 6"1.3 654.2 619.9 5RH.2 544 ,9 506. l 460.4 420,3 373.0 326.4 275. 0 231.2 185. 7 147. 8 119. 5 100. 0 100. IJ 100,0 100.0 
51 718. 5 ·roo.1 681.7 646.tl 614. 2 58 3. 7 541.6 503.6 458.6 418.9 372.0 325. t 274.5 230.8 185. 5 147. 7 119. 4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
88117 .o HOURS 
0.04894 DISCREPANCY IN HEU ~AL~NCE 
o. 70402 099E 09 BTU OF HEAT STllREn IN RESESVOIR 
0.2440917-BE 09 !HU UF HE,\T P~ODUCED 
O. B!H 5 7645 E 09 nru IJF HEAT INJECTED 
0.13594491E 10 \ITTOT 
O. 4ll 136%E 09 HTORG 
100.0TJME INCREMENT, !-IOUflS 
0.05146 ERi 
-0. 61596915E-Ol ER? 
0.01000 TOLERANCE 



























































Example ou!Put'~ata f~otnJH£RMAB3 -Run no. 3 
I SO THERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM I SO THERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM 
DEGREES F DEGl{EES F DEGREES· F DEGREES F DEGREES F D8GREES f DEGREES F 08G~ 
300.0 500.0 .600.0 .... 700.0 900.-0 11-00.0 1300.0 1500.0 
FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO. FEET INT.O FEET INTO FEET LNTO FEET lNTO FEE.T INTO 
WALL WALL WALL ·WALL WALL WALL WALL WALL 
·66.68 41:92 34.22 28.36 19.41 12.38 6.01 o.o 
66.64 41.86 .34.13 Zl!-;21 19.29 12.22 5.73 -~o;o 
66.52 41.70 33.92 28.02 19.01 11.87 5.30 o.o 
66.33 41.44 33.65 27;65 rn~1,2 u •. 44 4.02·- o;o 
66.07 41.11 33.30 27.25 18.l~ 10.96 4.31 O.O 
65,76 _____ 40-73 32,90 26,83 17.68 10.46 . 3,7_9 0,0 
65,40 40.29 32.45 26~3S 17.19 9,95 3.26 o.o 
65~01 39.82 31.98 · 25,90 16.69 9.43 2.73 o.o 
64,58 39.32 31.47 25.39 "16.17 8.90 2.20 o.o 
64.12 38.80 30.95 24.86 15.64 8.36 1.66 o.o 
63•64 38.26 30.41 2~.32 15.09 7.82 1.13 o.o 
63.14 37.70 29.85 23 .• 76 14.53 7.28 0.59 O.O 
62.62 · 37.12 29.27 23.19 13.96 6.75 0.05 o.o 
62.09 36.53 28.69 22.60 13.44 6.20 a.a a.a 
61.55 35.92· 28.08 22.00 . 12.90 5;61 0.-0 o.o 
60.99 35~31 21.47 21.48 12.36 5.13 o.o o.o 
60.41 34~67. 26.96 20.95 11.01 4.59 a.a o.o 
59.83 34.03 26.-lt4 20.41. 11.25 .4,05 o.o o.o. 
59.21 33.51 25.91 19.86 10.70 3.51 o.o o.o 
58.59 32.98 25.36. 19.]0 10.17 2.97 o.o o.o 
57.94 32.44 24.80. 18.72 9.6-4· 2.44 o.o o.o 
57.28 31.89 24.23 18.13 9.09 1.90 o.o o.o 
56.60 31.33 23.65 11.59. 0;54 1.37 o.o o.o 
ss.91 30.15 23.05 11.06 7.98 o.84 o.o o.o 
55.19 30.16 2~.43 16.52 7.45 .0.31 O.O O.O 
·"54.45 29.5"5 21.84 ~ 6.91 o.o o.o o.o 
·53.10 20.92 21.30 15.40 6.36 a.o o.o o.o 
52.94 20.ze 20.14 14~81 s.s2. o.o o.o o.o 
52.37 27.63 20.17 14.22 5,28 o.o o.o o.o 
51-;n 21.05 19.58 13.65 4.74 o.o o.o.. o.o 
51.16 26.49 18~98 13.10 4.18 o.o o.o o.o 
50.54 25.90 18.36 12.53 3.64 o.o o.o o.o 
49.89 25.30 17.76 11.95 3.10 0.-0 o.o o.o. 
49.22 24.68 17.19 ll.35 2.54 o.o o.o o.o 
48.53 24.04 16.61 lO.t6 1.98- O.O 0.0 O.O · 
41-;tn- 23.39 lb.OD 10.19 · 1.43 :OoO o.o o.o 
41.10 22:11 15.38 9~61 o.a1· o.o o.o o.o 
46.35 22.01 14 .• 74 9.01 0.30 o.o o.O o.o 
45.58 21.39 14.08 8~39 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
44~·19 · 20.16 n.47 .1.11 o.o . o.o a.ct a.o 
43.98 20.11 · 12.05 .7.i.a · o.o a.a o.o o.o 
43.14 19.44 12.22 6.5& p.o 0.-0 o.o. o.o 
42.46 18.75 11.56 5.93 o.o q.o .o.o o;-0 
41.00 1a.05 10.90 5;32 a.a J~v- o.o o.o· 
41.15 11.42 10.20 4.10 o.o a~-0 -0.0 a.a 
40. 51 16. 79 9.6~ 4.06 0.{) ,1;"()'- o.o o.o 
39.91 16.16 9.01 3.44 a.a o~o o.o o.o 
39.37 15.55. 8.37 2~-eT a.a o.o · o;o 0.-0 
38.92 14.99· 1.11 2.11 o.o o.o o.o -o.o 
38.62 ~14.54 1.25 1.56. o.o a.a o.o o.o 




Example output data from THERMAB4-Run no. 11 
J= l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1 2000.0 1937.6 1877.9 1771.B 1688.4 1622.0 1537.5 1423.3 1276.0 1109.4 945.6 809.1 112.1 661. 7 648. 9 660.3 686.2 717. l 744.9 766.0 780. 8 797.1 816.8 828.5 841. 3 
2 1955.4 1897.2 1842.l 1746.2 1671.4 1610.7 1529.9 1417.6 1271.6 1106.2 943. 5 807 .9 111. 7 661.8 649.4 661.4 687 .8 719.4 747.9 769. 9 785.5 803. 3 825.0 838 .3 852.8 
3 1911.3 1855.3 1803.l 1715.3 1647.9 1592-1 1514.6 1404.4 1260.9 1098.3 938.1 804.9 no.5 662.0 650. 9 664.1 691.9 724. 9 754.7 777.B 794.4 813.1 836.3 850.3 865.e 
4 1868.3 1814.4 1765.0 1684.2 1622.4 1570.4 1495.7 1387.6 1246.6 1086.9 930.2 800.4 708. 7 662.3 652. 9 667. 8 697.4 732. 1 763.4 787 .6 804.8 824. 5 848.6 863.3 879.4 
5 1826.6 1775.4 1728.9 1654.5 1597.5 1548.5 1475.B 1369.3 1230.4 1073.B 921.0 794.9 706.5 662. 7 655. 3 672. 1 703.6 740. 2 773.0 798. 3 816.2 836.6 861. 6 876. 7 893.4 
6 1785.6 1735.7 1690.8 1620.4 1567.4 1521.6 1452.3 1348.6 1212.6 1059.3 910. 7 788.9 704.0 663.0 657. 9 676.8" 710.4 748. 8 783.2 809.6 828. 2 849.2 875.0 890.6 901 .a 
7 1748.6 1703.7 1663.3 1598.9 1547,6 1501.2 1430.9 1328.2 1194.5 1044.4 900.3 782. 5 701.4 663.3 660. 6 681. 7 717.4 757. 8 793. 8 821.2 840.5 862. 2 888. 7 904.8 922.5 
8 1712.5 1668.8 1629.9 1568.6 1520.4 1476.5 1408.5 1307.9 1176.3 102S.3 889. 5 776.1 698. 7 663.6 663. 4 686.8 724. 7 767.1 804. 7 833. 2 853 ol 875.4 902. 7 919.3 937 .5 
9 1677.6 1635.6 1598.4 1540.6 1495.0 1452.9 1386.5 1287.6 1158.2 1014.3 878. 7 769.6 696.0 664.0 666. 3 692.0 732.1 776.6 815.8 845.4 865. 9 888. 9 917.0 934.0 952.9 
10 1644.2 1604.3 1569.l 1514.4 1470.8 1429.9 1364.8 1267.6 1140.4 9S9.5 868.2 763.3 693.4 664.4 669. 3 697. 3 739. 7 786. 3 827.1 857.8 879.0 902. 7 931.6 949.2 968.5 
11 1612.5 1574.7 1541.3 1489.2 1447.2 1407.3 1343.4 1247.8 1122.0 9<!5.1 857.9 757.2 690.9 665.0 672.4 702. 8 747 • 5 796.2 838.8 870. 7 892.6 916. 9 946.6 964. 7 984.6 
12 1582.4 1546.4 1514.6 1464.7 1424.0 1385.0 1322.1 1228.l 1105.4 971.0 847.9 751.2 688.5 665.6 675. 6 708. 5 755. 5 806.4 850. 8 883.9 906.6 931. 6 962.1 980.6 1000.9 
13 1553.7 1519.4 1489.0 1440.9 1401.3 1363.l 1301.2 '1208.8 1088.4 957 .2 838. 2 745.5 686. 3 666.4 679. 0 714. 3 763. 7 816.9 863.2 897 .6 921.0 946.7 977.8 996.7 1017.5 
14 1526.4 1493.6 1464.4 1418.l 1379.5 1341.9 1280.9 1189.8 1071.5 943. 7 828. 8 740.0 684.3 667 .3 682. 5 720. 3 772.2 827. 8 876.0 911.6 935 .a 962.1 993.9 1013.2 1034.3 
15 1500.3 1468.8 1440.1 1395.·0 1358.o 1321.0 1261.0 1111.1 1054.9 93C .• 6 819. 7 734. 7 682 .4 668.4 686. l 726. 5 780.9 839.0 889.3 926.3 951. l 978.l 1010.4 1030.0 1051.3 
16 1475.0 1444.4 1417.l 1373.2 1336.0 1299.6 -1240.7 1152.4 1038.6 918.0 811.0 729. 7 680. 7 669.6 690.0 732.9 789.9 850. 5 902. 7 941.0 966.6 994.l 1021.0 1046.8 1068.5 
11 1450.5 1420.0 1394.2 1351.2 1314.6 1210.9 1220.9 1134.2 u22.0 9C5 .9 802.6 724.9 679. 2 670.9 694. 0 739.5 799.2 862.2 916.4 955. 9 982.2 1010. 3 1043.8 1063.9 1085.9 
18 1426.7 1397.8 1371.8 1329.6 1293.6 1258.4 1201.5 1116.3 1007.4 894.0 794.5 120.2 677.8 672.5 698. 2 746. 3 00s. 1 874. 2 930.4 971. l 998.0 1026.7 1060.8 1081.2 1103.5 
19 1403.5 1375.3 1349.9 1308.4 1273.0 1238.3 1182.3 1098.6 ·.992.2 882.4 786".6 715.8 676. 6 674. l 702.5 753.4 818.6 886. 6 944. 8 986.7 1014.3 1043.5 1078.0 1098.7 1121.3 
20 1380.8 1353.2 1328.3 1287.5 1252.6 1218.5 1163.4 1081.0 977. 4 871.1 779.0 711.6 675. 5 676.0 707. l 760.8 828.8 899. 4· 959.5 1002.7 1030.8 1060.5 1095.5 1116.5 1139.~ 
21 1358.6 1331.5 1307.1 1266.9 1232.5 1198.9 1144.7 1063.9 962. 9 860.l 771.6 707 .6 674. 6 678. 0 711. R 768. 3 839. 2 912. 5 974.6 1018.9 1047.6 1077.8 1113.3 1134.5 1157.7 
22 1336.9 1310.3 1206.3 1246.7 1212.0 1119.0 1126.3 1041.1 948.9 84S.5 764. 6 703. 8 673.9 680.1 716. 8 776.2 850.0 925. 9 990.0 1035.4 1064.7 1095.4 1131.3 1152.8 1176.3 
23 1315.6 1289.6 1266.0 1227.l 1193.7 1161.0 1108.3 1030.8 935.2 839.2 .757. 7 100.2 673.3 682. 5 122. o 784. 3 861.1 939.7 1005.8 1052.5 1082.3 1113.4 1149.8 1171.6 1195.3 
24 1294.7 1269.1 "1245.9 1207.6 1174.6 1142.3 1090.4 1014.6 922.0 829 .3 751.2 696. 8 672.9 685.0 727. 4 792. 7 872. 7 954.0 1022.1 1069.9 1100.3 1131.9 1168.6 1190.5 1214.5 
25 1274.l 1249.0 1226.2 1188.3 1155.7 1123.8 1072.8 998.9 909.1 819. 7 744.9 693.6 672.6 687. 7 733. o 801. 5 884. 5 968.6 1038.7 1087.5 1118.5 1150.4 1187.5 1209.7 1234.1 
26 1253.9 1229.2 1206.7 1169.3 1131.0 1105.5 1055.6 983.6 896. 7 810. 5 738.8 690.5 672. 6 690. 5 738. 8 810. 5 896. 7 983.6 1055.6 1105.5 1136.9 1169.3 1206.7 1229.2 1253.9 
27 1234.1 1209.7 1187.5 1150.4 1118.5 1087.5 1038.7 968.6 884. 5 BC 1.5 733. 0 687. 7 672.6 693. 5 744. 9 819. 7 909. l 998.9 1072.B 1123.B 1155.7 1188.3 1226.2 1249.0 1274.l 
28 1214.5 1190.5 1168.6 1131.9 1100.3 1069.9 1022·.1 954.0 872. 7 7<i2. 7 727. 4 685. 0 672.9 696.B 751. 2 829.3 922°0 1014.6 1090.4 1142.3 1174.6 1207.6 1245.9 1269.1 1294.7 
29 1195.3 1171.6 1149.8 1113.4 1082.3 1052.5 1005.8 939.8 861.1 784 .3 122.0 682.5 673.3 100. 2 757. 7 839.2 935.2 1030.8 1108.3 1161.0 1193.7 1221.1 1266.0 1289.6 1315.6 
30 1176.3 1152.8 1131.3 1095.4 1064.7 1035.4 990.0 925-.9 850.0 776.2 716.8 680.1 673.9 703. 8 764.6 e49. 5 948.9 1041.1 1126.3 1179.7 1212.0 1246.7 1286.3 1310.3 1336.9 
31 1157.7 11.34.5 1113.3 1077.8 1047.6 1018.9 974.6 912. 5 839. 2 768 .3 111.0 678.0 674.6 707'6 771.6 860.1 962.9 1063 •. 9 1144.7 1198.9 1232.5 1266.9 1307.1 1331.5 1358.6 
,32 1139.4 1116.5 1095.5 1060.5 1030.8 1002.7 959.5 899 .4 828. 8 76C. 8 707. l 676.0 675.5 111. 6 779.0 871.1 977.4 1081.0 1163.4 1218.5 1252.6 1287.5 1328.3 1353.2 1380.8 
33 1121.3 1098.7 1078.0 1043.5 1014.3 986. 7 944.8 886.6 ·aTS:6 75!-.4 102. 5 674.1 676.6 715.8 786. 6 882.4 992.2 1098.5 1182.3 1238.3 1273.0 1308.4 1349.9 1375.3 1403.5 
34 1103.5 1081.2 1060.7 1026.7 998.0 971.2 930,4 874.2 808. 7 746 .3 698. 2 672.5 677.8 120.2 794. 5 894.0 1007.4 1116.3 1201.5 1258.4 1293.6 1329.6 1371.B 1397.B 1426.7 
35 1085.9 1063.9 1043.B 1010.3 982. 2 955.9 916.4 862.2 799. 2 739.5 694.0 670.9 679. 2 724. 8 802. 6 905.9 1022.0 1134.2 1220.9 1210.s 1314.6 1351.2 1394.2 1420.8 1450.5 
36 1068.5 1046°.8 1021.0 994. l 966.6 941.0 902. 7 850.5 789. 9 732.B 690.0 669.6 l:80. 7 729. 7 811.0 918.0 1038.6 1152.4 1240.7 1299.6 1336.0 1373.2 1417.1 1444.4 1475.0 
37 1051.3 1030.0 1010.4 978.1 951. l 926. 3 889.3 839.0 · 780.9 726 .5 686.1 668.4 682.4 734. 7 819. 7 930.6 1054.9 1111.1 1261.0 1321.0.1358.0 1395.8 1440.7 1468.8 15iJ0.3 
38 1034.3 1013.2 993.9 962.1 935. 8 911.6 876.0 827. 8 772.2 720.3 682. 5 667 .3 684.3 740.0 828. 8 943.7 1071.5 1189.8 1280.9 1341.9 1379.5 1418.1 1464.4 1493.6 1526.4 
39 1017. 5 996. 7 977.8 946. 7 921.0 897 .6 863.2 816.9 763. 7 714. 3 679. 0 666.4 686. 3 745.5 838. 2 957.2 1088.4 1208.8 1301.2 1363.1 1401.3 1440.9 1489.0 1519.4 1553.8 
40 1000.9 980.6 962.0 931.6 906. 6 883.9 850.8 806.4 755. 5 708 .5 675.6 665. 6 688. 5 751. 2 847. 9 970.9 1105.~ 1228.l 1322.l 1384.9 1424.0 1464.7 1514.6 1546.4 1582.4 
41 984.6 964. 7 946.6 916.9 892. 6 870. 7 838 .8 796.2 747.5 102.0 672.4 665. 0 690.9 ,757 .1 857. 9 985.0 1122.1 1247.7 1343.4 1407.3 1447.2 1489.2 1541.3 1574.7 1612.5 
42 968.5 949.2 931.6 902. 7 879. 0 857.8 827.1 786.3 739.7 691.'3 669.3 664.4 693. 4 763. 3 868. 2 999.5 1140.3 1267.6 1364.8 1429.9 1470.8 1514.4 1-569.1 1604.4 1644.2 
43 952.9 934.0 917. 0 888.9 865. 9 845.4 815.8 1T6:6132.T-~o 666. 3 - 664.C 696. 0 769. 6 878.7 1014.3 1158.2 1287.6 1386,6 1452.9 1495.0 1540.6 1598.4 1635.6 1677.6 
44 937. 5 919.3 902. 7 875.4 853.l 833.2 804. 7 767 .1 724.6 686 .8 663.4 663. 6 698. 7 776.1 889.5 1029.3 1176.3 1307.9 1408.6 1476.5 1520.4 1568.6 1629.9 1668.8 1712.5 
45 922.5 904. 8 888. 7 862. 2 840. 5 821.2 793.8 757 .8 717.4 681. 7 660.6 663. 3 701.4 782. 5 900.3 1044.4 1194.5 1328.2 1431.0 1501.3 1547.7 1598.9 1663.3 1703.7 1748.6 
46 907. 8 890.6 875.0 849.2 828. 2 809.6 783.2 748. 8 710.4 676. 8 657. 9 663". 0 704.0 788. 9 910.8 1059.3 1212.6 1348.6 1452.3 1521.6 1567.5 1620.4 1690.9 1735.7 1785.6 
47 893.4 876. 7 861.6 836.6 816. 2 798. 3 773.0 740. 2 703.6 6 72. L 655. 3 662.7 706. 5 794.9 921.0 1073.8 1230.4 1369.3 1475.8 1548.5 1597.6 1654.5 1729.0 1775.4 1826.7 
48 879. 4 863. 3 848.6 824. 5 804.8 787 .6 763.4 732.l 697 .4 667 .8 652.9 662. 3 . 708. 7 800.4 930.2 1086.9 1246.6 1387.6 1495.7 1570.4 1622.5 1684.2 1765.0 1814.4 1868.3 
49 865. 8 850. 3 836. 3 813.l 794. 4 777.8 754.7 724 .9 691. 9 664.-1 650. 9 662. 0 no. 5 804.9 938.1 1098.3 1260.9 1404.5 151-4---:Tl59z:-f°l64i.9 1715.3 1803.l 1855.3 1911.3 
50 852. 8 838. 3 825. 0 803. 3 785. 5 769.9 747 .9 719.4 687.8 661.4 649.4 661. 8 111. 7 807.9 943.6 1106.3 1271.6 1417.6 1529.9 1610.7 1671.4 1746.2 1842.1 1897.2 1955.4 
51 841. 3 828. 5 816. 8 797 .1 780. 8 766.0 744.8 717.1 686. 2 66C.3 648. 9 661. 7 712.l 809.1 945.6 1109.4 1276.0 1423.3 1537.5 1622.0 1688.4 1771.8 1877.9 1937.6 2000.0 
109117.0 HOURS -·-------------------~---··---
0.10441 DISCREPANCY IN HEAT BALANCE 
0.18929052E 10. BTU OF HEAT _STORED IN RESE'RVOIR 
0.48211277E 09 BTU OF HEAT PROOUCEO 
0.21102226E 10 BTU OF HEAT INJECTEC 
0.2536l380E 10 ttTTOT 
0.16112005E 09 HTORG 


















Set constant values 







Time step length set 

















Calculate heat stored 
in rock, heat injected 























































C· THERMAll-A.L. BARNES 
OIMENSI-ON TMPSl15t!511,TEMPl15,511,Wl 15, 511,GC 15,511,YH51,VC511,YP 
lLUSI 151, YN!GCl51 ,YNIDCl!!l), TTMPS C 15,511, AREAt 151 ,HI 15,,HAI 15,I ,VTMPI 
215,SU . . · ' 
222.41 
22241 
COMMON TMPS, 1EMP,,11,G, Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG, YMID,JMAX, IMAX".:CDND,DEL TT ,:lLPH . 






C TEMP.PERMNENT TEMPERATURE ARRAY 
C VTMP•TEMPORARY TEMPERATURE ARRAY 


















100 READl!i, lOJ IMAX,JMAX,DELTT, TOL, T IMX,ALPHA,DELTX,OELTYi,AA,-SB, TT, TT-T, 
lCC,KSKIP,NSTRT 
IMAX•NUMBER Of COLUMNS IKJ 
JMAX•NUMBER OF ROWS IJI 
DELTT•TIME STEP -LENGTH,HOURS 
TOL•TOi.ERANCE 
TlMX•MAXIMUM TIME,HOUAS 
ALPHA•SPECIFIC HEAT X VELOCITY X DENSITYIALL OF GASI .. : 
DEL TX*DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS ALONG THE_.~FRACTURE : ' . 
DELTY•DJSTANCE BETWEEN POINTS INTO THE·:-WALLIFIRST- 3 ~DINTS ONLYI 
AAaCONSTANT IN EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCln' ·-
BB•CONSTANT IN EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCITY 
;~;!:~:~:~~R 'i::~::l~~=e. 0:::=::s.F:::::::~I, 
cc ... CONSTANT IN EQUATION WHICH GENf;RATE_S VELOCITY 
KSKIP•OPTION TD INCREASE TtME STEP LENGTH DURING RUN 
NSTRT•SWITCH THAT ALLOWS STARTlft(; RUN WITH CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 
FIELD TEMPERATURES . 
READIS,20) IYII I ,1•1,151 
20 FORMATUSF.5.01 
Y111DISTANCE INTO THE WALL,FT • 
PP:o:O. 
TIME•O.O 
DO 21 K•l,U!IAX 
FK=k . 
X~DELTX•FK, 





10 ~~~=t~121s, FS. l ,F5.2,FlO. l,flo.1,6FS.1, Fl0.4/215) 
IFINSTRT.EQ.1160 TO Bl 
READCS,2031 TIME ,HTIN,HTOUT 
203 FORMATCF10.0 1 2ElB.BI , 
T-IME•TIME-; HOURS, ALREADY COMPLETED WHEN RUN RESTARTli!D 
HTIN•BtU OF HEAT INJECTED WHEN RUN RESTliRTED 
HTOUJ•BTU OF. HEAT PRODUCED WHEN RUN RESTARTED 
ATMP•TIME . 
00 74 K•l,IMAX 
74' READIS,731 CTMPS IJ,KI ,J•l,JMAXI 
73 FORMATl15F5.0I 
GO TO J~ 
Bl DO 75 K•l,lfllAX 
DO 75 J•l ,JMAX 
75 TMPSl"J,Kl•TTT 
2~ DD 205 K•l I U~AX 
DD 205 J•l, JMAX 
TEMP IJ,KI •TMPS I J,KI 
205 YTMPIJ,Kl•TfllPSIJ,KI 
VTMPCl,U•TT . 
TEMP 11, 11 •TT 
TMPSU, lJ •TT 
CAt.L CALCY 
CALCY IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES v•RIABLE Y SPACING VALUES 
CONox ... 0001 
CONDXstDNDUCTANCE IN .X DIRECTION 
C.OND•0.6 . 
COND•CONDUCTANCE IN Y DIRECTION 
CAP•35. 
82 GO TOl993,9941,KSKIP 
991t IFIATMP.NE. Tl"'EI GO TO 995 
ATMP•ATMP+l. 
























Go TO 995 
997 IFITIME.GT.3000.JGO TO 992 
DEL TT•15. 
GO fO 995 
992 DEL TT,.50. 
C · KWHO ts THE SNITCH TO DETERMINE DIRECTION OF "ADIP SWEEPIHORi.ZONTAL 
C OR VERTICAL) . 
995 GO TOl991,531,KNHO 
991 CALL CONY 
CDNV 15 A .SUBROUTINE THAT SOLVES EXPLICT CONVECTION EQUATIONS 
. ALONG THE FRACTURE . 
CMLL CONDl . 
C CONDl IS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOLVES HORIZONTAL ADIP" WITH THE CONY 
C SOLUTION AS A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
IFCDENOM.EQ.O.OIGO TD 69 
.KK•l 
DO 84 N•l ,JMAX 
DO 84 M•l,IMAX" 
IFIABSI IVTMPIN,MJ-TMPSIN,MI 1/TMPSIN,MI I .GT .TOLIGO TO 86 
84 CONTINUE 
DD 87 J:o:l,JMAX 
DO 87 K=l,IMAX-
87 TEMPIJ,Kt•TMPSIJ,KI 
GO TO 67 
86 DO 88 J•l,JMAX 
DO 88 K•l,IMAX 
88 YTMPCJ,Kl•TMPSIJ,KI 
KNH0•2 
GO TO 82 
53 CALL CONY 
CALL CON02 
-C COND2 IS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOLVES .VERTICAL ADIP WITH tHE CONY 
C SOLUTION AS A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
IFIOENOM.EQ.0.0160 TO 69 
KK•2 
00 64 N•l,JMAX 
DD 64 N•l,IMAX 
IFIABSf IVTMPIN,MJ-TNPSIN,MJ I/TMPSIN•MI I .GT• Tot.lGO TO 65 
64- CONTINUE . 
DO 66 J•l ,JMAX 
DO 66 K•l,IMAX 
66 TEMPIJ,Kl•TMPSCJ,KI 
GO TO 61 
65 DD 83 J•l ,JMAX 
DO 83 K•l,IMAX 
83 VTMPIJ,Kl"TMPSIJ,KI 
KIIHO•I 
GO TO 82 
67 .IBMAXaJMAX-2 
IBMAX•IMAX-2 
THIS ACCOUNTS FDR TtiE HEAT STORED IN ROCK 
FIMAX•IMAX 
DO 40 J•l,J"Ai 
SUN•D. 
DD 80 K•l,IB"AX12 , 
80 SUM•SUM+TEMP IJiKJ+4.•TEMPIJ,K+l l+TEMPCJ,K+21 
.t1;0 A"REAIJl•SUM•IOELTX/3.I 
882•0. • 
00 90 J•l,JB"AX,2 
HIJl•YCJ+ll.-Y1JI 
HAI Jl•1YIJ+2J-YIJ+lJ 1/HCJI 
90 BR2-BB2+ Utl Jl•IHAI JJ+l. I/ 16.ttHA I JI 11 •C 12.•HAIJ J-1. I •AREAi J+2 l+I HAI 
lJl+l.1••2•AREAI J+U+HACJl•tz.-HAIJJ l•AREACJ) I 
HEAT• ICAP•8B21- I TTT•YI J"AXI •DEL TX•C .. •F IMAX+I I TT-TTT l•CAP•DEL TX•.2 
1511 : . 
C THIS ACCOUNTS FOR HEAT llUT OF PRODUCER 








IFIPP.NE.2.JGO TO 891 
PP•O. 
WRITE(8l331 
. 33 FDRMTUH1,2X2HJ•5X2H 15X2H 25X2H 35X2H 45X2H 55X2H 65X2H l5X2H 85 
1X2H 95X2Hl05X2Hll5X2Hl25X2H135X2Hl45X2Hl51 



















































22241 I-' 22241 00 
--.J 
36 WRITEIB,311K,lTEMP(J,K) ,J•l,JMAX) 
887 WRITE(8,301 TIME,EAR,HEAT ,HTOUT,HTIN 
30 FORMATIFlO.l,ZX,5HHDURJ/Fl0.5,2X,27HDISCREPANCY IN HEAT BALANCE/El 
U.8,2X,31HBTU OF HEAT STORED IN RESERVOIR/El8.B,2X,20HBTU OF HEAT 
-2PRDOUCED/El8.8,2X,20HBTU OF HEAT INJECTEDJ 
891 IFC TIME.GT. TIMXJGO TD 100 
GO T0(86,651 ,KK 
69 STOP 
END . . 
SUBROUTINE CALCY 
DIMENSION TMPSI 15,511, TEMP·( 15,511,WI 15, 511,Gl15.51 I ,YI 151,VC 511 ,YP 
1LUSU5J ,YNEGl151 ;VMIDC151,TTMPS C15,5ll ,AREAC 151,HI 151,,HAC 151,VT"-PI 
215,511 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y ,V, VPLUS, VNEG, YMID,JMAX, 1MAX, COND,DEL TT ,ALPH 
1A ,DEL"TX ,DENOM, DEL TY, TTMPS, CAP ,CONOX 
NMAX•JNAX-1 
DD 2 J•l,NMAX 
2 YPLUSIJl=VIJ•ll-YIJI 
DD 3 J•2,JMAX 
3 YNEGIJl•VIJJ-YIJ-11 
VNEGlll•YPLUSlll 
YPLUSIJMAXI •YNEG I JMAXI 
DO (f J•l,JMAX 




DIMENSION TMPS115,5ll ,TEMPC15,511,WI 15,511,GI 15,511,YI 151.VI 511,YP 
1LUSC151, YNEG-1151, YMIDl15 I, TTMPS IJ,5,511, AREAi 15"1, HI 151, HAI 151, VTMPC 
215,511 . . "l~~~=~;x!~::a::~:i.;v: j~~=s:~~~!c~=~:, YMI li,JMAXi IMAX, «;CND, DEL TT ,ALPH 
· DD 40 K•2,IMAX 
CONMIN•COND 
CONPUS•CDNO . 
DlJ•DELTX•TE°MPI l1KI !(DEL TT•VUO I •2. 
014•13.•DEL TX•CONMIN•TMPSl2 ,Kl I/ 12.•DEL TY•Al.PHA I 
D15=1DE.l TX•CONPUS• ( TMPS 12, KI-TMPS 13, Kl J 1/12.•DEL TY•ALPHA I 
016""1~-tilDEL TX/ IDEL TT•VIKI I I 
017-=13.•0EL TX•CONMINl/ 12.•DELTY.•AL-PHAJ . 
TMPSI I ,Kl ""I TMPS I 1,K-l l+D13+Dl4+Dl51/ ID16+D17 J 





SUBROUTINE CONDI _ 
DIMENSION TMPS( 15 ,51 I, TEMP 115,511,NI 15, 511 ,GUS, 511, YI 151,VCSl i ,YP 
. 1LUSU51,YNEGl15J ,YMIQl15J, TT"PS 115,511,AREAl151,HI 151 .• HAI 15),YTMPI 
. 215,511 . . 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,v,v, YPLUS, YNEG, YMIO~JMAX, IMAX,COND, DEL TT ,ALPH 
lA ,DELTX ,DENOM.-DEL TY, TTMPS, CAP,CONDX 
Bl•-12.+IDELTX .. •2/DELTTI •CCAP/CONDXJ I 
DO 1 J•2,JMAX ' . ' 
DD 20 K•l,IMAX 
DU·-1 IDEL TXH2/YMIDIJJ l•ICOND/CDNDXJ I 
"IFIJ.LT.JMAXIGO TO 22 
Dl5•lTMPSI J-1,KJ-TMPSI J,KJ I /YfiLUSI JI 
GO TD 90 ' 
22 D1"5=1.TMPSCJ+l,IU-TMPSIJtKI 1/YPLUSIJI 
90 016 .. ITMPSIJ,KJ-TMPS I J-1,KI 1/YNEGIJI 
017,,. IDEL TX••2•CAPe. TEMPI J, KI .I/ I DEL TT •CON OX I 
01•014•1D15-D161-Dl7 . 





GO TO 20 
3 IFIK·.NE. IMAXIGD TO 5 
Cl•O.O 
Al,=2.0 

























































IFCDENQM.NE.O.)GO TO 1B 
WRITEIB,50) 
50 FORMATl18H ZERO DENOMINATOR. I 
GO ro· 800 
18 WCJ,Kl•Cl/DENOM . 
'GCJ,Kl•IDl-Al•GIJ.K-1) 1/DENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPSI J, IMAXl=G I J, IMAXI 
DO 30 1=2,lfllAX . 
ll•IMAX+l-1 
30 TTMPSIJ,11 J •GCJ,111-WIJ,11 l•TTMPSIJ, 11+1 I 
l CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=2,JMAX 






01.MENSION TMPSI 1S,511,TEMPU5,511,Wl15,5l) •GI 15, 511,YI 15,.VI 511,YP 
1LUS(151,YNEGl151 ,vMID(lSJ, TTfllPS 1151511 ,AREAi 151,HI 151,HAI 151,VTMPC 
215,511 . . 
COMMON TMPS, TEIIP,W1G,Y, V ,YPLUS, YNEG, YM.lD,JMAX, IMA)C, COND, DEL T·T tALPH 
lA ,'DEL TX ,DENOM,-OEL TY, TT MPS ,CAP,CONDX 
oort K•l,IMAX . 





















22241 81 .. -11.o+YPLUS I JI /YNEG I J l+.ICAP•YMIDI JI •YPLUS IJ I J /I DEL TT•CONDI I 
914 ... -( IYMIDIJJ•YPLUSIJI /DELTXH21•1CONDX/CDNDI I . 
IFIK.LT.IMAXI GO TO .24. ' 
l!iERMABl 
015-=TMPS I J,K-11-TMPS I J, KI 
GO TO 25 1 
24 015=TMPSIJ,K+ll-TMPSIJ,K1 
25 tFIK.GT.l") GO TO 26 
.016,.•TMPSI .1,K 1-TMPS.C J·,K+l 1 
GO TD 27 . 
26 016 .. TMPSIJ,K.1-TMPSIJ.,K-11 . 
27 01 7 .. iCAP•YMIO( JJ•YPLUStJJ•TENPI J,KJ 1 /1 DELTT•CONDI 
Dl=Dl4•1D15-Dl61-Dll . . 




GO TO 20 . . 




IF(OENOM.NE.O. lGD. TO 18 
·WRITElB,501 . 




TTMPSIJMAi, KJ=G ( JMAX,KI 
NMAX•JMAX-2 
DO 30 l=l,NMAX 
ll•JMAX-1 
30 TTMPSI ll ,kll•GU I ,Kl-WI 11,KJ•nM~SI 11+1, Kl 
1 CONTINUE . 
00 95 J•2,JMAX 








































Time step length set 




















'Set Temp(J,K) = 
Tmps(J,K) 
Calculate heat 
stored in rock· 
Caleul_ate heat· produced 








Calculate heat stored 





Tolerance set according 







: Set iteration 







Calculate J po1ition of 
700" laother• with 
rHpect to K poaition 
No 













through J=l equal 
to 100% 
Set· convection going 


















Calculate J position of 
700" isotherm with· 
· rHpect to K position 












Set convection going 
through J=l equal 
to 100.,,. 
Set· convection going 





































Calculate total heat 





0 [l'-H~SJUN Tt-'PS 11 7 ,51 l • TEP-'P'c 17,51 J .w< 17, 511.GU 7, 511, CONO( 17, 511, YI 
11 71, YPLl..S 11 71 ,YNE:G { 171 ,Y~IO 1171, TTMPS I 17 ,51) ,AREAi 171, H( 171,HA( 171 
2, VHIP 11 7 ,51 J ,CAPT C 17 ,511 ,CAP( 17 ,51 I, IS 110], SL T~PI 10) .DtSTI 8, 511 
CQMp,'.Qf,j TMP'S, TEMP ,W, G, Y, YPLUS, YNFG, YM IO, JMAX, UMX, CGND, DEL TT I ALPHA I 
!DEL TX, O[fWt-1, PO I Pl, P2 1 P3, TTMPS, CAPT, CAP, TIME 
TEMP=PERMANEl\'T TE:MPERATliRE ARRAY 
TMPS=TEMPORARY TEt'!PER.o\TliRE ARRAY 
VTMP=TEl-'.PURARY TE:P,,PERATURE ARRAY 
l 05 READ 15, 10 11 l<'AX, JMAX ,DEL TT I TTT I T I ~x, .I\LPHA, DEL TX I DEL rv·, TT I KSK I P..t-TDL, 
l'~RUN,KSLCE, I SSN,LMAX, 11 Sf 11, l=l, 51, I SL Tp,'PI 11, l=l,LMAXI 
10 FllRl"d1TU J 5,F5. 1,F5.1,FlO. l I FlO. l, 3F5. l, 15/F5.z,q 15/BF!O. l) 
IMAX=NU,..BE~ CF COLUJ,'NS (Kl 
JMAX=NU~BER CF ROl<IS (JI 
DEL TT=TIME STEP LENGTH,HOURS 
TTT::RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TJMX::~AXIMUI" Tl,..E, HOURS 
ALPHA=SPECIFIC HEAT X VELOCITY X DENSITYIALL OF GAS] 
DELTX=DISTANCI: BETWEEN POINTS ALCNG THE FRACTURE 
DELTY::DISTANCE P,ETWEEN POltHS INTO THE WALLIFIRST 3 POINTS ONLY! 
TT=INJECTION TEt,,PERATURE, DEG~EES FAHRENHEIT 
KSKIP=OPTION TO INCREASE TIMI: STEP LENGTH DURING RUN 
TOL=TOLERANCE 
NRUN=RUN NU"8ER 
KSLCE=OPTION TU CALCULATE TUTAL HEAT CONTENT ANO PRINT TEMPERATURE 
ANO TOTAL HEAT cm.TENT 
ISSN=t,,AXIf'!Up,' NUt,,BER OF DESIREO SLICES FGR CROSS SECTION STUDY 
LMAX,.NlW8ER CF ISOTHER~S DESIRED 
IS{M}::VALUES OF OESIH.EO !.LICES FOR CROSS SECTION STUDY 
SLTMPCl l=TEt'PERATURE OF DESIRED ISOTHERr,.', . 
READ{5,201 I Y(I I I l=l ,171 
20 FORMAT I 16F5.0/F5.0I 




00 81 J=l ,JMAX 
00 Bl K=l,lt-'AX 
TEMPIJ,Kl=TTT 













CALCY IS A SLAR.OUTINE THAT CALCULATES VARIABLE Y SPACING VALUES 
CALL COND4 
CON04 IS A SLllROUTINE THAT CALCUU.TES CONDUCTANCES 
CALL Co\PAC 
CAPAC IS A SL:BRUUTINE THAT CALCULATES TOTAL HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES. 
DO 232 J=l,Jf,'AX 
DO 232 K=l, lf"AX 
232 CAPIJ,Kl=CAPTlJ,Kl 
82 GO TOC995,99td ,KSKIP 
"994 IFIATMP.fl,IE.TIMEI GO TC 995 
ATMP=ATMP+l. 
IFITIME.GT.5) GO TO 3lil 
DEL TT==l. 
GO TO 995 
318 IFIOELTT.GE.15.IGO TO 993 
UU.:00-5. 
TME:=5.• I I l .21 HUUI 
DEL TT= fME-TI l'E 
lFIDELTT.LT.15.JGO TC! 995 
DEL TT=l5. 















GO TO q95 
9% IFITIME.GT.3COO.IGO TO 997 
DEL TT=3D.O . 
GO TO 995 
997 IFITl~E.GT.10000.IGO TO q98 
DEL TT=50. 0 . 
GO TO q95 
998 DEL TJ::l 00. 
KWHO IS THE SWITCH TO DETERMINE DIRECTICN OF ADIP SWEEP{HORIZONTAL 
OR VERTICAL) 
995 GO TOl991,53l,KWHO 
991 CALL CONDl 
CONDI IS A Sl:RROUTINE THAT SOLVES HORI-lONTAL ADIP 
IFIOENOp.\.EQ.C.OIGO TO 69 
KJT::KTT+l 
IF[KlT.GE.15lGO TO 222 
KK=l 
DO 84 N=l ,Jf"AX 
00 84 H::1,lMAX 
IFCTMPS[N,MJ.LT.rno.10, GO TO 84 
IFIABSI IVTMP(N,Ml-TMPStN,Ml 1/TMPS(N,M) l .GT.TUllGO TO 86 
84 CONTINUE 
GO TO 67 
86 DO 88 J::1,Jl>'.AX 
DO 88 K:l,I~AX 
88 VTMP{J,Kl::TMPSIJ,KI 
KWH0=2 
GO TO 82 
53 CALL CONDZ 
COND2 IS A SUMOUTINE THAT SOLVES VERTICAL ADIP 
IFIDENDM.EQ.O.OJGO TO 69 
KK=2 
DO 64 N=l,J,..AX 
no 64 M=l,lt,\AX 
IFITM!>S{N,"l).LT.100.10) GO TO 64 
IF { MIS( l VT"!P P,i,M) -TMPS IN ,Ml} /IMPS IN, Ml I .GT• TOL IGO TCJ 65 
64 COJ\ITINUE ' 
GO TO 67 
65 00 83 J=l ,Jt-'AX 
f)0 83 K=l,H'AX 
83 VTMP{J,K)=Tp,<PS(J,KI 
KWHU::} 
GO TO 62 
67 DO 66 J=l,Jt'AX 
DO 66 K=l,lf"AX 
[F{TMPSCJ,KI.LT.100.101 GO TO 66 
CAP I J ,KI =CAPT ( J, Kl 
TEMP I J, Kl =TJ,'.PS { J, Kl 
66 CONTINUE 
PPP::PPP+lO.O 





THIS ACCOUIIJTS FOR THE HEAT STORED IN ROCK 
no 40 J=l, JJ,'-Ax 
SUM:::O. 
DO 80 K=l 1 181''1X,2 
80 SUM=SUM+CAP ( J, Kl +4. •CAP [ J, K+ l l +CAP CJ, K+2 I 
40 AR.EACJl=SUM•fDELTX/3.l 
A132=C. 
DO qo J=l,JE~AX,2 
H(Jl=Y(J+ll-Y(J) 
HAI Jl=I YI J+21-YI J+l I J /HI Jl 
qo BA2=HB2+ IH {JI• I HA I JI +l. I/ !6. •HA.I J 111 •I 12.•HA I J 1-1. I •AREAi J+2 l+I HA C 
lJ l + 1. l· .. 2d,Rl:A I J+l J +HA I JI• ( z.-HA( JI} •AREA( il I 
HTOI-I.G=Y I J"1A XI •DE LTX•F 11-'AX• 3149. +ICAP ( l, ll-314q.) •DEL TX•• 25 
HTORG==INITIAL HEAT CQNTENT OF ROCK AT 100 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
HEAT:BB2-HTORG . . 
THIS ACCOUNTS FOR HEAT CUT UF PROOUCER 
741 HTOUT=H TOUT +TEMP 11, I Me.X l •DEL TT• ALPiiA 
HTTOT-::H TOUT+HEA T+HTORG 
HTI t~=HT I N+AL PHAe T T•OEL TT 
HTI Nti=HTI N+HTORi, 










































GO T014,:»1,KSLCE THERMA83 
THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE TEfllPERATURE ANO CULULATIVE HEAT PRINT OUT AT 
VARIOUS SELECTED POSITIONS ALONG THE FRACTURE. 
4 WRITE(6,261 . THERMA83 
26 FORMAT( lHl, 3CX,' INPUT' DATA FOR CROSS SECTION STUDY' J/9X, 1LOCATIONrTHERIIIA83 
!FEET DOWN FRACTURE I• ,2X, 'TEMPERATURE' 19X,' TIP.El HOURS I 1 ,9X, •CUMULATTHERMA83 
21VE HEAT'//) . THERMA83 
JBMAX=JJ'IAX-2 THERMA83 
DO 70 K=l, 1 MAX THERfr,IA83 
no 70 M:l .r SSN THERMA83 
IFCK.NE.ISUl+lllGO TO 70 
883 .. 0.0 THERMA83 
00 71 J=l,JBJIIIAX,2 THERfr,IAB3 
HIJl=YIJ+ll-VIJI THERMA83 
HAI JI =(VIJ+21-YI J+lJ 1/HCJI 22241 
71 883=BR3+ I IHI JI• (HA I JI +l. I/ 16.•HAI JI I I •112.•HAI J J-1. J •CAP I J+Z,K J +I H 
lAI JI +l. J n2•CAP IJ+l ,K)+HAI JJ•l2.-HAI JI I •CAP( J,K) 11 •DELTX 
AIS=(S(MI 
U.OCF=DEL,TX•Al S 
WQ.I TEl6,251 ALOCF, TE,rP(l ,Kl, TIME,883 THERMA83 
25 FDRMATl9X,FlD.1,ZOX,FlD.1, lOX,FlD.1,7X, El8.B i THERMAB3 
70 CONTINUE THERHAOl 
5 TIME=TIME+DElrT 22241 
IFITIME.·GT.3000.JGO to 56 
TOL,..05 
GO TO.. 55 
56 IFITIME.GT~4000.)GO TO 57 
TOL"'.04 
GO TO 55 
57 IFITIME.GT.5000.JGO TO 58 
TOL 2 .03 
GO TO 55 
58 IF(TIME.GT.15000.JGC TO 59 
TOL=.02 
GO TO 55 
59 JOL:.01 
55 A THP= rI ME 
DO=DD+l. 
PP:PP+l. 
IFIPP.NE.10.J GO TO 891 
PP:O. 
WRITE16,331 22242 
}3 FORMAT( 1Hl,2X2HJ=5XZH 15XZH 25X2H 35XZH 45X2H 55X2H 65X2H 75X2H 85 222't2 
1X2H 95XZH105X2H 115X2Hl25X2Hl35X2Hl't5X2Hl5 I 222't2 
MCONT:Q 
00 36 ·'K=l,'t2 
36 WRITE(6,37IIC,(TEMPIJ,KI ,J"'lrJ~AXJ 222'tl 
37 FORMATI l't,l 7F7. lJ 
WRITE16,33J THERMA83 
DD 24 K=43, IMAX THERMA83 
24 WRITEl6,37JK,ITEMPIJ,KI ,J"'l,Jlll!AXI THERMA83 
887 WRITEl6, 301 TIME ,ERR,HEAT ,HTOUT ,HTIN,HTTOT,HTORG,DEL TT 
30 FORMAr1FlO.l",2X,5HHOURS/Fl0.5,2X,27HDISCREPANCV IN HEAT BALANCE/El 222'tl 
lB.8,2X,31HB'fU OF HEAT STORED IN RESERVOIR/El8.B,2X,20H8TU OF HEAT 22241 
2PRDDUCED/El8.8 1 2X,2DH8TU OF HEAT INJECTED/H8.8,2X,5HHTTOT/El8.B,2 222'tl 
3X,5HHTORG/Fl0.1,21HTIME INCREMENT, HOURS) 
C INTERPOLATING ROUTINE FOR DETERMING POSITION OF SELECTED ISOTHERMS 
C LET LMAX EQUAL NUMBER OF ISOTHERMS DESIRED • 
C SLTMPCIJ REFERS TO TEMPERATURE OF DESIRED ISOTHERM 
DO 263:1"'1,LJl!AX 
DO 260 K:t,Ift!AX 
00 261 J=l, JMAX 
lf(TEMPIJ,KI.LT.SLTJIIIPClltGO TO 262 
261 CONTINUE ' 
262 IFCJ.EQ.llGC TO 260 • 




WRI TEl6 1 264J ISi.. TMP( I 1,1"'1,LMAXJ 
26't. FORMATUH1,6X,•DISTANCE 1 ,7X,•ISOTHERIC ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERTHERMA86 
. UI ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM 1/BX, 1DOWN 1,9X, 'DEGREES FTHERMA86 
2 DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGRETHERMA86 
3EES f 1/7X, 1FRACTURE 1,4X,BF10.l/9X, 1 FEET 1 /20X, 1FEET INTO FEET INTO THERMAB6 
4FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO' /22X, 1THERMA86 
5WALL' 16X, 'WALL' ,6X, 'WALL' 16X1 'WALL' _,6X, 'WALL' ,6X, 'NALL• ,6X, 'WALL', THERMA86 
66X, 1WALL'l 









267 FOltMATI 7X,F6.0,'tX,8FlO.ZI 
WRITE16,264J ISL TMP( I J ,I•l,LMAXJ 
DO 265 K:41, IMAX 
FK2=K-l 
XFT=CEL TX•Fl<2 




IFITIME.GT.TIMXIGO TO 105 




SUBROUTINE CALCV . 
DIMENSION TMPSI 17,511, TEMPI 17 1 511,WI 17, 511 ,GI 17,511,CONDI 17, 511,YC 
1171,VPLUSCl 71,YNEGI 171 ,VMIDl171, TTMPSU 7,511,AREAI 171,HI 171 ,HAI 171 
Z, VTMP 1171511 .:CAPTI 1 7,51) ,CAP 117 ,511, IS 110). SL TMP 110 I ,·DI STI 8, 511 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,~1G,V,VPLUS,YNEG,YMI01 JMAX, IMAX,COND.,DEL TT ,ALPHA, 
!DEL TX,DENOH,PO,Pl ,P2,P3, TTMPS,CAPT,CAP, TIME 
NMAX=JMAX-l 
00 2 J=l,NMAX 
2 VPLUSCJl2V(J+ll-VIJJ 
. DO 3 J=2,JMAX 
3 VNEG(JJ•VIJJ-YCJ-11 
VNEGl1 I :11VPLIJSl1 I 
YPLUS I JfiilAXI =VNEG I JMAXI 
DO 4 J:1, JMAX 




DIMEr~SIOl't Tfi!PSI 17,SU, TEMPI 17,511,WI 17, 511,GI 17, 51 ltCONDI 17, 51) ,YI 
117) , VPLUS ll 7J, YNEG 1171 , VMID 1171 , TTfillPS 11 7, 511, AREAi 17), HI 171 1 1-!A C 17 J 
2, VTMP 11 7 r 511 ,CAPT( 17 ,511 ,CAPll 7, 511, IS I 10 I, SLTMPllO I, DIS Tl 8, 511 
. COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W,G, V, VPLUS, V"lEG, Y;M ID, JMAX, IMAX, COND, DEL TT ,ALPHA, 
lDEL TX,DENUM, PO, Pl, P2, P3, TTMPS, CAPT ,CAP, TIME-
00 1 Jzl, JMAX 
DO 20 K:l,lfillAX 
IFIJ.NE.llGO TO 35 
IFCK.NE.llGC TO 35 




DO 2 t:l,JMAX 




't- IFIDD.LT.2. IGO TO 7 
IFCJ.NE.ll GD TO 101 
GG:0.9 
GO TO 8 
101 FFF=.l 
IF(K.NE.2J GC TO 102 
ALPAl,,.CYMID CJJ•ALPHA•FFF•I TMPS ( 1, 11-TMPSIJ,K+l I J JI( IYINDOJ+0.5•YPL 
lUSCNDDJ-P.5 J • (TMPS I J,K-1 J-TMPSI J,K+l} I I 
GO TO 9 
102 ALPAl•I VMID IJI / IVINODJ+O.S•VPLUS INDDl-.5) l•ALPHA•FFF 
GO TO 9 
GG=l. 
8 ALPAl=ALPHA•GG 
9 IFIJ.EQ.llGO TO 78 
51 IFIJ.EO.J"'AXIGO TO 70 
IFIK.EO.llGD TO 79 
IFIK.EQ.JMAXJGO TO 80 
CXPUS:(COND(J,Kl+CONDI J,K+l 11/2. 
CXMIN=ICONO IJ,Kl+CONOI J,K-lJ 1/2. 





































CYMIN=ICDND ( J,Kl+CONDIJ-1,KI 1/2 • 
GO TO 11 
79 CXPUS=ICOND(J,K)+CDNDIJ,K+ll 1/2. 
CXMIN=-CXP.US 
CYPUS:(COND ( J,Kl+CCNDC J+l ,Kl I /2. 
CYMIN':'CCDND l J,Kl+CClND(J-1,KI 1/2 • 
GO TO 77 
80 CXMIN=CCOND ( J,Kl+CONDC J ,K-111/2 • 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUS., I CONDI J, K 1 +CCND I J+ 1, KI J 12 • 
C YM IN"' I COND ( J, Kl +CCND ( J-1, Kl 1/2. 
GO TO 77 
78 IFIK.EQ.llGO TO 75 
IFIK.EO.IMAXIGD TO 76 
CXPUS=ICONO ( J,KJ +CONDI J ,K+l) 1/2. 
CXMIN=ICOND I J,Kl+CONO( J ,K-111/2 • 
CYPUS:(COND I J,KI +COND(J+l ,Kl l 12 • 
CYMlN.,CYPUS 
GO TO 77 
~O.,{,flK.EQ •. lJGO TO 72 
IFIK.EO.l~AXIGO TO 73 
CXPUS= I COND ( J, K) +CGNO I J I K+l I J/2. 
CXMIN"'ICOND I J,KI +CC"lO( J ,K-11 J/2. 
CYM IN= ( COf-40 I J, KI +CONO I J-1, K 11 /2. 
CYPUS,.,CVMlf\l 
GO TO 77 
72 CXPUS= I CDND l J, Kl +CDND I J, K+l I 1/2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYHIN= I CONDI J, KI +CONO I J-1, Kl l /2 • 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TD 77 
73 CXfHN=CCOND I J,Kl+CCNO( J ,K-11 l 12 • 
.CXPUS=CXMIN 
CVMJN:ICOND I J,Kl+CONDI J-1,K 1112. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GC1 TO 71 
75 CXPUS=ICONDIJ 1 Kl+CCI\IDIJ 1 K+lll/2. 
CXMJN:CXPUS . 
CYPUS=(CONO I J,Kl+CCNDI J+l ,Kl l /2. 
CYM lN=C YPUS 
GO TO 11 
76 CXMJN:ICONDIJ,KJ+CONOIJ,K-111/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUS= I CONO I J, K )+CONDI J+l t Kl I 12 • 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
77 CDNIINUE 
IFCJ.EO.llGC TO 89 
IFITMPSCJ,KJ.GT.700.IGC TO tl9 
HH=O. 
GO TO 641 
89 HH=l. 
'641 A l=CXMI"N/CXPl.tS+ (HH•ALPAl •DEL TX) I I 2 • •CXPUS I 
81=-11.+CXMIN/CXPUS+tDEL TXu2/DEL TTI •CCAPTI J,K II I TMPS( J,K l•CXPUSJ I 
11 . 
Cl=- I I ALPAl •HH•DEL TX I/ I 2 • •CXPUS 1-1. I 
642 Dl4=-IDEL TXu2/ I Yfll!IO I Jl•CXPUSI I 
IFIJ.LT.JMAXJGO TO 24 . 
015=CYPUS• I Tl'PS I J-1, KJ-TMPS I J ,K 11 /YPLUS I JI 
GO TO 25 
24 015:s: ICYPUS• (TMPS I J+l ,K 1-TMPS I J, KI l 1/YPLUS I JI 
25 lflJ.GT.lJGO TO 2b I 
016-=ICYMIN• (TMPS I J, KJ-H'PSI J+l, KJ I I /VNEGI J 1 
2b g~6!~c~ilN• ITMPS( J, KI-H'PS I J-1, Kl 11 IYNEG(JI 
27 Dl7•lDEL TXn2•CAP CJ ,Kl I/ IOEL TT•CXPUS I 
99 01=014• ID15-0lb 1-Dl 7 





GO TO 20 




































































GI 1,21=1D-l-Al•TE"'PI 1, 111 /Bl 
GO TO. 20 
3 IFIK.NE.lMAXIGO TO 11 
A.l=Al+Cl 
Cl=O.O 
GO TO 11 . 
11 DENQM:aBl-Al•WIJ,K-1) 
IF<DENOM.NE.O.IGO TO 18 
HRITEC6,501 
50 FORMATl18H ZERO DENOMINATOR. I 
GD TO 800 
18 W(J,Kl=Cl/DENOM 
GI J ,Kl= 101-Al•G ( J,K-11 I /DENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPS I J, IMII.Xl=G I J, I fl'l\XJ 
NMAX=IMAX-2 . 
IFIJ.NE.llGO TO 41 
DO 30 1=1 ,N~AX 
Il=IMAX-1 
30 TTMPS I J, 111 sGI J, I I l-WI J, I I I .. TTMPS IJ, I l+lJ 
GO TO 1 
41 DO 42 J:2,I~AX 
I J:IMI\X+l-I 
42 TTMPSIJ, I I I =GI J, l I J-WI J-1 I I I •TTMPS I J, 11+11 
1 CONTINUE 
00 95 J=l,JMAX 
00 95 K=l ,I MAX 
TMPS I J, Kl •TTl':PS ( J,K I 
95 CONTINUE 
lFl'Tl~E.GT.5.)GO TO 300 
00 301 K=l,'42 
301 WR1TEl6,3021 ITMPSIJ,KJ,J=l,JMAX) 
302 FnRMA Tl l 7F7 .1) 





DIMENSION T~PS(l 7 1 511, TEMPI 17 1 511,WI 17, 511,GI 17, 511,CONDI 17 1 511,YI 
1171, YPLUS 11 71 ,YNEGl1 7l ,YMIOl171 t TTMPS{l 7,511, AREA( 171, HI 171 ,HAI 171 
2,VTMPll 7 ,51 l ,CAPT 117 ,511 ,CAPl17 ,511, IS( 10) ,SLTMPI 10) ,DIST( 8 1 511 
COMMON TMPS, lEMP, W ,G, Y, YPLUS, YNEG, YM IO, JMAX, IMAX, COND, OELTT I ALPHA, 
lOEL TX,DENOM, PO, Pl, P2 t P3, TTMPS,CAPT ,CAP, TIME 
Cl=l.O 
00 l K=l,IMAX 
DO 20 J=l,JMAX 
lFIK.NE.l)GO TO 35 
IFIJ.NE.l)GO TO 35 




DO 2 I=l,JMAX 




4 IFCDD.LT.2. )GO TO 7 
IF(J.NE.11 GO TO 101 
GG=0.9 
GO- TO 8 
101 FFF=. l 
1FIK.NE.2J GO TO 102 
ALP Al= I YMID I JI •4LPHA•FFF• ITMPS I 1-, 11-fHPS ( J, K+l J 11/ I f YI !'1100 I +O • S•YPL 
lUSI NDDl-0.5 l •I TMPS ( J,K-11-TMPS I J,K+l I I J . 
GO TO 9 
102 ALP Al =I YMID I J) / I YI NOD) +O. S•YPLUS I NOD J-. 511 •ALPHA•FFF 
GO TO 9 
GG:=1.0 
8 ALPAl=ALPHA•GG 
9 IFIJ.EO.llGO TO 78 
, 61 IFIJ.EQ.JMAX)GO TO 70 
lFCK.EO.tJGO TO 79 
IFIK.EO.IMAXIGO TO 80 








































CXM IN= {CONDI J I K) +CONDI J t K-1) 112 • 
CYPUS:c {CONDI J I K) +CONDI J+ L, K 11 /2 • 
CYMIN:{CON!l I J,K I +CONOI J-1,KI J/2. 
GO TO, 77 
79 CXPUS=(COND { J,K l+COND{ J,K+l J· I /2. 
CXMlN=CXPUS 
CYPUS= I CONDI J,KI +CONDI J+L ,.Kl I /2., 
CYMIN= ( CONO { J, KI +CONDI J- l, K ). ) /2 • 
GO TO 77 
80 CX:MIN=CCOND I J,KI +CONO ( J, K-1) I /2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUS= (.COND { J, Kl +CONO ( J+ 1, Kl I /2 • 
CYM IN= I COND CJ, K l'+COND t J-1, Kl ) /2. 
GO TO 77 
18 IFIK.EC.UGO TO 75. 
IFIK.EQ.IMAXIGO TO 76 
CXPUS= I CONO I JI Kl +CONDI J, K+l 11/2. 
CXMIN:{COND ( J,Kl+COND{ J, K-l)) !'2. 
CYPUS=C CONO ( J ,.K) +CONDI J+l, Kl J /2. 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
GO TO 77 
70 IFfK.EQ.l)GO TO 72 
lF(K.EO.IMAX}GO TO 73 
CXP·US: ( CONO· ! J ,Kl +CONO I J ,K+l I J /2 • 
CXMIN=(COND { J,KJ+CONOCJ ,K-11 J/2. 
CYMIN=ICOND I J,KI +CONDI J-1, Kl )/2. 
C YPUS=C YMIN 
GO TO 77 
72 CXPUS=l CONDI J, K 1.+COND I J I K+l I ) /2. 
CXMI N:C XPUS 
CYM IN= I CONO·I J,K I +CONO I J-1 1 KI I /2 • 
CYPUS:CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
73 CXMI N= {CONDI J, K) +CONO ( J, K-ll J /2 • 
CXPUS=CXMiN 
CYM IN= f COND C J,K I +COND { J-1, Kl l /2 • 
CYPUS=CYMlN 
GO TO 77 
7S C XPUS"'! I CONDI J,K I +COND ( J ,K+l 11 /2. 
CXMIN>=CXPUS .. 
CYPUS= I CONO I J,K l +CONDI J+ 1 1 K1112 .. 
C YM I N=C YPUS 
GO TO 77 
76 CXMIN:(CONO(J,Kl+CONO(J.,K-11 J/2. 
·cXPUS=CXMtN 
CYPUS"' I COND ( J,K 1 +COND ( J+l t K 11 /2. 
CVMIN=CYPUS 
11 CONTINUE 
IFIJ.EQ.l}GO TO 89 
lFtTMPSIJ,.KI.GT.700.JGO TO 89 
HH=O. 
GO TO 91 
89 HH,,.t. 
91 Al=+ (YPLUS I J l•CYMI NI/( YNEG I J l •CYPUS 1 
B l=-11. O+ I YPLUS 1' JI •C YM[ NI/ ( YNEG CJ J •CYPUS l+(.C.llPT I J.,K I •YM IOI· J l•YPLUS 
ll J 11 / (DEL TT•CYPUS•TMPS l J, Kl I ) 
Cl=l. 
014=- I YPLUS ( JI •YMl O (JI J / I DEL TX•CYPUS I 
IFIK.LT.IMAXJGO TO 24 
015 =CXPUS• I T"1PS I J, K-11-TMPS I J,K I l / DEL TX 
017=0.0 
ou,=CXMI f"4• I T~PS ( J,K 1-TMPS CJ ,K-11 I /OELTX 
GO TO 26 
24 IFIK.GT.llGO TQ 25 
Ol 5=CXPUS• I Ti"'PS I J,K+ 11-Tfll!PS ( J,K l J /DF.t.TX 
Ol6=CXMt N• ( Tl"PS I J,K 1-T .... PS I J ,K+l 11 /0FL TX 
27 Dl 7=0. 
GO TO 26 
25 Dl 5=CXPUS• I· TPl~S I J ,K...+ 11-T~PS I J ,K} I /DELTX 
0L6=C XM l'N• ( Tfl!PS (' J, K 1-TMPS l J .. K-l l 1./0FL TX 
017= ( ALPAl•HH•YPLUS ( J) •Y"'lO I J) • l t:"~PS ( J,.K +l, 1-fMPS U, K-1; 11, I II 2.•CYPU 
lS•OEL TX} 
26 018= ICAP IJ,KJ•YM(D( JI •YPLUS(JI I I 101'.t. lihCYPUS 1· 
q9 fl.l:cOt4•[015--Dl61+0t 7-Dl8 
556 IFIK.NE.UGC! IO IO 






































































, G(2,1J=CD'l-Al•T~MPH,·ll )fftl 
GO TO 20 








GO TO 20 




IFIDENOM.NE.O. IGO TO 16 
WRITE(6,50) 
50 FORMATllSH ZERO DENOMINATOR.} 
18 W(J,Kl=Cl/OENOM 
G ( J ,Kl"' {01-Al•G ( J-l, K 11 /DENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPS ( JMA X:, Kl ""GI JMAX I Kl 
NMAX=JMAX-2 
IF(K.NE.llGC: TO 41 
DO 30 l=l,NMAX 
I l=JMAX-'"l 
30 TTMPSI I I ,Kl ""G (II, KI-WI 1 I ,Kl •TTMPS ( II+t, K) 
GO TO l 
41 DO 47. J:2,J~AX: 
I l=JMAX:+l-1 
42 TTMPS( I I ,Kl :G( I I ,KI-WII I ,Kl•TTMPSI I l+l,Kl 
l CD/IJTINUt: 
00 95 J=l,Jf'AX 
DO 95 K=l,11-'AX 
TMPS lJ, Kl =Tlf'PS C J,KI 
95 CONHNUE 
IFITIME.GT.5.)Gn TO 300 
DO 301 K=l,42 
301 WRITE (6 ,302) (Tl~PS I J ,Kl, J:l 1JMAX) 
302 FOR MA TC 1 7F7. 1) 





DIMENSION H!PS 117 1 511, TEMPCl 7,511 ,WI l7, Sll r G( 17, SL 1, CONDI 17, 51 I ,Y( 
ll 71 ,YPLUSll 71,YNEG 111) ,YMIOH 71, TTMPS 117,51) ,AREA( 171,HI 171 1 1-!A I 17 J 
2,VTMPIL 7,5U ,CAPTCL 7,Sl) ,CAPU 7 ,511, IS 1101,SLTMPI LO 1,DISTI 8, 511 
COMMON TMPS• TEMP,W,G,Y,YPLUS,YNEG,YMIO, JMAX, IMAX,COND,OEL TT,ALPHA, 
lDEL TX,DENDM, PO, Pl ,P2, P3, TT MPS ,CAPT, CAP, TIME 
DO S J•l,JMAX 
00 5 K•l, IMAX 
IF( TIME.EQ.O.O)GO TO 9 
IF(TMPSlJ,KJ.LT.200.I GO TO 5 
9 IFfTM~SIJ,KI.GE.200.JGO TO l 
COND(J,,Kl•0.9 
GO TO 5 
l lffTMPSIJ .. KI.GT.lZOO.JGO TO 7 
TSQ•TMPS t J, K·J•TMPS ( J ,Kl 
TCUB..,TMPSI J,KJ •TSO 
CONO r J,K t •• 12561513E+l-. U371799E-2•TMPS r JI K 1 +.10902-421E-5• TSO-• IS 
108.\869E-9•TCUB 






OH;tENSION TMPSC 11 1 511 ,TEMPUT,51J ,WC l7, 51 ),GI 17, 51J ,WNO( 17, 511 ,Yt 
1171 ,YPLUSCl 71 ,VNEG(UJ ,YMl01l7), TTMPS( l 7,51 I ,AREA( 171, H( 17) ,HAI 171 
2.VTMPUT,511 ,CAPTC t 7,51) ,C•PU7,5l It IS( 101_, SL THPf 10 I ,DIST(~, 51) 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP .. W,G1Y1YPLUS,YNEG,YMID,JMAX, IMAX,CONO,OE'l TT I ALPHA, 
lDEL TX,DENOM,PO,Pl ,P2,P3, TTMPS,CAPT,CAP 1 TIME 
DO 232 J=l,JMAX 
DO 232 K•l, lfl!U 
IFIHME.EO.O.OJGO TO 9 
IFHMPSIJ,K).u.100.ou GO. TO 232 
g tFITMPS.CJ,Kt.GT.~50.1GO TO 233 
CAPT(J,KI •(2'!1.5+.30hfTMPStJ,Kt-lOO. I J•ll4-.0 
GO TO 232 
Z33 liFl"FMPSIJ,Kt.GT.900.IGD JO 234 
tAP'T(J,K)•( uo.o+.344•CTNPS(J,Kt•450.,) •131t.o 
GO TO· Z3Z 
234 lFHKPSU,Kl.GT.1100.tGO TO 235 
CAPHJ,Kt·•l 31t.O•t285..0•.lt8S•lTMPSf J,Kl-900.1 t 
GO TrJ 23Z , 
Z35- IFUMPS(,J,.KI.GT.1600.tGO TO 236 , 
tAPffJ,IU •l 31t.0•(}82.0+.6Zlt-O•(TMPSfJ,KJ-llOO. JI 
GO TO 232 

















































Time step length set 














































Set switch to print 









Set Temp(J,Kl = 
Tmps(J,K) 
Set switch to turn 
heat inj. on or keep 
it on 
YH 
Set switch to print 
information at time heat 
inj. turned off 
Aet switch '"' turn 
. h•ot inj. on or 
kHp it oft 
202 
Calculate heat inl. 




of heat inj. 
Tolerance Ht 





1tor,d in rock 
Calculate heat 1tored at 






























































Call CAPAC ca11:c:;APAC 
Call COND"' .Call COND"' 












' conductance between . 
point in quHtion 











for each point in first 





Calculate total heat 






Calculate total heat 
requirement for each 






· Calculate conductance 







































DIMENSION TMPSl21,51 I, TEMP [21,51) ,WI 21, 51), G( 21, 51), VI 211,V( 511, VP 22241 
lLUS 1211, YNEG (211 ,VMI0(211, TTMPS (21,511, AREA( 21) ,HI 211,HAI 21> ,VTMP( 22241 
221, 511 ,CAPT 121, 511 ,CAP 121, 51) ,CONDI 21, 511, ISi 10 I ,SL TMPI 10), DISTI B, 
3511 , TEE Pt 21, 511 ,CAP V 121, 51) ,CAPPY I 21, 51 I THERHAB3 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, G, Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YMI D, JMAX, IMAX, COND, DEL TT, ALPH 22241 
lA ,DEL TX, DENOM,DEL TV, TT MPS, CAP,CAPT, TIME, LMAX, SL HIP, DIST, TEEP ,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
TEMP=PERMANENT TEMPERATURE ARRAV 
VTMP::TEMPORARV TEM?ERATURE ARRAY 
22241 
TMPS=TEMPORARY TEMPERATURE ARRAY 22241 
KHT IS THE S\oH TCH TO TURN HEAT ON OR OFF THERMAB6 
KWTSP IS THE SWITCH TO PRINT INFORMATION AT THE TIME HEAT IS SHUT THERMAB6 
OFF THERMAB6 
KWTST IS THE SWITCH TO PRINT INFORMATION AT rn·e TIME HEAT IS THERHAB6 
TURNED CN THERMAB6 
TIMHT=CUMULATIVE TJp,!,f OF HEAT INJECTION THERMAB6 
LOO REAQ I 5, 10 I I MAX, JMAX, DEL TT, TOL, Tl MX, ALPHA, DEL TX, DEL TY, AA, BB, TT, TTT, 22241 
lCC,KSKI P,NRUN,KSLCE, ISSN, I IS IM)· ,M:1,51, LMAX, ISL THPC I I, I=l, 81,KSTRT 
IHAX=-NUMBER OF COLUMNS IK) 
JMAX=NUMBER CF ROWS [JI 
OELTT=HME STEP LENGTH,HOURS 
TOL:TOLERANCE 
TIM X=MA XH1UM TI ME, HOURS 
ALPHA=SPEGIFIC HEAT X VELOCITY X OENSITYIALL OF GASI 
DEL TX=-DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS ALONG THE FRACTURE 
DEL-TV=OISTANCE BETWEEN PD!NTS tNTO THE WALLIFtRST 3 POINTS ONLYI 
AA:CONSTANT IN EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCITY 
BB=CDNSTANT IN EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCITY 
JT:JNJECTION TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TTT:RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
CC,,.CONSTANT IN EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCITY 
KSKIP=OPTION TO 1-NCREASE TIME STEP LENGTH DURING RUN 
NRUN:RUN NUMBER ' 
KSLCE=DPTION TO .CALCULATE TOTAL HEAT CONTENT ANO PRINT TEMPERATURE 
ANO TOTAL 'HEAT CONTENT 
ISSN=HAXIMUM NUMBER Of DESIRED SLICES FOR CROSS SECTION STUDY 
ISIMl=VALUES OF DESIRED SLICES FOR CROSS SECTION STUDY 
LMAX=NUMBER Of ISOTHERMS DESIRED 
SL TMPI I )==TEMPERATURE OF DESIRED ISOTHERM 
KSTRT=SWlTCH THAT ALLOWS STARTING RUN WITH CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 
FIELD TEMPERATURES 
READ 15,2011 Y {II, I=l ,JMAX l 
20 FORMAT! 16F5.0/5F5.0) 


















DO 21 K=l,IMAX 
FK=K 
X=::DEL TX•FK 
V (KI= I .AA+BB•X+EXP I CC•X I J •2. 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 76 I =1,LMAX 
DO 76 K=l,IMAX 
76 DISrtL,KJ:iO.O 
WRITE I C)t9JNRUN, TT, TTT, TDL,KSKIP,ALPHA,OELTX, IYI I), 1=1,21 J,AA,BB,CC 
1, TI MX, I MAX, JMAX, FTS YT 
9 FORMATllH1,5X,-'INPllf DATA FOR THERMAB3 RUN NUMBER 1 ,2X,15//5X,Fl0.1 











2ERVDIR TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 1 /5X 1 F 10. 4 1 ;,x 1 1 =TOLERANCE ( PE 
3R CENT 1 /lOX,15,2X, 1 =0PTION TO INCREASE TIME STEP LENGTH DURING RUN 
4 1 /20X,'lll INOICII.TES TIME STF.P LENGTH REMAINED CONSTANT DURING RUN 
5•/20X,'121 INDICATES TIME STEP LENGTH WAS. INCREASED CURING RUN 1 /5X 
6,Fl0.4,2X,'=MASS X VELOCITY X OENSITYIALL OF GAS) ' 
7/5X,Fl0.1,2X, 1 =0ISTANCE BETWEEN POPHS ALONG THE FRACTURE, FEET 1 /I 
85X, 'THE DISTANCE INTO THE WALL, FEET, IS GIVE:N BEL0W',13X,21F6.ll/ 
95X, 'THE CONSTANTS IN THE EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCITY ARE'/10 
lX,F 10. 3,2X, 1 =AA' /lOX,FlO. 3 ,2X,' =BB'/ LOX, Fl0.3 1 2X, 1 =CC' //5X, F 10. L, 2 
2X, '=MAXI MUM TI ME, HOURS' /lOX, I 5 1 2X, 1 =IMAX 1 / lOX, I 5 1 2X 1 1 =JMAX' /5X, Fl 
30.1,2X, 'LENGTH OF SYSTE,.., FEET' 1 
TENTH=O.O 
10 FORMAT I 215, F5.1,F5.? ,Ft0.1, Fl0. l ,6F5. l, Fl0.4/ 1015/8FlQ. l/ 151 
IFIKSTRT.EQ.llGO TO 81 
READ 15 ,203) TI ME, HTI N ,HTCUT 
203 · FORMAT{ Fl O. 0 ,2El8. 81 
TIME=TIME, HOURS, ALREADY COMPLETED WHEN RUN RESTART·EO 
HTIN=RTU OF HEAT INJECTED WHEN RUN REST.ARTED 
HTOUT=BTU OF HEAT PRODUCED WHEN RUN RESTARTED 
TIMHT=TIME 
ATMP=TIME 
DO 74 K=l,IP,,AX 
74 REA0{5,731(H!PSfJ,Kl,J=l,JMAX) 
73 FORMATl16F5.0/5F5.0I 
GO TO 204 
81 DO 75 K=l, I ,..,AX 
00 75 J=l ,Jfl!AX 
75 TMPSIJ, Kl =ITT 
204 DO 205 K"'l, I ,..AX 
DO 205 J:1, JtJ.AX 
TEMP I J, Kl =TMPS I J ,Kl 






CALCY IS A SUBROUHNE THAT CALCULATES VARIABLE Y SPACING VALUES 
CALL CAPAC 
CAPAC JS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES TOTAL HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES, 
CALL CAPSK 
c· CAPSK IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES HEAT CAPACITY VALUES 
CALL CON04 
COND4 IS A SUB.ROUTINE THAT CALCULATES CONDUCTANCES 
00 232 J=l, JMAX 
DD 232 K=l, l~AX 
CAPPY I J ,Kl =::CAPY I J ,K J 
232 CAPIJ,K):::CAPTIJ,KI 
FIMAX=IMAX 
HTORG=Y I JMAX I •DEL TX•F I MAX•3149. +ICAP 11,) 1-3149.) •DEL TX•• 25 
HTORG==INITIAL HEAT CONTENT OF ROCK AT 100 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
82 GO T0(995,9941,KSKIP 
994 IFIATMP.NE.TIME) GO TO 995 
ATMP==ATMP+l. 
IF(TIME.GT.5.0)GO TO 318 
DELTT::L. 
GO TO 995 
318 IFIDELTT.GE.15.01 GO TO 993 
UU=00-5.0 
TME=5.0• I 11. 21 ••UUI 
DEL TT=TME-T IME 
IFIDELTT.LT.15.IGO TO 995 
DEL TT::;15 •. 
993 IFITIME.GT.1000.JGO TO 996 
DEL TT=l5.0 
GO TO 995 
996 If( TIME.GT• 300.0. I GO TO 997 
. DEL Tf::30.0 
GO TO 995 
997 IFITIME.GT.10000.1 GO TO 998 
DEL TT=50.0 
GO TO 995 
998 DEL TT=lOO. 










9q5 GO TOC99l,53J ,KWHO 
991 GO T0(142,140J ,KHT THERMAB6 
140 GO T0(158,141) ,KWTSP THERMAB6 
141 KWTSP=l 
TEMPERATURES AND HEAT DATA ARE PRINTED If HEAT INJECTION HAS JUST 
STOPPE~ 
WRl TEl6,331 
DO 46 Kzl ,42 THERMAB6 
46 kRITE16,37J K, t TEfo!P( J,KJ ,J=l, 171 THERMAB6 
WRITEC6,250I THERMA86 
250 FORMATl1Hl,2X, 1J= U3',5X, 1 lQ 1 ,5X,'20 1 ,5X, 1 21 1 ) THERMAB6 
DO 251 K=l.-42 THERMAB6 
251 WRITEC6,2521K,ITEMPIJ,KI ,J=18,JMAXI THERMAB6 
252 FORMAT I I4,4F1.U THERMA86 
HRITEl61331 THERMA86 
DO 44 K=43 1 ll"AX THERMA86 
44 WRITEC6,371K,ITEMP(J,K1 ,J=l,171 THERl'IA86 
WR:ITEC6,2501 THERMAB6 
DO 251 Ks43,lMAX THERMAB6 
253 WRITE {6 ,2521 K,-ITEMP ( J ,Kl , JzlB,JMAXJ THERMAB6 
WRl TE ( 6 r 301 T I"'-E ,ERR ,HEAT ,HT OUT, HTIN, HTTOT, HTORG, DEL TT, ER 1, ERZ, TOL THERMA86 
HRI TE 16, 150 I TI MHT, KWHO 
150 FORMATIIH-,2X 1 1 HEAT INJECTION STOPS, PRODUCING WELL TEMPERATURE THERMA86 
!EXCEEDS 800 DEGREES F. 1 /2K,•CUMULATIVE TIME OF HEAT INJECTION EQUATHERMAB6 
2LS 1 ,zx, no. 1, I 5 I 
CALL CONTR 
cmtTR [S A sui,ROUTINE THAT CALCULATES THE POSITION OF SELECTED 
ISOTHERMS 
158 CALL CONDb 
COND6 IS A SUBROUTINE FOR THE HORIZONTAL ADIP SOLUTION WITH 
ADIABATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
GO TO 45 
142 GO T0(143,l591,KWTST THERMA86 
159 KWTST=l THERMA86 
TEMPERATURES AND HEAT DATA ARE PRINTED IF HEAT INJECTION HAS JUST 
STARTED 
WRITE(6,331 
DO 32 K=l,42 
32 WRITE ( 6, 371 K, (TEMP ( J, Kl t J=l, 171 
WRl TEf6,2501 
DO 275 K=l, 42 
275 WRlTE 16 ,2521 K, ( TEMP t J,K ! ,J=lB, JMAXI 
WRITE(6,331 
DO 36 K=43,11'tAX 
36 WRI TE16,371 IC ,fTEMP( J,KI ,J=l, 171 
HRITE(6,2501 
DO 276 K=43,IMAX 
276 WRITE 16,2521 K,- l TEMP C J,KI, J=lB, JMAX I 
HRI TE (6,301 TIME, ERR,HEAT ,HTOUT, HTIN, HTTOT ,HTORG, DEL TT, ERl, ERZ,.TOL THERMA86 
HRITEC6,Z55) 
CALL CONTR 
GO TD 143 
53 GO TOfl46,U51,KHT THERMAB6 
145 GD TOI I 70,261) ,KW TSP 
261 KlHSP=l 
TEMPERATURES AND HEAT DATA ARE· PRINTED IF HEAT INJECTION HAS JUST 
STOPPED 
WRITE16,331 
DO 31 Kal,42 
31 NRI TEl6,:37)K, ITEMP I J,KI ,J=l,17) 
WRITE16,2501 
DO 271 K•l,42 
211 NRITEl6,2521 K,-1 TEMPI J,KI ,Jal6 1 JMAX1 
NRITE16,331 
00 34 K:o:43,IMAX 
31t WRITE16,371 K,ITEMPI J,KI ,J .. l, 171 
WRITE16,2501 
OD 212 K=43,IMAX 
272 WRITEC6,252tK, HEMPIJ,KI ,J•l8 1 JMAXI 
WRITE 16,301 TIME,ERR,HEAT ,HT OUT, HTIN, HTTOT ,HTORG, DEL TT, ERl, ERZ, TOL THERMAB6 
WR I TE 16, 150 I Tl MHT THERMAB6 
CALL CONTR 
l'TO CALL CDND7 
C COND7 rs A SUBROUTINE FOR THE VERTICAL ADIP SOLUTION WITH 
C ADIABATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
GD TO 171 
146 GO TOC43,157l,KNTST 
157 KNTST•.l THERMAB6 
TEMPERATURES AND HEAT DATA ARE PRINTED IF HEAT INJECTION HAS JUST 
STAR TEO 
WRITEl6,.33J 
DD 38 K•l,42 




DO 278 K=l, 42 
278 WR t TE ( 6 ,2'i2 I K, (TEl'P ( J,K I ,J=l8 ,J".IX) 
WRITEC&,331 
DO 39 K=43, 1r,,Ax 
39 WRITEC6 1 371K,ITF.fl!PIJ,KJ,J=l,17J 
WRITEC6,2501 
DO 279 K•43 1 IMAX 
279 WRITE 16 ,252 I K, C TEf,'IP I J,K I, J=LB ,JMAX 1 
WRI TE16, 30) TIMF. ,ERR,HEAT ,HTUUT, HTIN,HTTOT,,HTORG, DEL TT ,ERI,ER2, TOL THERMA86 
WRI TE16,255 I KWHO 
255 FORMti.TI 1H-,2X, 1 HEAT INJECTION STARTS. PRODUCING WELL TE .. PERATURE 1THERMAB6 
lS LESS THAf.4 700 DEGRF.ES F. 1 , 151 · 
CALL CONTR 
GO TD 43 THERMA86 
143 CALL CONV 
CONV IS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOLVES EXPLICIT CONVECTION EQUATIONS 
ALONG THE FRACTURE 
CALL COND5 
COND5 IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES NEW CONDUCTANCE Vli.LUES 
ALONG THE J=l RGW 
CALL CAPCl 
CAPCl IS A Sl:BROUTI NE THAT CALCUL4TES ~EW TOTAL HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES ALONG THE J=l ROW 
45 GO T01l44,47J ,KHT 
144 CALL CONDI 22241 
CONDI IS A SL:BROUTINE THAT SOLVES HORIZLNTAL AOIP WITH THE CONY 
SOLUTION I\S A ROUNOARY CGNDITION 
47 IFIOENOlol.EQ.O.OIGO TO 69 22241 
ltT•IIT+l 
KIT=KIT+l 
IFIIIT.EQ.SJGO TO 2 1% 
IFIKIT.GT.16JGO TO 222 
KK=l 
DO 84 N=l, JffAX 
DO 84 M=l,IMAX 22241 
IFfTMPSIN,MJ.LT.100.101 GO TO 84 
IF(ABS((VTMP(f\l,M)-TMPSil\,MJI/TMPSIN,MJ).GT.TOLJGO TO 86 22241 
84 CONTINUE 22241 
GO TO 67 22241 
86 DD BB J:sl,JMA>( 22241 
DO 88 K=l,IflllAX 22241 
88 VTMPCJ,KJ=TMPSCJ,KJ 22241 
KWH0=2 
GO TO 82 
296 DO 297 K=l,Itl!AX 





TOL .. TOL+.01 
GO TO 82 
43 CALL 'cONV 
147 CALL COND5 
CALL CAPCl 
171 GD TOU49,1481 ,KHT 
149 CALL COND2 22241 
CDNDZ lS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOLVES VERTICAL ADIP WITH THE CONY 
SOLUTION AS A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
l'tB IFCDENOM.EQ.D.O)GO TO 69 2221tl 
KK•2 22241 
DO 64 N""ltJMAX 
DO 64 M:o:l1IMAX 22241 
IFITMPSIN;NJ.LT.100.101 GO TO 64 
IFCA8SI IVTNPCN,MI-TMPSIN,MI J/TNPSIN,MI I .GT .TOUGO TO 65 22241 
64 CONTINUE 22241 
ooro~ u-
65 DD 83 J•l,JMAX 22241 
DD 83 K..,l, I MAX 22241 
83 VTMP(J,.Kl•TMPS(J,KI 22241 
KWHO•l 
61 gg !2 ~!l.'JIL'AX ::~:: 
DO 66 K•l,IMAX 22241 
IFCJMPSCJ,KI.LT.100.101 GO TO 66 
CAPIJ,KI-CAPTI J,Kt 




CAPPY IJ.Kl=CAPV CJ ,Kl 
TEMP( J, K) .. TMPS I J,KI 
66 CONTINUE 
GO T0tl52,1531,KHT 
152 TJHHT•TIMHT+OEL TT 
HTOUTaHTOUT·tiTEMP ( 1, 1 MAXI •DEL TT•ALPHA 
HT] N'"HTJN+ALPHA•TT•DEL TT 
153 IFCTEMPU,IMAXI.LE.9.00.IGD T0.48 
If(KHT.EQ.21 GD TO 174 
KWTSP=2 
174 KHT=2 
48 Jf(TEMPtl,tMAXI.GE.BDO.IGO TD 49 
TEMPtl,ll=TT 
TMPSCl, 11 =TT 
VTMP(l,11::.TT 
lFIKHT.EQ.l) GO TO 175 
KWTST•2 
175 KHT=l 
IFIKHT.EQ.2)60 TO 183 
49 PPP=PPP+l. 
lFIPPP.LT.19.JGO TO 741 
lf(PPP.EQ.19.JGO TO 381 




THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE HEAT STORfD IN ROCK 
DD 40 J=l,Jf'AX . 
SUM=O •. 
DO 80 K:l,IBV.AX,2 
80 SUM"'SUM+CAP IJ,K)+4. •CAP I J,K+l1+CAPIJ,K+2) 
40 AREACJl=SUM•CD.ELTX/3.1 
BB2=0. 
_'DO 90 J:ol,.JBMAX,2 
HIJ l=YIJ+ll-YI JI 
90 ~=~~:;~::~;~::;~~;~;!{~: ~:6.•HA CJ 11 J •112.•HAIJl.-l• J•AREAI J+2J+CHAl 
lJ l+l.1••2•AREAI J+l 1 +HAI JI •12.-HAl JI I •AREAi JI I 
ER2"'1 IBB2-HEAT-HTCRGl+I TEMP( 1, I fliAXl•DEL TT•ALPHAI J/1 ALPHA•Tl•OEL TTI 
HETIN= I 882-HEAT-HTORGI / l ALPHA•TT•DEL TT I 
HfAT,,,882-HTORG 
THIS ACCOUNTS FDR HEAT OUT OF PRODUCER 
741 HTTbT=HTQUT+HEAT+HTURG 
HTI0NN=HTIN+HTORG 




















183 GO 1014,51,KSLCE THERMAB3 
THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE TEfi'IPERATURE ANO CULULATIVE HEAT PR INT OUT AT . 
VARIOUS SELECTED POSITIONS ALONG THE FRACTURE. 
4 WRITEl6,261 THERMAB3 
26 FORMATllHl ,30X,' INPUT DATA FOR CROSS SECTION STUDY' //9X, 1 LOCATIONtTHERMAB3 
!FEET OOW!\I FRACTURE)• ,2X, 'TEMPERATURE' ,9X, 'TIMEIHDURS I' ,9X, •CUMULATTHERMAB3 
21YE HEAJl//1 THERJ4AB3 
JBMAX=JMAX-2 THERMAB3 
DD 70 K=l,IMAX THERMA83 
00 70 M=l,ISSN THERMAB3 
IF(K.NE.ISIM+ll IGD TO 70 
883=0.0 
DD 71 Jnl,JBMAX,2 
HIJ l•VI J+ll-YI JI 
HAI JI={ YI J+2 I-YIJ+l 1 IIHI JI 
71 883=883+1 (HI JI• IHAI Jl+l. J/ (6.•HA{ JI 11•1 (2.•HAIJ J-l. l•CAP(J+2,Kl+IH 
lACJl+l •. l .. 2•UPI J+l ,Kl+HAI JI •12.-HAI JI I •CAP( J,KI I l•DEL TX 
AIS=ISIMI 
ALDCF=DEL TX•AI S 
WRITE (6,251 ALOCF, TEMP 11,KI, Tl ME, 883 
25 FORMATl9X,Fl0.1,20X ,FlO. l, lOX,FlO. l, 7X, El8.8) 
10 CONTINUE 
5 TIME=TIME+DELTT 
IFITIME.GT.3000.IGD TO 56" 
TOL=.05 
GO TO 55 
56 IFITIME.GT.4000.IGO TO 57 
TOL•.04 • 









57 IFtTIME.GT.5000 .. JGO 'TO 58 
TOL=.03 
GO TD 55 
58 lFITJME.GT.CM)GO TO 59 
TDL=.02 





IFIPP.NE.20.1 GO TO 891 
PP=O. 
WRITE16,331 22241 
33 FORMATUH1,2X2HJ=4X2H 15X2H 25X2H 35X2H 45X2H 55X2H 65X2H 75X2H 85 22241 
1X2H 95X2Hl05X2Hll5X2Hl25X2Hl35X2Hl45X2Hl51 - 22241 
DO 92 K=l,42 . 
92 WRI TE16,37JK, I TEMPI J,KI ,J=l ,171 
37 FORMATIU·,.17F7.ll 
lFITEMPClB,11.LT.lDO.llGO TO 751 
WRITE16,2501 
00 290 K•l,42 
290 WRI TE{6,252)K, (TEMPIJ,KI ,J=18,JMAXI 
751 IFITEMPCl,431.LT.100.llGO TO 752 
WRITE16,331 
DO 24 K=43, IMAX . 
24 WR.I TEl6,371 K, (TEMPI J,KI ,J=l,171 
752 IFITEMPClB,43J.LT.lOO.llGO TO ,887 
WRITEl6,2501 . 
DO 299 1<•43,IMAX 
299 WRITEl6,25i21K, ITEMPI J,KI ,J=lS,JMAXJ 





30 FORMATIFl0.1,2X,5HHOURS/Fl0.5,2X,27HDISCREPANCY IN HEAT BALANCE/El 22241 
18.8,2X,31HBTU OF HEAT STORED IN RESERYOIR/El8.B,2X,20HBTU OF HEAT 22241 
2PRDDUCEO/El8.8,2.X,20HBTU OF HEAT INJECTED/E18.812X,5HHTTOT/El8.S,2 2224-1 
3X,51'tHTORG/FlO. l ,21HTIME INCREfo!ENT, HOURS/Fl0.5, 3X, 3HERI/Fl0.5 1 3X,3 
4HER2/Flo.·5,3X,9HTOLERANCE/El8.8 ,2X, 1 =1NSTANTEOUS HEAT STORED' I 
0WRITEl·6,2231DD,KIT . 
INTERPOLATING ROUTINE FOR OETERMING POSITION OF SELECTED ISOTHERMS 
CALL CONTR .. 
891 KIT=O 
IIT=O 
IFITJME.GT.TIMXIGO TO 100 









DIMENSION T~PS(21,511, TEMPl2l,51 J ,WI 21, 511,Gl21, 511 ,VI 21 J,YI 51) ,YP 22241 
1LUSl211 ,VNEG 121) ,YMIDl211, TTMPS 121,511, AREAi 211,HI 21J,HAl211,YTMP( 22241 
221,511,CAPTl21, 511,CAPl21,511,CONOl21,51}, 15110) ,SLTM':"l 101,DI.ST18, 
3511, JEEP 121, 511 ,CAPY 121,511, CAPPY 121, 511 THERMAB3 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,VrYPLUS, YNEG,YHIO,JHAX, IMAX,COND,DEL TT,ALPH 22241 
IA ,DEL TX,DENOM.DEL TY, TTMPS, CAP,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY·· 
NMAX=JMAX-1 
00 2 J=l,NMAX 
2 YPLUSIJ)=YIJ+ll-YIJI 
00 3 J=2, JMAX 
3 VNEGIJl=YIJI-Y(J-11 
YNEGllJ =YPLUSI l I 
YPLUS1JMAXI =YNEGI JMAX) 
















DH1ENSION TMPS 121, 511, TEMP (21 ,511 ,WI 21, 511, GI 211 511, VUll, Y( 511, VP 22241 
llUS 1211 ,YNEGl21 I ~YMID(Zl I, TTMPS 121,51) ,AREAl21 J ,HC21J,HAl21),VTMP( 22241 
221. 511,CAPTIZl,511,CAPI 21,5ll ,CONDC21,5ll, ISi 101,SLTMP( 101,DISTI 8, 
3511, TEEP(Zl ,511 ,CAPYl211511,CAPPYl21,51 I . THERMAB3 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS,YNEG, YMID,JMAX, lMAX,CONO,DEL TT,ALPH. 22241 





00 40 K=2,Ifo'!AK 
CONM lN= ICONO 11 1 K) +CONO 12 1 K 1112. 
CON PUS= ICOND 12, K) +CONO 13 1 K J I /2. 
013=0EL TK•TEMP 11, KI/ IDEL TT•V I K) 1 
014= 13. •OH JX•CONMIN•TMPS 12 ,K JI/ 12 • •DEL TY•ALPHA J 
015=1DE L TX•CONPUS• I TMPS ( 2, K )-TMPS 13, K J) J / 12 .•DEL TY •ALPHA I 
'H6=l~+IDEL TX/IOELTT•VIK) 11 
n l 7:f 3. •DEL TX•CONHJ NJ/ 12. •DEL TY•ALPHAI 
TMP s· 11, KI= I TPPS I 1, K-11 +013+014+01511' (016+0171 










OIMENSlON Tfi!PSI 21,511, TEMPl21,5l) ,WI 21, 511,G(21, 511, Y( 211,Vf 511, YP 22241 
lLUS I 211 ,YNEGl21 I, YMIO(Zl I, TTHPS 121, 511, AREAi 21 I I HI 211, HA( 211 1 VTMP( 22241 
221, 511 ,CAPT 121,511 ,CAPI 21,51 I ,CONDl21, 51 I, ISi 10 I, SL TMPI 10), DISH 8 1 
3511 , TEE P 121 ,51} ,CAPY 121, 511 , CAPPY 121, 511 THERMA83 
COMHOIIJ TMPS I TEMP I W ,G I YI V I YPLUS, YNEG, YM I D,JMAX, IMAX, COND, DEL TT I ALPH 22241 
lA, DEL TX ,DENO ... ,DEL TY, TTMPS, CAP ,CAPT, TIME I LMAX, SL THP, D lST, TEEP ,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO l J=2, JMAX 
DO 20 K=l,IMAX 
51 IFIJ.EQ.JP,AXIGO TO 70 
IFIK.EQ.lJGO TO 75 
IFIK.EQ.JMAXIGO TO 76 
CXPU S= I CONO I J, K) +CONO (J I K+ LI J 12. 
CXM}N= I COND ( J,K J+COND I J, K-11112 • · 
CYPUS: I COND CJ, Kl +CONDI J+L I K 1112. 
CYM IN= I CONDI J, K) +CONO I J-1 1 K 11 /2. 
GO TO 11 
70 IF{K.EO.llGO TO 72 
IF(K.EQ.IMAXIGO TO 73 
CXPUS= I CONO I J,K l +COND ( J, K+l I l /2 • 
CXMIN=ICOND I J, Kl +CONDI J ,K-111/2 • 
C YM IN=tCOND I J ,K l+CCNO ( J-1, K 11 /2 • 
CYPUS=C YMIN 
GO TO 11 
72 CXPUS: CC ONO CJ, KI +CONO I J ,K+l) l /2. 
C XM I N=C XPUS 
CYMIN=ICOND C J,KI +CONDIJ-1,KI l/2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
73 CXMHl=ICONO I J,Kl+CONDI J ,K-1} )/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYM IN:( CONO ( J, KI +CDND I J-1, K)) /2 • 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
75 ·c XPUS: I COND ( J, Kl +CONO I J, K+l I I /2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS=ICONO I J,Kl+COND( J+l ,Kl 1/2 • 
CYMIN= ICOPilO I JI KI +CCNO C J-1, KJ I /2 •. 
GO TO 77 
76 CXH IN=I CONDI J, K) +CONO I J ,K-1 I J 12 • 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
C YPUS= I CONDI J, KI +CONDI J+ l, KI 112. 
CYMI:11= I CONDI J, KI +CONO C J-1, Kl I /2 • 
77 CONTINUE . 
B l=-11. +CXMIN/C XPUS+ I DEL TX**21DEL TT J •I CAPT ( J ,KI/ C TMPSI Ji K J•CXPUS I I 
II 
014=-IDEL TX .. 2/ I YMIO I J) •CXPUSI) 
IFIJ.LT.JMAXJGO TO 22 
Dl5=CYPUS• f ITMPS I J-1 ,K 1-TMPS ( J, K 11/YPLUS I J 11 
GO TO 90 
22 Ol 5=tYPUS.- I I TMPS I J+l ,K )-TMPS I J, KI J /YPLUS I JI J 
90 Dl6=C YM IN• I IT-MPS ( J, KI-TMPS I J-lt KI I /YNEG I J) I 
017= IOEL TX••2•CAP I J, Kl I/ IOEL TT•CXPUS 1 . 
Dl:Ol4• I015-Dl61-Dl 1 


















































3 IF(K.NE. JMAXIGO TO 5 
Cl=O.O 
AL= l. +C XMI N/CXPUS 




IF(DENOM.NE.0.1GO TO 18 
WRITE16,501 
50 FORMAT<l8H ZERO OENOfillNATOR.) 
GO TO BOO 
18 WIJ,Kl=Cl/DENOM 
GI J ,Kl= IDl-Al•G ( J,K-lJ I /OENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPSI J, IMAX l=G{ J, I MAXI 
00 30 1=2,H.AX 
Il=IMAX+l-I 
30 TTMPS(J, I I I :GI J, I 11-WI J, 1 I I •TTMPS { J, I l+l I 
l CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=2,J,.,.AX 
DO 95 K=l,I,..AX 














DIMENSION H'"PS 121-,51), TEl'!P(Zl ,51) ,W( ?l, 511,G [ 21, 51 I I YI 211,V( 511, YP 22241 
lLUS (211, YNEG (211.·, YMIOl 211, TTMPS 121, 511, AREAi 211 ,H( 211 ,HA{211,VTMP( 22241 
221, 511 ,CAPT 121,'il I ,CAP(21 ,5-l I ,CONOl21,51 I, IS( 10 I ,SL TMPI 101, DIST( B, 
3511 , TEEP 121, 51".I ,CAPY 121 ,511 , CAP PY ( 21 ,51) THERMAB3 
COMMON TMPS, lEfAP ,W, G, Y, VI YPLUS, YNEG, YM1D I JMAX, IMAX, CONO, DEL TT I ALPH 22241 
lA, DEL TX, DENGM, DEL TY, TT MPS, CAP,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
00 1 K=l, IMAX 
DO 20 J=2,J'1"AX 
61 IF(J.EQ.JMAXJGO TO 70 
IFIK.EC. llGO TO 75 
IF(K.EC.IMAXIGO TC 76 
CXPUS=ICONO ( J,KJ +CONDI J ,K+l 11/2. 
CXMIN=ICOND I J,Kl+CON!ll J ,K-1 J) /2. 
CYPUS=ICONO IJ,K I +CONO I J+l ,K)) /2 • 
CYMIN=(COND I J,K l+COND I J-1,KI 1/2. 
GO TO 77 
70 [flK.EQ.llGD TO 72 
IF(K.EQ.IMAXIGO TO 73 
CXPUS= ICONO I J,K) +CONO I J, K+l 11/2. 
CXHIN=·ICDNO CJ, KI +CONO CJ, K-111 /2. 
C YM IN= ICONO I J, K 1 +COND( J-1, Kl I /2 • 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
72 CXPUS::ICOND(J,Kl+COND(J,K+ll l/2. 
CXMIN::CXPUS 
C YMl N= ICOND ( J, KI +CONDI J-1, KJ J /2 • 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 17 
73 CXMJN=CCONO(J,Kl+CONDIJ,K-111/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYMIN= I COND ( J ,KI +COND ( J-1, Kl 1/2 • 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
.GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS:( CONO I J ,K 1 +COND ( J, K+l I I /2 • 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS=ICOND I J,KI +CONDI J+l ,Kl J /2. 
CYMIN=ICOND I J,K l+CONOIJ-1,KJ J/2. 
GO TO 11 
76 CXM IN= I CONO I J, K J +CONO ( J ,K-111 /2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUS::( CONp I J,K 1 +COND ( J+l, K 11 /2 • 
. C YMI N= (CONO I J, K J +CONDI J-1, KI I /2 • 
77 CONTINUE 
Al= 1-YPLUS ( J 1 •CYMINI / ICYPUS•YNEG I JI) 
Bl=- ( l. O+ I YPLUS I JI •C YMI NI/ I YNEG I JI •CY PUS I+ I CAPT ( J,K I •YM IOI J l•YPLUS 
l{JJ 1/CDELTT•CYPUS•TMPSIJ,KI 11 
014=-( YMID (JI •YPLUS I J) / IDEL TX••2•CYPUS) I 
IF(K.LT .·IMAX) GD TO 24 
015:::ITMPS I J ,K-1 l-TMPS I J ,K 11 •CXPUS 








































Z't 015=( TMPSIJ,K-t:11-TMPS( J,K·H•CXPUS 
25 IF{K.GT.11 GO TO 26 .· 
Dl6=1TMPSIJ,KJ-TMPS ( J-,K+ll l •CXMIN 
GO TO 21 
26 016= (TMPS I J ,KJ-TMPS I J,K-1)) •CXMIN. 
27 Dl1=1CAP IJ,Kl•YMIO( JJ•YPLUS (JI I/ (OELTT•CYPUSI 
01=014• I 015-016-1-Dl 7 2224f 
IFIJ.NE.21GO TO 3 
Cl=l.O 
W12,Kl=Cl/Bl 
G ( 2·,Kl.=IOl-Al •TMPS 11,K I J /Bl 
GO TO 20 




IFIDENOM.NE.O. )GD TO 18 
WRITE16,50) 
50 FORMAT! lBH ZERO DENOMINATOR.) 22241 
GO TO 800 
18 WIJ,Kl=Cl/DENOH· 22241 
GI J·,K I= (01-Al •GI J-1, Kl I /OENOM 22241 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPS I JMAX, K J =G ( JMAX, Kl 
NMAX=JMAX-2 
DO 30 I=l,"Nl•IAX 
II=JMAX-1 
30 TTMPSI I I ,K) ::GI I 1,K)-WI I I ,Kl •TTMPSI I I+l, KI 
1 CONTINUE 
OD 95 J=2,JMAX 








O I MENS ION TMPS 121,511 , TEMP ( 21, 5 ll ,WI 21, 511, G 121, 511, YI 21 J, VI 511 , YP 22241 
lLUS 1211 , YNEG 1211 , YMIO ( 211, TT MPS 121, 511 1 AREA 1211 ,HI 211 t HA ( 211 1 VTMP I 22241 
221,511,CAPT(2L ,511 ,CAPI 21,511 ,CONDIZl, 511, IS(lO I ,SL TMPI 101, DISH 8, 
3511 , TEEP 121, 51) 1CAPY 121, 511 ,CAPPY I 21,511 THERMA83 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, G, V, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YMI D,JMAX, IMAX, CDND, DEL TT, ALPH 22241 
IA ,DEL TX ,DENDH,DEL TY" TTMPS ,CAP ,CAPT, T IHE, LHAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 232 J=l,Jf'AX 
DO 232 K::l, l~AX. 
9 IFITMPS(J,K).GT.450.)GO TO 233 
CAPT( J, Kl= 123. 5+. 307• I TMPS I J ,Kl- LOO. 1) • 134.0 
GO TO 232 
233 IF(TMPSIJ,KJ.GT.900.IGO TD 234 
CAPT! J,Kl=l 130.0+.344• I Tfil!PS I J,K 1-450. l 1 •134.0 
GO TO 232 
234 IFI TMPS I J,K) .GT .1100. )GO TD 235 
CAP Tl J, Kl =134. 0• 1285 .o+ .485• ITHPS, J, K 1-900. > 1 
GO TO 232 
235 IFITMPSIJ,K).GT.1600.IGC TO 236 
CAPT! J, KI ::;134. O• I 382 • 0+.-6500• ITHPS ( J, K 1-1100. J I 
GO TO 232 





DIMENSION TMPSl21,511, TEMP(21,511 ,Wt 21, 511 ~GI 21, 511, Vf 211,V( 511, YP 22241 
LLUSI 211 ,YNEG 1211 ,YM10121 I, TT MPS 12.1,511, AREAi 211,H( 211,HAI 211,VTMPI 22241 
221,511,CAPT 121,5L I ,CAPl21,51-l ,COfJ'Ol21, 511, IS I LDJ, SL TMPI 101, DIST I 0, 
3511 r TEEP 121, 511 ,CAPY 121 ,511 ,CAPPY 121,5 l> THERMAB3 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, 1,/ ,G, Y, V, YPLUS t VNEG, VMtO,JMAX I IMAX, CONO, DEL TT, ALPH 22241 
lA ,DEL TX,DENOfil:,DEL TY, TTMPS ,CAP,CAPT, TIME, LMAX, SL THP, 0 I ST, TEEP, CAPV, 
2CAPPY 
DD 5 J:::1,JMAX 22242 
DO 5 K::1 1 1MAX 22242 
9 IFITMPSIJ,KI.GE.200.JGO TO l 
CDNDIJ,K)=0.9 
GO TO 5 
l IFITHPSIJ',KJ.GT.1200.)GO TO 7 
TSQ=TMPSIJ, Kl•TMPSI J,KI 
TCUe=TMPSIJ,K) •TSQ 
CONDI Jt KI=• 12561573E+t- .. 1831-7799..E.-2•THPS I J, K l+.10902421E-5•TSQ- .15 
1084869E-9•TCUB 
GO TO 5 
1 CONOIJ,Kl=0.36 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 22242 = u~ 
SUBROUTINE CON05 
DIMENSION TMPS 121, 51), TEKPI 21,511 ,W 121, 511,GI 21, 51J, V( 211, VI 51), YP 22241 
1LUS(211 ,YNEGl211 ,VHIDl2U, TTHPS 121,511, AREA( 211, Hf 21) ,HAI 21 t ,VTHP( 222.ltl 
· 221, 511 ,CAPT l 21 t51 I ,CAP (21,511,CONDI 21, 51), IS ( 10 I, SL THPI 101, DISN 8, 
3511, TEEPl21,5p ,CAPVt21,51 hCAPPYl21,511 THERMA83 
COMMON TMPS, lEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG,VHI D,JMAX, IHAX,COND,DEL TT ,ALPH 22241 
lA,DEL TX,OENQH,DEL H' r TTMPS',CAP,CAPT, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP ,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 5 K=l,tr4Ax' . 22242 
IFITMPSll,KJ.GE.200. JGO TO 1 
CONDll,Kl=0.9 .. 
GO TD 5 
l IFITMPSll,K).GT.1200.JGG TO 7 
TSQ:THPS 11, K·i • THPS 11, KI 
TCUB::TMPS IL,KI •TSQ 
COND 11, Kl =•'12561573E+l- .. 18371799E-2•TMPS I 1,K 1 +.10902421E-5•TSQ-.15 
1DB4869E-9•-'rcue 






DIMENSION yp,i,p5121,511 i TEMPI 21,511,W( 21, 51J, G( 21, 511, VI 211,V( 51) ,YP: 22241 
lLUS 1211 1 YNEG 12ll , YM ID 1211 , TT MPS 121, 511 t AREA 1211 t HI 211, HA ( 21) 1 VTMP I 22241 
221,511,CAPT 121,511 ,CAP 121,511 ,CDNDl21, 511, IS 110 I ,SL TMPI 101, DISTIB, 
3511 , TEEP f 21, 511 ,CAPY C 21 ,511 , CAPPY 121,511 THfRHAB3 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP ,W ,G, YI V, VPLUS, YNEG, VM ID, JMAX, IMAX, CDND, DEL TT I ALPH 22241 
IA ,DEL TX ,DENOM,DEL TY, TTMPS, CAP,CAPT • T IHE, LHAX, SL THP, DIST I TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 232 K=ltIMAX 
lFITMPSll,KJ.GT.450.IGO TO 233 
CAPT( l, KJ=l 23. 5+. 307•1 TMPS 11,Kl-100.) J •134.0 
GEi TO 232 
233 lft TMPSll,KJ .GT.900. IGO TD 234 
g~pi~ l _i;1 = 1130. O+. 344• ( TMPS ( 1,K )-450. I,)• 134.0 
234 IFlTMPSll,K) .. GT".1100.)GG TO 235 
CAPTI 1, K) =134. 0• 1285. 0+.485• ITHPS 11, K 1-900. I I 
GD TO 232 
235 IFITMPS11,KI.GT.1600alGC TO 236 
CAP Tl 1,KJ "1134. 0• 1382. O+. 6500•IJp,ilPS 11 ,K )-1100. JI 
GO TO 232 





DIMENSION T~PS 121,511 t TEMPI 21,511 ,WI 21, 511 ,6121, 51) 1 V[ 211,VI 511, YP 22241 
llUS l21 I, YNEG 121J ,YMID 1211, TTMPS (21,511, AREA( 211,HI 211,HAl211,VTMPI 22241 
221, 511 ,CAPTl21,51 I ,CAP (21,511,COND(21,51), IS( 10) ,SL TMPI 10), DISTI 8, 
3511, TEEP 121, 51) ,CAPY 121, 51) ,CAPPY 121,511 THERMAB3 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, G • Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YMI o, JMAX, IMAx.-cONDr DEL TT I ALPH •. 22241 
lA ,DEL TX ,OENO,.,DCL TY, TTMPS 1-CAP ,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL THP, 0 IST, TEEP,CAPY; . 
2CAPPY 
DO l K=l,IMAX 
00 20 J=l,Jr,,!AX 
IF(TMPS(J,KI.LT.600.)GO TD 9 THERMAB3 
IFITEEPIJ,K).LT.TEMPIJ,KJIGO TD 9 
CAPTIJ, Kl =CAPYI J,KI THERMAB3 
CAPIJ,Kl=CAPPV[J,KI THERMA83 
9 IFIJ.EQ.l)GO TO 78 




lf(K.EfJ.l)GO TO 79 
If(K.EO.IMAXIGO TO 80 
CXPUS: (CONDI J, KI +CONO ( J, K+l 11 /2 • 
CXM IN= I CONO l J, KI +COND ( J, K-1 I I /2 • 
CYPUS= ( CONO ( J,Kl +CONDI J+l, K J 112 • 
CYMIN:{CONO l J,Kl+COND I J-1,KJ I 12 • 
GO TO 11 
79 CXPUS:ICONDIJ,Kl+CONOIJ,K+l) 1/2. 
C XM I N=C XPUS 
CYPUS: ICONO ( J, KI +COND l J+ 1 t KI I 12. 
CYMIN=(COND ( J,K l+CONDI J-1,KJ I /2. 
GO TO 71 
80 CXMIN=ICOND(J,Kl+CONDCJ,K-11112. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
C YPUS: lCONO I J,K I +CCNO I J+l, K J I /2. 
C YMJN::( CONDI J, KI +CONO ( J-1, K J) /2. 
GO TO 77 
78 IFIK.EQ.lJGO TO 75 
IFIK.EQ.IHAXJGO TO 76 
CXPUS= I CONDI J,K 1 +CONO I J, K+ 1J l 12. 
CXMJN:(COND I J,KI +CONO I J ,K-11112. 
CYPUS=ICONO I J,KI +CCND( J+l, K) 112. 
C YM I N=C YPUS 
GO TO 77 
70 IFIK.EQ.UGCJ TO 72 
IFIK.EQ.IMAXIGO TO 13 
CXPUS= (CONDI J, KI +CCND ( J, K+l I 112. 
CXMIN=(COND I J,KI +COND( J ,K-1 J 112. 
CYHIN=ICOND ( J,Kl+CONOI J-L, Kl I 12. 
CYPUS=CYHIN 
Go TO 77 
72 CXPUS:(CONDIJ,Kl+CONDIJ,K+lJ )12. 
. CXMIN=CXPUS .. 
CYMIN: ICOND I J, KI +COND C J-1 1 K 1112. 
CYPUS:CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
73 CXMJN=( CONO I J 1 .KI +CCNO( J, K-111 /2 • 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYM IN= I CONDI J, KI +COND ( J-1, K 11 /2. 
CYPUS=CYHIN 
GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS:( CONO I J,K I +CDNO I J, K+ll 112 • 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS:(CDND I J,Kl+CONOI J+l ,K) )/2. 
C YM I N:C YPUS 
GO TO 11 
76 CXMINc(CDNDIJ,Kl+COND(J,K-lJ 1/2. 
CXPUS=CXHIN 
CYPUS=ICOND I J,K I +CDND I J+l, K 1112. 
CYHIN=CYPUS . 
77 CONTINUE 
A 1= ( YPLUS I J l •CYMI NI/ (CYPUS•YNEG I JI I 
Cl=l. 
Bl=-11. O+ ( YPLUS I JI •C't:MI NI/ ( YNEG I JI •CY PUS J +I CAPT( J,K ·I •YM 1 DI J l•YPLUS 
llJI 1/(DELTT•CYPUS•TMPSIJ,KJ I I 
Dl4=-I YMIDI Jl•YPLUS IJJ I (DEL TXH2•CYPUS I I 
IFCK.LT.IMAXI GO TO 24 
015= I TMPS I J, K-11-TMPS ( J, KI I •CXPUS 
GO TO 25 . 
24 015:c( TfiilPS I J ,K+l 1-THPS I J, KI I •CXPUS 
25 IFIK.GT .11 GO TO 26 
Dl6=1TMPS ( J ,Kl-TMPS ( J, K+l) 1 •CXH IN 
GO TO 27 
26 016:cCTMPSIJ,KI..-TMPSIJ,K-ll l•CXMIN 
27 Ol 7=1CAP ( J, KI •YMIO I Jl •YPLUS ( J 11 / ( DEL TT•CYPUS I 
Dl 2 Dl4• 1015-016 )-01 7 
lflJ.NE.llGO TO 3 
Cl=Cl+Al 
Al=O.O 
wu·,KJ ... Cl/,Bl 
Gll,KJ=DlABl 
GO TO 20 
























IFIDENOM.NE.O.IGD TO 18 
WRITE16,50I -
50 FORMAT( 18H ZERO DENO,-.INATOR. I 
GO TD 800 
18 WIJ,Kl=Cl/OENOM 
GI J,KI= lDl-Al•G I J-1,KI I /DENOM 
"20 CONTI~UE 
TTMPS I JMAX I KI =GI JMAX, K) 
NMAX=JMAX-1 
DO 30 1=1,N"'AX 
I I=JMAX-1 
30 TTliilPSI I I ,Kl :GI I I ,KJ-WII I ,KJ •TT MPS l 11+1,K I 
1 CONTINUE . 
00 95 J:1, Jl'IAX 
DO 95 K=l,Il"AX 












DIMENSION Tl"'PS I 21, 511 , TEMP I 21,51) ,WC 21, 511, G ( 21, 511, YI 21,. V C 51 I. YP 22241 
lLUS I 21) , YNEG 1211 , YM ID 1211, TT MPS ( 21, 5 ll , AREA( 211, HI 211,HAI 21) t VTMP I 22241 
221, 51 J ,CAPTC21,51 I .. CAP 121,511,COND(Zl, 511, IS I 10 I ,SL THP( 101 ,DIST18, 
3511 , TEEP I 21, 511 , CAPY ( 21,511 ,CAPPY ( 21, 511 THERMA83 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, G, Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YM ID, JMAX, IMAX,COND, DEL TT ,A.LPH 22241 
lA, DEL TX ,DEND ... ,OEL TY, TTMPS, CAP,CAPT, TIME ,·LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
ZCAPPY 
00 1 J=l,JMAX 
DD 20 K=l,I ... AX 
IFITMPS(J,KJ.LT.600.IGO TO 9 
IF1TEEPIJ,KJ.LT.TEMPIJ,Kl1GO TD 9 
CAPT( Ji KI :CA~Y ( J, Kl 
CAP I J,KJ ~CAPPY I J,KI 
9 If(J.EQ.llGD TD 78 
51 IFIJ.EQ.JMAXJGO TO 70 
IFIK.EQ.lJGD TD 79 
IF(K.EQ.IHA.XIGO TO 80 
C XPUS= (COND ( J, KI +CDND I J, K+l J 1.12. 
CXM IN= I CONDI J; KI +CONO I J, K-11 I /2. 
CYPUS= I CONO I J, KI +CONO I J+ 1, KI )/2. 
£.YMIN=ICDND I J,Kl+CDNDI J-1,KI 1/2. 
GD TO 77 
79 CXPUS=ICONDIJ,Kl+CONOIJ,K+l) 112. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS= (CONDI J, K J +CCND I J+l, KI I /2 • 
CYMI N= ICONO I J, KI +CONDI J-1, K 1112 • 
GO TO 77 
80 CXMIN=ICONDIJ,-Kl+CDNDIJ,K-111/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPU!i=ICDND I J,Kl+CDNDI J+l ,Kl )12. 
CYMIN=CCCIND I J,Kl+CONDI J-1,KI 1/2. 
GD TO 77 . 
18 Jf(K.EQ.llGO TO 75 
IFIK.EQ.IMAXJGO TO 76 
CXPUS=ICOND I J,K) +CONDI J,K+l I I /2. 
C XM IN::; I COND ( J, KI +CDND ( J, K-111 /2 • 
CYPUS-=(COND I J,K1+COND(J+l,KI 112. 
CYMJN:CYPUS 
GD TO 77 
70 IF(K.EQ.llGO TO 72 
If(K.EQ.il'IAXJGD TO 73 
CXPUS=ICDNO I J,KJ+CONOI J,K+l 1112. 
CXMIN=(CONO I J,Kl+CONDI J,K-1) I 12 •. 
CYMIN=ICONO I J,KJ+CONDI J-1 ,Kl l 12e 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
72 CXPUS=ICOND ( J,.K l+CONDIJ,K+l) )/2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 

































GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS•ICONDI J,Kl+CONDIJ,K+ll 112. 
CXMINsCXPUS . 
CYPUS=(CONDl·J,Kl+CDNDI J+l,KI 112. 
C YM I N=C YPUS 
GO TD 77 
76 CXMIN•ICONDIJ,Kl+Ci:JNDI J,K-111/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN. 
CVPUS•ICOND I J,K I +CONDI J+l, Kl 1/2. 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
11 CONTINUE 
Bl .. -11.+CXMIN/CXPUS+ I Dl:L TX••2/DELTTJ •ICAPTI J ,KI/ ITMPSI J ,K l•CXPUS 11 
11 . 
D11t:.:.1DELTXH2/ IYMIDIJJ•CXPUSI I 
IFIJ.·LT.JMAXIGD TD 22 
Dl5=CYPUS•I ITMPSIJ-1 1 KJ-TMPS IJ,KJ 1/YPLUSIJI I 
GO TD 25 
22 Dl5=CYPUS.•I ITMPSIJ+'l 1 1t)-TMPSIJ 1 KI 1/YPLUS IJJ I 
25 l'F(J.GT.ll GD TO 90 
Dl6=1TMPSIJ ,KI-TMPSI J+l ,Kl l•CYMIN/YNEGI JI 
GO TO 23 . 
90 016-CYMIN•I ITMPSIJ,10-TMPSIJ-1,kl J/.YNEGIJJ I 
23 Dl7=1DELTX••2•CAP(J,KI J / IDELTT•CXPUS I 
Dl•Dllt•CD15-Dl6J-.Dl 1 





GO TO 20 
3 IFIK.NE.IMAXJGO TO 5 
Cl=O.O 
Al=l.+CXMIN/CXPUS 
GO T.O 10 
5 Al=CXMIN/CXPUS 
c1;::::1.o 
10 OENOM .. Bl-Al•kCJ,K-11 
IFIDENOM.NE.O. JGO TO lB 
WRITE16,50J 
50 FORMATllBH ZERO DEN0'4JNATOR. I 
GO TO 800 
,18 WIJ,Kl1aCl/bENOM 
GI J,Kl•IDl-Al•G IJ,K-111 /DENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPSIJ, IMAX)=G IJ,lfilAXI 
DO 30 1=2,lfl'AX 
I l=IMAX+l-1 
30 TTMPSIJ,111 =GIJ,ll 1-WC J, 11 J•TTMPSIJ, 11+1 J 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 95 J•l ,Jfl'AX 


























DIMENSION TMPSl21,511 ,TEMPl21,51 I ,W121, 51 J,6121,511,YI 211,VI 511,YP 2221tl 
1LUSC211,YNEGl211,YMJOC,21 J, TTMPS 121,511, AREAi 21 I ,HI 21·J,HA121 J ,VTMPI 22241 
Z21,51 I ,CAPTl21,5ll ,CAPC21,51) ,CONDl21.511, ISi 101,SLTMPI 101,DISTCS, 
3511 , TEEP IZl, 511 ,CAPY 121 ,511 ,CAPPY I Zl ,511 THERMA83 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS,YNEG,YMID,JMAX, IMAX,CONO,DEL TT,ALPH 222'1 
. lA,DEL TX,OENDM,DEL TY, TTMPS ,CAP,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL T~P, DIST, TEEP,CAPV, 
2CAPPY 
DO 263 I=l,LMAX 
DD 260 K•l, I MAX 
DO 261 J1al,JMAX 
IFITEMPCJ,KI.LT.SLTMPIIIIGD TD 26'2 
261 CONTINUE . 
262 IFIJ.EQ.1160 TO 260 
DI\TI h_K)-V I J-11+ IC TEMPI J-1,KI-SL TMP 11) J/1TEMPI J-1,K I-TEMPI J:,-krJ )• 
llYIJI-Y(J-111 
. 260 CONTINUE 
2 ~3 ~~~~~~~!2641 ISL tMP.( 11 ,r".;1,LMAXI 
264 FORM"ATI 1Hl,6X, 'DISTANCE' ,7X,' ISOTHERM ISOTHERM. ISOTHERM ISOTHERTHERNAl6 
lM ISOTHERM .ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM'/8X, 'DONN' 1 9X, •OEGRffS FTNERRA86 
2 DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGRETHERNA96 
3EES f'l7X, 1 FRACTURE 1 ,4X,8Fl0.l/9X, 1 FEET 1 /20)(J 1 FEET INTO FEET lNTD THb.NA86. 
4FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INTO FEE1 INTO FEET INT0 1 /22X,'THERNAl6 
5WALL 1 ,6X, •WALL' ,6X, 1 WALL' ,6X,•WALL' ,6X, 'NALL' ,6x,··wALL' ,6X, 'WACL•,THERNA86 
66X, 'WALL• I THERMA86 
DO 266 K•l,40 THERMAB6 
FK2=K-l THERNAB6 
XFT=DEL TX•FK2 THERMAB6 
266 WRITEC6,267)XFTt IOI STI I ,Kl, 1=1,LMAXI THERNAB6 
267 FORMAT17X,F6.0,4X,'BF10.21 
WRITEC6,264) ISLTMPI 11,1•1,LMAXI 
DO 265 K=Al,IMAX 
FK2sK-1 
XFT=DEL TX•FK2 







SUBROUTINE CAPSK THERMAB3· 
DIMENSION TMPSl21 ,511, TEMPl21,511,Wl21, 511,6121, 511,Yl21J ,VC511,YP 22241 
1LUSl211,YNEGl21 I ,YMIDl2ll, TTMPS 121,511, AREAC211 1 HC2ll,HAU11,VTMPI 22241 
221,511 ,CAPT 121,51J ,CAPl21,51 I ,CDNDl21,51 I, ISUOJ ,SLTMPI 101 ,015118, 
3511, TEEP121,511,CAPYl21,511,CAPPV(21 ,51 I . THERMABJ 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W.,G 1 Y,V,YPLUS,YNEG,YMIO,JMAX, IMAX,CDND,DEL TT,ALPH 22241 
lA,DEL TX,DENOM.DEL TY, TTMPS,CAP,CAPT IT IME,LMAX,SL TMP, DIST t TEEP,CAPY, 
ZCAPPY · 
DO 232 J=l, JMAX· 
DO ·232 K=l,JMAX 
IFCTMPSIJ,KI.GT.450.JGO TO 233 
CAPY(J,Kl=C23.5+.307•(TM.PSIJ,Kl-100.) 1•134.0 
GO TD 232 . 
233 IFI TMPSCJ,KI .GT .600. IGO TO 234 
CAPYIJ,Kl=l 130.o+.344•1TMPSI J,Kl-450.) I •13".o 
GO TO 232 
234 IFITMPSIJ,KJ.GT~llOO.IGD TO 236 
CAPVIJ,Kl=134.0•C 1B0 .. 0+.230•1TMPS IJ,Kl-600.) I 
GO TO 232 ,; 
236 CAPY1J,Kl•l31t.O• C295.0+.258•CTMPS CJ, K)-1100. J 1 




































Time step length set 















/ Set Vtmp(J,ICJ= 
Tmps(J,KJ 

































Set switch to print 
infor111ation at ti111e heat' 
inj. started 
No 







et Temp(J,K) =! 
Tmps(J,K) 
Set switch to turn 




Set switch t.o prin't 
infor111ation at ti111e heat 
inj. turned off' 
Set switch to turn 
heat inj. off or 
.kHp it off 
Calculate heat inj. 




of heat inj. 
Tolerance set 
according to time 
into run 
THERMAB4 
Yea Calculate heat 
Yes 
stored illl rock 
Calculate heat stored at 




















































I Calculate avg. 
conductance between 










·call CAPAC CalllCAPAC 
· Call COND4 Call COND4 













, point in question 












for each point in first 





Calculate total heat 







Calculate total heat 
requirement for each 






' Calculate conductance 

















































Subroutine CON08 Subroutine CAPC2 
Start 
Calculate conductance 





heat requirement for 




DIMl:.NSJa"l T~PSl25 ,5111 TEMPI 25,51 J ,WC251 511 ,G( 25, 511,YI 251,V( 511 ,YP 
LLUSI 251 ,YNEG (21.ii 1,Yfo'!ID125 I, TTMPS 125,1.iil 1, AREA( 251, H( 251 ,HA(25 I ,VTMP( 
225,511 ,CAPTl25,~l I ,CAP125,5 l 1,CON0(25, ~11, lS 110 I ,SL TMPI 10 I, DISTl 8, 
3511, TF.EP125 ,511 ,CAPYl25 ,51 I ,CAPPYl25 ,511 
COMMON TMPS, TF.t-!P,W,G,Y, 'l,YPLUS, YNEG, YMIO,JMAX, IMAX, CONO,OEL TT..4,_LPH 
lA ,DEL TX ,OPilOfil!,UEl TY, TT,..PS,CAP,CAPT, TIME I LMAX,Sl TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY t 
2CAPPY 
TEMP=PERMANENT TEMPERATURE ARRAY 22241 
VTMP=TEfil!PORARY TEMPERATURE ARRO 
TMPS=TEMPORA~Y TEMPER.QTURE ARRAY 22241 
KHT 1 S THE SklTCH TO TURN HEAT ON OR OFF THERMA86 
KWTSP IS THE SWITCH TO PRINT lNFORMA.flON AT THE TIME HEAT IS SHUT THERMA86 
OFF THERMA8b 
KWTST IS HiE SWITCH TO PRINT INFORMATION AT THE TIME HEAT IS THERMAA6 
TURNED ON THERMABb 
Tl"'1HT=CUMULATIVF Tl~E OF HF.AT INJECTION THERMAB6 
100 RFA0l5, 101 JMAX, JMAX,DELTT, TOL, TIMX, ALPHA,DEL TX,DEl TY,AA, EIS, TT, TTT, 22241 
lCC, KSK1 P ,f'4RUN, KSLCE, I 551'4, I IS (f,IJ , f,11=1, 51, LMAX, I SL TMP I 11, I• 1, 81,KSTRT 
2,KR,TTTT 
1MAX=NUfll8ER OF CULUM!IIS IKJ 
JMAX=NUMBER OF Cl:UWS I JJ 
OEL TT=TIME STEP LF.NGTH,HOUR;S 
fOL:fOLERANCE 
TIMX:MAX(MU!,I TIME, HOURS 
ALPHA=SPECIFIC HEAT X VHOCITY X OENSITY'IALL OF GASI 
OELTIC=OISTANCF. BETWF.EN POlf.,ITS ALONG THE FRACTURE 
UELTY=IHSTAf.l.CE 11ETWEEN POINTS PHO THE WALL(FIRST 3 POINTS ONLY) 
AA=CONSTANT IN· FCUATIDN WHICH GENERATES VELOCIT.Y 
AR=COI\ISTANT IN EUUATION ;.fHlCH GENERATES VELUCITY 
TT=INJECTION TEMP!:RATUR;E, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TTT=fl.ESERVOIR TEMPERATURI:, fJEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
CC=CONSTANT 1'14 EUIIATION WHICH GEi\lE!tAT!:S VELOCITY 
KSKIP=OPTION TO It\lCR;EASE TIME STEP LENGTH DURING RUN 
NRUN=RUN NUMBl:R 
KSLCE:aQPTION TO CI\LCULATE TUTAL HEI\T CONTENT AND PRINT TEMPERATURE 
AND TOTAL HEAT CONTENT 
ISSN=MAXIMUfril! i'IUMBfR OF DESIKEn SLICES FOi< CROS:i SF.CTiON STUDY 
IS(M1 2 WALUF.S nF DESJ~ED SLICE'S FOR CRUSS SECTION STUDY 
LMAX,.NUMKER OF ISOTHER"!S DESIRED 
SLTMPIIJ=TEfi!PEI\ATURE OF UESIREO ISOTHE:RM 
KSTRT=SWITCH THAT ALLOWS STft.RTING RUN WITH CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 
FIELD TEMPEUTURES 
KR=OPTION TO SET INJECTION TEMPERATURE TO TTTT OR TEli'!Pll,IMAXI 
TTTT,,,INJECTION TEMPERATURE AT JMAX, IMAX 
READI 5,2011 VII I, l :l ,JMAX I 
20 FORMATC16F5.0/qF;.O) 



























22241 X=DEL TX-FK 
YIKJ•IAA+BB•X+EXPICC•>O 1•2. 
21 CONTINUE . 
THERJ44B3 
22241 
00 76 l•l,LMAX 
DO 76 K=l,IMAX 
76 OISHl,Kl=O.O 
WRI TEl6191NR:UN1 TT, TTT, TOL,KSKIP,ALPHA,OELTX, IV( I I I tcl,251,AA,BR,CC 
c 
1, TIM.IC, !~AK, J!itAX,FTSYT 
9 FORMATl1Hl,5X,'H .. PUT DATA FDR THERHAB6 RUN NUMRER',2X,I5//5X,FlO.l 
1, 2X, 1=1 NJEC TION TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT' /SX, FlO. l, 2.IC, • =RES 
2ERVOIR TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT' /5Xi FlD.4,2X, 1 :TOLERANCE IPE 
1R CENT'/lOX,15,2X,•=OPTION TO INCREASE TIME STEP LENGTH DURING RUFI!· 
4 1/20x,"•c11 INDICATES TIME STEP LENGTH REMAINED CONSTANT DURING Kl.IN 
5'120X,'(2) INDICATES TIME STEP LENGTH WAS INCREASED DURING RUN 1 /5X 
6,FI0.4,2X, 1 •,ASS K VELOCITY X DENSI'TYIALL OF GASI 1 · 
7/5X,Fl0.1,2X,'=D1STANCE BETWEEN POINTS ALONG THE FRACTURE, FEET 1// 
85)(,'THE DISTANCE INTO THE WALL, FEET, IS GIVEN 8ELOW 1.l3X,25F5.l// 
95X, 'THE CONSTANTS IN THE EQUATION WHICH GENERATES VELOCITY ARE'/10 
lX,F 10. 3 ,2X, ':AA 1 /lOX, Fl0.3 ,2Xt 1 =88 1 / lOX, flO. 31 2X, t •C·C 1 I /5X, FlO. 1, 2 
2X, "'•MAXINIJM TIME, HOURS' /lOX, 15,2X, '•IMAX'/lOX, 15,2X, t::i:JHAX 1 /5X,Fl 
30.l,2X, 1 LENGTH OF SYSTEM, FEET') 
TENTH:::O.O . 
10 FOP MA Tl 215, F5. l ,F5. 2 ,Fl0.1, FlD. l 16F5. l I Fl0.4/1015/BFlO'. l/215,FlO. l 
n 
IFIKSTRT.EQ.l)GD TO 81 
READ(S,2031 TIME ,HTIN,HTCUT 
TIME•TIME, HOURS, ALREADY COMPLETED-WttEN RUN RESTARTEl> 
HTIN .. RTU OF HEAT INJECTED WHEN RUN RESTARTED 
HTOUT:BTU OF HEAT PRODUCED WHEN RUN RESTARTED 
203 FORMATlF10.0,2El8.81 
ATMP•TIME 
DO 74 K"'l,If,!AX 
74 READIS,73) CTII.PSIJ,KI ,J=l,JMAXI 
73 FORMATll6F5.0/9F5.0I 
GO TO 20't 
St° DO 75 K•l,IMAX 
DO 15 J=l,Jf4AX 
75 TMPStJ,Kl=TTT 
204 00 205 K•l, l~AX 
DO 205 J""l,JMAX 
TEMP IJ, Kl =Tf,IIPSI J,Kl 
JEEP IJ, Kl=TP'PSC J, Kl THERMA83 
205 VTMPIJ,KJ:TP,PSCJ,KI 
TMPSll,ll=TT 
TEMP 11, l I =TT 
VTMP 11, 11,=TT 
TEMP I JMAX, IMAX) =TTTT 
TMP SI JMAX, I ~AX I =TTTr 
VTMP I JMAX, J t,11Ax I =TTTT 
IFIKR.EC.llGD TO 181 
S=o.o 
"TEMP I JMAX, I MAX I= TE~P 11, I MAX I 
TMPSIJMA>(, I ~AlCI =Tr-iPS(l, IMAX) 
VTMP I JMAX, 1 fo'AX I =VTMP 11; I MAJC I 
181 CALL CALCY 
CALCY IS A SUAROUTINE THAT CALCULATES VARIABLE Y SPACIN"G VALUES 
CALL CAPAC 
CAPAC IS A SUMOUTINE THAT CALCUL4TES TUTAL HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES. 
CALL CAPSK 
CAPSK IS A SUB~OUTINE THAT CALCULATES.HEAT CAPACITY VALUES 
.CALL COND4 · 
CON04 IS A SURROUTINE THAT CALCIJLATES CONDUCTAfiCES 
00 232 J .. l, JPAX 
00 232 K=l,I~AX 
CA-PPV I J ,Kl =CAPY I J, KI 
232 CAPIJ,Kl=CAPT(J,KJ 
FIMAX=IMAX 
HTORG•YCJMAXh'lEL TX•FIMAX•3149. +( CAPI 1, 11-3149. l•DEL TX.•.50 
HTORG:INITIAL HEAT CONTENT OF ROCK AT 100 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
82 GO TOl995,.9941,KSKIP 
994 IF(ATMP.NE.TIMEJ GC TO 995 
ATMP=ATMP-tl. 
IFITIME.GT.5.0IGO TO 318 
DEL TT=l. 
GO TO 995 
318 IFIDELTT.GE.lS.01 GO TO 993 
UUsDD-5.0 
TME=5.0•I I 1.2, .. uu1 
DELTT=Tf"IE-TIME 

















993 IFITIME.GT.1000.IGO TO 996 
DELTT=l5.0 
GO TO 995 
996 IFITIME.GT.3000.)GO TO 997 
DEL TJ11a30.0 
GO TO 995 . 
997 [F( TIME.GT .10000. IGO TO 998 
DEL TT=50.D 
GO TO 995 
998 DEL TT=lOO. 
KWHO IS THE SWITCH TO OHERMINE DIRECTION OF AOIP SWEEPIHORIZONTAL 
OR VERTICAL! 
995 GD TOl991,531,KWHO 
9 1H GO T01142,14Dl ,KHT 
140 GO TOl158,1411,KWTSP 
141 KWTSP=l 
TEMPERATURES AND HEAT DATA ARE PRINTED If HEAT INJECTION HAS JUST 
STOPPED 
WRITEl6,33I 





DO 251 K=l.42 
li!i 1 ,5X, '19' ,5X, 1 20 1 ,5X, 1 21 1 , 5X, 1 22 1 1 5X, 1 23 1 1 5 
251 WRJ TE 16 ,252) K, I TEII.P I J,K I , J=lB, JMAX I 









DO 44 K =43, H'AX THERMAB6 
44 WRITEl6,37JK,ITEMPIJ,Kl,Jz:l,17J THERMA86 
WRI TE16,250) THERNAB6 
00 253 K=4·h IMAX THERMA86 
253 WRITE(6,2.521K,ITEfilPIJ,Kl,J=lB,JMAXI THERMAB6 
WR I TE (6, 3011 IME ,ERR, HEAT ,HTOUT, HT 1111, HTTOT, HTORG, DEL TT, ER1,ER2r TOL THERMA86 
WRITEl611501TIMHT - THERHA86 
150 fORHAT(lH-,2X, 1 HEAT INJECTION STOPS, PRODUCING WELL TEMPERATURE. THERMA86 
lEXCEEDS 800 DEGREES F. 1 /2X, •CUMULATIVE TIME Of: HEAT INJECTION EQUATHERMA86 
2LS 1 1 2X,Fl0.ll THERMAB6 
CALL CONTR. 
CONTR IS.·A SUDROUTJNE THAT CALCULATES THE POSITION OF SELECTED 
I SOTHERl'!S . ' 
158 CALL COND6 
-c COND6 IS A SUBROUTINE FOR THE HORIZONTAL AiHP SOLUTION WITH 
C ADIABIHIC AOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
GO TO 45 
142 GO TOl143,159J ,KWTST THERMAB6 
159 KWTST=l THERMAA6 
TEMPERATURES ANO HEAT DATA ARE PRINTELI IF f-tEAT INJECTION HAS JUST 
STAR TEO 
WRI TE16,33J 
DO 32 Ka11,42 
12 WRIJ.E16,3.71K,ITEMPIJ,KJ,J"'l,l7J 
WRITE16,2501 . 
DO 275 K=l,42 
2 75 WR I TE I 6 ,2521 K, l TEMP 1 J,tt I ,J= 18,JMAX J 
WRI TE16,331 
00 36 K .. 43, Il"AX 
36 WRlfE(6,37JK,IH:PPIJ,KI ,J=l,171 
WRITE16,2~01 
DO 276 K=43, IMAX 
2 76 WR I TE 16.,2521 K, 1 TEMP ( J,K I, J=l8, JMAX I 
WRI JE 16,30) TIME ,ERA: ,HEAT ,HTOUT,HTIN,HTTOT,HTORG,OEL TT ,ERlrERZ, TOL THERMAB6 
WRITE16,2551 " 
CALL CONTR 
GO TO 143 
5·3 GO 'rOl 1'16 1 1451,KttT THERMAB6 
145 QD TU1170,2611,KWTSP 
261 KWTSP=l 
WRI TE16,HI 
00 3l K=l ,42 
· "U WRJ TE16, 371 K, I TEfol!P ( J,KI ,J=l ,171 
WRITE16,2501 
DO 271 K=l ,42 
271 WR.I TE 16 ,2521 K, ITE!'t!P ( J, KI , J~U ,JMAXI 
WRITE16,331 
DO 34 K=43, fJIAX 
34 WRI TE16,371 Kr tTEMP( J.,KJ ,J=l, 171 
WRITE16,2501 
no 272 K=43, IMAX 
2 72 WRITE 16 ,2521 k, I TEMP ( J,K J, J=l8 ,JMAXI 
WRITE 16,30) TIME ,ERR,HEAT ,HTOUT, HTIN,HTTOT,HTORG,DEL TT, ERlrERZr TOL THERMAB6 
WRITE16,1501TIMHT THERJIIIA86 
CALL CONTR 
170 CALL COND7 
. COND7 IS A SUBROUTINE FOR THE VERTICAL ADIP· SOLUTION WITH 
ADIABATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
GO TO 171 
146 GO T0(43,151J ,KWTST 
157 KWTST .. l 
WRITE16,33) 
00 38 K=l,42 
38 WRI TE16,371 K,ITEMPIJ,KJ ,J=l,171 
WRITE(6,250J 
DO 278 K=l 142. 
278 WR I TE 16,252 I K, (TEMPI J,KI ,J=lR,JMAXI 
WRITEH,,331 
00 39 K=43, I ~AX 
39 WRITE16,37JK,ITEMPIJ,KI ,J=l,17.J 
WRITEt6,250J 
00 27'1 K=43,IMAX J 
279 WRlTE16,252JK,ITEMPIJ,Ki,J=lB,JMAX.I . 
THERMAR6 




PRODUCING WELL TEMPERATURE lTHERMAB6 
·2ss 1:o~:~~1 ~~;~z;~~H~:.!R~~~E~~!~N. STARTS. 
CALL CONTR 
GO TO 43 
143 ~~~~ ~~N: SURROUTJtiE THAT SOLVES EXPLICIT CONVECTION EOUATJ.ONS 
ALONG THE FRACTURE . 
CALL CONV2 
CDNV2 IS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOLV'ES EXPLICIT C0M(ECTION EQUATIONS 
ALONG THE J•JMAX. RCW . 
CALL CONOS 
CONDS IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES NEW CONDUCTANCE VALUES 
ALONG THE J=l ROW 
CALL CONOB . . 
C CONDB IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES NEW CONDUCTANCE VALUES 
t· ALONG THE J=JMAX ROW 
CALL CAPCl 
CAPCl IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES NEW TOTAL:· HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES ALONG THE J=l ROW . 
CALL CAPC2 
CAPCl IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES NE~ TOTAL HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES ALONG THE J=JfitAX Row· 
45 GO TOl144,471,KHT 
144 CALL CONDI . 
CONDl IS A SUBROUTINE THAT S.OLVES HORIZONTAL ADIP WITH THE CONY 
SOLUTION AS A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
47 [f(DENOM.eu.o.oJGO TO 69 
KIT=KI T+l 
IIT=IIT+l 
IFI UT.FQ.51GO TO 296 
IFIKIT.GT.lOJGO TO 222 
KK=l 
DO 84 N=l ,J ... AX 
DO 84 M=l ,I fl!AX · 
IFITflllPSIN,MI-.LT.100.101 GO TO 84 
If( ABS( IVTMPIN,MJ-Tf,!PS IN,MI 1/TMPSfNrMI I .GT• TOLIGO TO 86 
84 CONTINUE 
GO TO 67 
R6 DO 88 J=l ,JJl!:AX 
DO 88 K•l,lf'AX 
88 VTMPIJ,K),..Tf'IPS(J,KI 
KWH0=2 
GD TO 82 
296 DO 297 K=l, lflAX 


















( I T=(I 
CM=C"t-5000. 
TOL=HJL+.Ol 
GO TO 92 
43 CALL CONV 
CALL CONV2 




171 GO TO{l49,l48J,KHT 
149 C4LL CON02 
COND2 rs fl SURROUT.-N.E THJ\T SOLVFS VERTICAL AOIP WITH THE CONV 
SOLUTICN ,'\S A BOUNDAaY CO~DITION 
148 IFIDE"'IOl-' .• EO.O.OJGO TO 69 
927 KK=2 
DO b4 N:l ,Jl"A)( 
IJQ 64 M=l ,ll'AX 
IFITMPS{N,MI.LT.100.lOl GO TO 64 
IF { ABS 11 VTMP (N,MI-Tf'PS I N,MJ I /JMPS (N, ~11 J .GT. T1ll I GO TO 65 
64 CONTINUE 
GO TO 67 
65 DO 83 J:l ,Jfi'AX 
00 83 K:1,1 ... &X 
BJ VTMPIJ,KJ=TP'PSI 11 KI 
KWHO=l 
GO TO 82 
67 DO 66 J:1,JftAX 
DO 66 K:1,lf'AX 
JF(TMPSIJ,KI.LT.100.101 GO TO 66 
CAP I J,K I :CAPT I J,KI 
TEEP I J,KJ :JEMP( J,KJ 
CAPPY{ J,KJ =CAPY I J, K) 




Hfl NsHTIN+ALPHA• TT•DEL TT•2 .. 
HTOUT=H TOUT+ TEMP f 1, I MAX I •DEL TT•ALPHA•2 • 
THIS ACCOUNTS FOR HEAT OUT OF PRODUCER 
153 IF(TEMPIL,H'AXJ .. LE.900.}GO TO 48 
IFIKHT.EQ.21 GO TO 174 
KIHSP=Z 
1 74 KHT:2 




TEJl!P I JMAX, 11" AX)"' TTTT 
TMPS I JMAX, I ,..AX I :TTJT 
VTMP I Jfll!AK, I l"'AX I"::: TTTT 
lFIKHT.EQ.11 GO Hl 175 
KWTSf=2 
175- KHT=l 
lf[KHT.EQ.2JGO TO 183 
49 PPP:PPP+l.O 
If(PPP.LT.lGI.IGO TO 741 
IFIPPP.E0.19.JGO TO 381 




THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE HEAT STORED IN ROCK 
DO 'iO J:1,Jf'AX 
SUM=O. 
DO 80 K=l,ID~AX,2 
80 SUM=SUM+CAP I J, KI +4 • •CAP I J, K+ 11 +CAP I J, K+2 J 
40 AREA (JI =SUM• IDH TX/3. J 
BB2=0. 
00 90 J=l, JBfl'AX ,2 
HIJl=YIJ+ll-YIJJ 
HA (JI =1 YIJ+2 I-Y( J+l 11 /H! JI 
qo BB2=BR2+ IHI H• IHAI J 1+1. I /f6. +HA f JI 11" • ( 12.•HA( J 1-1. )•AREAi J+2 l+r HAI 
lJ J+I. Ju2•AREA ( J+l J +HA ( Jl • (2.-HAI JI I •AREAi JI l 
ERZ-= I IBB2-HEAT.;.HTORG 1+2 ••I TEf,l_p 11, I MAX I •OEL TT •ALPHA I II I ALPHA•TT• 
lDEL TT•2. I 







































HT I NN:H TI N+H TORG 
HR=ARS ( (HTINN-HTTOTI /HTTOT) 
ER I =ABS { I HT I NN-HTTOT) /HTl NNJ 
UIJ 60 T0{4 1 51,KSLCE THERMA83 
THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE JEt,',PfRATURE AND CULULATIVE HEAT PRINT OUT AT 
VARIOUS SELECTED POSITIONS ALONG THE FRACTURE. 
4 WRITE16,261 THERMAE!-3 
26 FORMATl1Hl,30X,'INPUT DATA FO~ CROSS SECTION STUDY•//qX,'LOCATIONITHERMAB3 
lFEE T DOWN FRACTURE I 1 ,2X, 1 TEMPERATURE', 9X,_' TI ME I HOURS l 1, 9X t I CUM ULA TTHERMAB3 
21VE HEAT'!/! THER~AR3 
JBMAX:Jf,1AX-2 THERMAB3 
DO 70 K=l, I l'!AX THER"'-M3 
00 70 M=l, ISSN THERMAR3 
IFIK.NE.IS(M+lJ}GO TO 70 
883=0.0 
DO 71 J:l,JBMAX,2 
HI J) =YI J+l 1-YI JI 
HAI J l=I YI J+2 I-Y(J+l I l/H I JI 
71 B83:BB3+( IH (JI• IHA I Jl+l. I/ 16. •HA( JI JI• I 12. •HAI J 1-1. I •CAP( .1+2,K I +IH 
lA.(JJ+l. Jo2•CAP(J+l ,K)+HAIJl•l2.-HA(J) I •CAPIJ,K JI )•DH n 
AIS=ISIMJ 
ALOCF::DELTX•AIS 
WRI TE·16,251 ALOCF, TEMPI 1,Kl, TIME, RB3 
25 FOR MA T{qX,FlO. l 120X,Fl0.1, lOX, F 10.1, 7X, EIB.8 I 
70 CONTINUE 
5 TIME::TIME+DELTT 
IF( TIME.GT.3000. JGO TO 56 
JOL:.05 
GO TO 55 
56 IF(Tlf,1f.GT.4COO.lGO TO 57 
. TOL:. o4 
GO TO 55 
57 !Ff TIME.GT". 5000. )GO TO 58 
TOL=.03 
GO TO 55 
58 IFIH,.,E.GT.Cl"'IGO TO 59 
TOL::.02 
















'33 FORHATl1Hl,2X2HJ=4X2H 15X2H 25X2H 35X2H 45X2H 55X2H 65X2H 75X2H 85 22241 
1X2H 95X2Hl-05 X2H ll 5X2Hl2 5X2Hl35X2Hl45X2Hl 51 22241 
OD 92 K=l,42 
92 WRITE(6,371K,ITEMPfJ,Kl,J,::l,171 
37. FORMAT I I4,17F7. ll 
WRIJEl6,2501 
DO 290 K:1,42 
290 WRITft6,2521K,I H:MPIJ,KJ ,J:lB,JMAXI 
WRITEl6,.331 
00 24 K=43,It-!AX 
24 WRITEl6,371K,ITEMPIJ',KI ,J=l,171 
WRITEl6,250J 
00 299 K:43,IMAX 
299 WR1TE(6,2521K,ITEMPIJ,KI ,J:18,JMAXI 




30 FORMATIFIO. l ,2X,5HHOURS/Fl0.5,2X,27HDISCREPA°NCY IN HEAT BALANCE/El 22241 
1a.8,2X,31HBTU OF HEAT STORED IN RESERVOIR/El8.8,2X,20HBTU OF HEAT 22241 
2PRODUCEO/El8.8,2X,20HBTU UF HEAT INJECTEO/HB.fl,2X,5HHTTOT/ElB.8,2 22241 
3X t 5HHTORG/F 10. l, 2 lH Tl ME INCREMENT, HOURS/FlO. 5, 3X, 3HER l /FlO • 5, 3X, 3 
4HER2/Fl O. 5, 3 X, 9HTOLERANCE/El8. 8, 2X, '=INSTANT EOUS HEAT . STORED I J 
















DIMENSION TMPSl25,511, TEMPl25,5ll ,Wl25, 511,6125, 511,YI 251,VI 511,YP 
1LUSIZ5) ,YNEG 1251,YMIDl25), TTMPS (25,51) ,AREAi 25) ,HI 25).HA(25) ,VTMPI 
225, 511 ,CAPTI 25, 5lJ, CAP 125, 51) ,CONDI 25, 51), IS 110 I ,SL TMP( lQ) ,D ISTI 8, 
3511, TEEPl25 ,511 ,CAPYIZS,511 ,CAPPYIZS,511 
COMMON THPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS,YNEG,YMID,.JMAX, lMAX,COND,DEL TT ,ALPH 
, lA,DEL TX ,OENOM,OEL TY, TTMPS,CAP,CAPT, T IME,LMAX,SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
NMAX=JMAX-1 
DO 2 J=l ,NMAX 
2 YPLUS-IJl=YIJ+ll-YIJI 
00 3 J=Z,JMAX 
3 YNEGIJl=YIJI-Y(J-11 
YNEG 11 J =i:VPLUS{l J 
YPLUS(.JMAXI a::YNEGI JMAXJ 
DO 4 J=l,JNAX 




DIMENSION Tfl!PS I 25 1 511, TEMP( 25,511 ,WC 25, 51 I, G( 25, 51) • Yf 25), V ( 51 >., YP 
1LUS(25) 1YNEGl25 I ,YMIDl25J, TTl'!PS 125,51 I, AREAi 251,HI 251,HA( 251 ,VTl'!P( 
225, 51 I ,CAPTI 25, 511 ,CAP I 25, 511,COND{ 25, 511, IS 110 I I SL n•P I 101, DIST{ e, 
3511, JEEP 125, 511 ,CAPYl25 1 511 ,CAPPY I 25 ,51 I 
COMfllON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG,YMID,JM-AX, [MAX,COND,DEL TT,ALPH 
lA,iDEL TX,DENO,,,DEL TY, TTMPS,CAP,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY . 
00 40 K=2,IMAX 
CONMIN=ICONDfl,KJ+CONDl2,K1 J/Z.. 
CONPUS•CCON012,KJ+CONDl3,KJ 1/2. 
013=DEL nc•TEMPI 1,Kl /fDELTT•V(K·I 1 
014=13.•0EL TX•CONMIN•TJIIIPSIZ,KJ I/ 12.•0ELTY•ALPHA J 
Dl5=fOELTX•CONPUS•f TMPS{2 1 KJ-TMPS n,KJ I J/12.•DELTY•ALPHA I 
016=1.+ IOEL TX/IDELTT•YO::I 11 
Dl 7=f3. •DEL TX•CONMI NI I I l.•DEL TY•ALPHA) 
THPSI 1,KJ=I TMPS fl ,K-11+013+014+015)/ 1016+0171 






DIMENSION TMPSl25,51 J, TEMP125,~11,WI 25, 511,6125,511, YI 251,YI 511,YP 
lLUSI 251,YNEGl25 I ,YMID(251, TTMPS 125,5.11 1 AREA( 251,HI 251 1 HA(251,VTMP( 
225, 51 J ,CAPTI 25 1 '>l J ,CAP (25 151 I 1CONDl 25, 51J, IS 110 1,SLTMPI 101 1 OISTI 8, 
3511 , JEEP 125, 51 J ,CAPY I 25 1 511 ,CAPPY 125 ,51) . 
COMMO~ IMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG, YMIO,JMAX, IMAX,CONO,DEL TT ,ALPH 
lA ,DEL TX ,DE!'4i0~,0EL TY, TTMPS ,CAP,CAPT, T [ME ,LMAX,SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY I 
2CAPPY 
MMAX=JMAX-1 
DO l J=2,MMAJC 
DO 20 K=l,Ifil!AX 
51 IF(J.EQ.JMAXIGO TO 70 
IFlK.F.Q.llGO TO 75 
IFIK.EO.JMAXIGO TO 76 
CXPUS=ICON01J,Kl+CONDI J,K+l J J/2. 
CXMIN=ICONDI J,KJ+CONO(J,K-11 )/2. 
CYPUS=ICONO lJ,K)+C.ONOI J+l,KJ 1/2. 
CYMI~=ICONO (J,KJ+CONDIJ-1,K) I 12. 
GO TO 77 
70 IFI K.EO. llGO TO .72 
IFIK.EO.IMAXIGO TO 73 
CXPUS=ICONDI J,KI +CONDI J,K+l I J/2. 
CXIHN=ICONO IJ,KI .. CONDIJ,K-11 )/2. 
CYMIN=ICONO ( J,KJ+CONOIJ-1,KI J/2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 11 




GO TO 11 











































CYMl'll=ICONO I J,KJ +CONDI J-1,KI J 12. 
CYPUS=CYMU 
GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS=ICONDIJ,Kl+CONOIJ,K+lJ 112. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS=lCOND( J,KJ +CO~Of Jf.l 1KI I /2. 
CYMIN.=ICUN!l ( J,KI +CONDI J-1,KI 1/2. 
GO TO 77 
76 CXMIN=ICONO I J,Kl+CONO(J,K-11 J/2. 
CXPUS=CXMJr-., 
C YPUS= I CONDI J, K 1 +CCND ( J+l, K 11 /2. 
CYMif\l=ICONOl J 1 Kl+CONDI J-1,KJ J/2. 
77 CONTINUE 
81=- ( l. +CX!'tl N/CXPUS+ (DEL TX••2/UEL Tr 1 •l CAPT( J ,K JI I HIPS I J, K) •CXPUS 11 
LI 
Dl't=-IDEL TX .. 21 (YMIDI JI •CXPUSJ) 
22 015=C YPUS• I ITMPS I J+l, K 1-TMPS I J, K J 1 /YJ>LUS ( J 11 
90 Ol6=CYMJN• I (IMPS I J, KI-TMPS I J-lt Kl I /YNEGI J 11 
017=1DELTX .. 2•CAP(J,KJ I/ (DEL TT•CXPUS 1 
Dl=Ol4• l015-Dl6 I-Ol 7 
IFlK.ll,IE.llGO TO 3 
Al=O.O 
Cl= l .+CXMI N/CXPUS 
WIJ,ll=C-1/!H 
GIJ,lJ=Dl/81 
GO TO 20 
3 IFIK.NE. IMAXJGO TO 5 
Cl=O.O 
Al= l .f.CXM IN/CXPUS 




IFIOEN0"1.NE.O.IGO TO 18 
WRITE(6,501 
50 FORHATl 18H ZERO DENC1'1H,;ATOR.1 
GO TO 800 
lB )ll(J,KJ=Cl/DENOM 
GI J 1Kl=IOI-Al•G lJ,K-11 I/VENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPSIJ, IMA)CJ=GIJ, lf!AXJ 
00 30 1=2,lfl'AX 
I l=IHAX+l-1 
30 TTMPSIJ,11 J=G(J, I I J-WIJ, 111 •TTMPSIJ, 11+11 
l CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=2,MMAX 
00 95 K=l,IflllAX 







DIMENSION Tf!PS ( 25, 51), TEMP I 25 1 51) 1 WI 25 1 511, GI 25, 511, YI 25 I, VI 511, YP 
llUSl251 1 YNEGl25 I ,YMIDl251, TTMPS (25,'HI ,AREAi 25} ,HI 25 J,HAI 25-1,VTMPI 
225, 511 ,CAPH25,511 ,CAPl25 151 I ,CONDl25, 511, 151101,Sl H'IP( 101,DISTI 8, 
3511, TEEPl25 ,51 J ,CAPYl25 ,51 I ,CAPPYl25 ,51 I 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP 1 W1 G1Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG, Y~lO,JMAX, IMAX,CONO,DEL TT ,ALPH 




00 l K=l,IMAX 
00 20 J=2 1 Mf(AX 
61 IFIJ.,EO.JMAXIGO TO 70 
IFIK.EQ.l)GO TO 75 
IF(K.E0.IMAXIGO TO 76 
CXPUS=ICONDI J,KI +CONDI J,K+l I )/2. 
CXMIN=(COND I J,KJ"+CONO(J,K-11 J/Z. 
CYPUS=ICONO I J,Kl+CQNOIJ+l ,Kl 1/2. 
CYMIN=lCONO I J,K·l+C.ONOIJ-1,KI 1/2. 
GO TO 77 






































IFIK.EQ.IMAXJGO TO n 
CXPUS=ICOND I J,KI +CONDI J ,K+l) J/2 • 
CXMIN,,.ICONO ( J,KI +CONDIJ,K-1 J J/2. 
CYMJN:i:I COND IJ,KJ+COND( J-ltKJ I /2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 11 
72 CXPUS., (COND ( J,KJ +CONDI J, K+l I I /2 • 
CXMl'i .. CXPUS 
CYf4IN=lCOND I J,KJ+C0!\101 J-1 ,Kl I 12. 
CYPUS:CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
13 CXMIN:(CONO I J,Kl+CDNrJIJ ,K-1 J 1/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYMIN=ICOND I J,Kl+CONOI J-1,KI 1/Z. 
CYPUS,,,CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS=ICONDIJ,Kl+CCNDIJ,K+ll 1/2. 
CXMIN:CXPUS 
CYPUS,,.ICONO I J,KJ+CONDI J+l ,Kl 1/Z. 
CYMIN=(COND lJ,KJ+CONDlJ-1,KI 112 • 
GO TO 11 
76 CXMIN=ICOND I J,Kl+CCNDIJ,K-i.1 J/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUSs(CONDI J,Kl+CDNDI J+l, Kl 1 /2. 
CYMIN,.ICOND I J,KJ+CDNDI J-1,KI 1/2. 
77 CONTINUE 
Cl=l.O 
Al= I YPLUS I J J •CYMI NJ/ ICYPUS•YNEG CJ I I 
81=- I l.O+(YPLUS IJl•CYMINJ./ IYNEG I JI •CYPUS l+I CAPTI J,K I •YMIDIJ l•YPLUS 
11 JI I /lDEL TT•CYPUS•TMPSI J,KI 11 
014=-I VMID( J)•YPLUS (JI/ (DELTXH2•CYPUS I I 
IFIK.LT.IMAXI GO TO 24 
Dl5=1TMPSIJ,K-l 1-TMPSI J,KI I •CXPUS 
GO TO 25 -
24 Dl 5= ( TMPS ( J ,K+l 1-TMPS I J ,Kl 1 •CXPUS 
25 IF(K.GT.11 GD TO 26 
Dl6=1TMPS I J, KJ-TMPS I J,K+l I I •CXM IN 
GO TO 27 
26 016=1 TMPSIJ ,KI-TMPS( J,K~l I l•CXMIN 
27 Dl 7=1CAP lJrKl•YMIDIJJ•'t'PLUS C JI I/ I DELThCYPUS I 
Dl:Dl't• ID15-Dl6 I-Dl 1 
IFCJ.NE.21GO TO 10 
WC2,KJ .. Cl/Bl 
G 12 ,Kl= IDl-Al•TMPS 11,K I I /Bl 
GO TO 20 . 
10 DENOM=B\-Al•WIJ-1,KI 
IFIOENOM.NE.O.JGO ·TO 18 
WRITEl6,50J 
50 FORMATl18H ZERO DENOMINATOR.) 
GO TO 800 
18 WIJ,Kl=Cl/OENOM 
IFIJ.NE.MMAXJGU TO 19 
Dl=Ol-Cl•tMPSC JMAX,KJ 
19 Gl J ,KJ=IDl-AltiG(J-1,KI I /DENOM 
20 CONTINUE ' 
TTMPSC MMAX, K Ji.GI MMAX,KI 
DO 30 1=1,NMAX 
IIsMMAX-1 
30 TTMPSI I J ,K.1 •GI 11,KI-WI 11,K.1 •TTMPS ( 11+1,KJ 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=:Z,Mfl!AX 
DO 95 K-=l,IMAX 







OIMENSJON TMPSl25,511, TEHPl25,51 J rWl25, 51) ,6125, 51 I ,YI 251,VI 51 J ,YP 
lbUSl25J•,YNEGl251 ,YPHOl251, TTMPSl25,51) ,AREAl251,HI 251,HAl251,VTMPI 
2.25, 511,CAPTC25,5ll ,CAPl25,51 I ,CONDl25,5ll 1 1S I 101 ,SLTJIIIPC lOJ ,DISTC B, 
f55l I I TEEP 125, 51 I ,CAPY 125 1 511 ,CAPPY 125,511 
































11\,DEL TX,OENa~.oH TY, TTMPS,CAP,CAPT, T lfl'E ,LMAX, SL T,.,P, nts T, TEEP,CAPY~ 
2CAPPY 
DO 232 J=l,J1"'AX 
DO 232 K=-1, J.fl'AX 
9 IFITMPSIJtKI.GT.450.IGO TO 233 
CAPTI J,KI =123.5+.307•1 T!i'PS I J,Kl-100.)) • 134.0 
GO TO 232 
233 IFIT,.,PSIJ,KI.GT.900.IGO TO 234 
CAPTI J, Kl= 1110. 0+ • 340 I HIPS I J,K 1-450 •II •134.0 
GO TO 232 
234 IFITMPSIJ,KJ.GT.1100.IGG TO 235 
CAPTI J I KI =134. 0• 1285.0+ .485• I TMPS I J, K J-900 • I ) 
GO TO 232 
235 IFITMPSIJ,KJ.f;T.1600.IGC TO 236 
CAPTI J,KI zl34.0• 1382.0+.6500•IH"PSIJ,K 1-llDO. I I 
GO TO 232 





DIMENSION TMPSl25 1 51 I, TEMPl25,51 J ,WI 25, 51 I ,G125, 511,YI 25 J,VI Sll ,YP 
1LUSl251, YNEG 1251 ,Yfo'll0125 Ir TTMPS 125,51), AREAi 251, HI 251,HAI 251 ,VTMPI 
225, 511,CAPTC25, 51 I ,CAP(25,511,CONOl25,511, ISi 10 I ,SL TMPC 101 rOISTI 8, 
3511 r TEEPC25 ,511 ,CAPYl25 ,511 ,CAPPYl2'i,51 I 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, WIG, Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, Y~I C ,JMAX, IMAX I CONO, DEL TT, ALPtl 
lA ,DEL TX ,DENOM,DEL TY, TT MPS ,CAP,CAPT, T l~E, LMAX,SL TMP, DIST, TEEP ,CAPY, 
ZCAPPY 
00 5 J=l,JMAX 
DO 5 Kzl, IMAX 
9 IFITMPSIJ,KJ.GE.200.IGC TO l 
CONDIJrKl=0.9 
GO TO 5 . 
l IFITMPSIJ,KI.GT.1200.)GO iD 7 
TSQ=TMPS I J, KI •TMPS I J, KI 
TCUB=TMPS I J, KI• TSC 
CONDI J, Kl=• 125615 73E+l-.18377799E-2•nlPS I Jr K J+.10902421E-5•TSQ-.15 
1084B69E-9•TCUB 






DIMENSION TMPS 125, 51 I, TEfitPI 25,511 ,W ( 25, 51 I, GI 25, 51 J, YI 251, VI 51 J, VP 
lLUS 1251 , YNEG 125 I ,YMID 1251, TT MPS 1251 51J, AREAi 25 I, 1-U 25 J, HA I 251, VTMP I 
225, 51) ,CAPH 25, 51J ,CAP 125, 511 ,COND( 25,511, IS 110 1, SL TMP I 101. 0 ISTC 81 
3511 , TEEP 125, 511 rCAPY 125, 51) ,CAPPYl25 ,51 I 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG,YMIC,JMAX, IMAX,COND,OEL TT,ALPH 
lA ,DEL TX ,DENOM,OEL TY, TTMPS,CAP1CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 5 K=l,IMAX . 
IFITMPSll,KJ.GE.200.JGC TO l 
g~N~~l5K.Ja0.9 
1 IFITMPSU,KI.GT.1200.JGO TO 1 
TSQ=TMPSll ,Kl•TMPSI 1,KJ 
TCUB=TMPSll ,Kl•TSQ . 
CONDI 1, Kl=· 12561573E+l-.18377799E-2•TMPS 11, K J+.10902421E-5• TSQ-.15 
1084869E-9•TCUB 





SUBROUTINE CAPC l 
DI MENSI ON TMPS I 25, 511, TEMP 125,511, WC 25, 511. G( 25, 511 r Yl251, VI 511, VP 
1LUSl25J ,YNEG(251 ,YM1Dl25J, TTMPS 125,511, AREAi 25t,HI 251,HAl25 J ,VTMPI 
225, 511,CAPT125,51 J ,CAPl25,51 I ,CONDl25,511, ISi 101,SLTMPI 101,DJSH B, 
3511, JEEP 125, 511 ,CAPY 125 ,51 I ,CAPPY I 25 ,511 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,N,G, Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG,YMID,JMAX, IMAX,COND,OEL TT,ALPH 
lA,DEL TX ,DENOM,DEL TV, TTM.PS,CAP,CAPT, TIME, LHAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,Ci\PY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 232 K=l,IMAX 












CAPT11,K)•(23.5+.307•(TftPSI L,K,-100.1 J•l34.D 
GO TO 232 
233 IFITMPSU,KI.GT.900.JGO TO 234 
CAPTI 1,K):sl 130.0+.344• ITHPS11,Kl-450. I I •134.0. 
GO TO 232 
234 IFITMPSll,KJ.GT.1100.JGO TO 235 
CAP TC l,KJ=l3't.0• 12B5.0+.485• ITMPSI 1,Kh900. I I 
GO TO 232 
235 [FITMPSll,KI.GT.1600.JGO TO 236 
CAPT11,Kl=134.0•l382.0+.65DD•ITMPSI 1,K1-llOO. l J 
GO TO 232 




SURROUTI NE COND7 
DIMENSION TMPSI 25, 51 I, TEMP I 25 ,51 J, W 125, 511, GI 25, 511, YI 251 t V 1511, YP 
lLUSl251 ,YNEGl251 ,YMID(25 I I TTHPS 125,511 ,AREAi 251,HI 251,HAI 25 I ,VTMPl 
225, 51 I, CAPTl25, 511 ,CAP ( 25, 51 J ,CONDI 25, 511, IS 110 J, SL THP 110), DISH B, 
3 1H I, TEEPl25 ,511,CAPYl25 ,511,CAPPYl25,51) 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS, YNEG,YMtO,JMAX, IHAX,CONO,DEL Tl,ALPH 
lA ,DEL TX,DENOJY,DEL TY t TT MPS I CAP,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO l K=l, IMAX 
DO 20 J-=l ,Jl'.AX 
IFITMPSIJ,KJ.LT.600. JGO TO 9 
IFI-TEEPIJ,KJ.LT.TEMPIJ,KIJGO TO 9 
CAP Tl J, K 1-=CAPYI J, K} 
CAP I J 1 K) -=CAPPY( J I Kl 
9 IFIJ.EQ .. lJGO TO 78 
61 IF(J.EQ.JMAXIGO TO 70 
IFIK.EO.lJGO TU 79 
IFIK.EQ.IMAX)GO TO 80 
CXPUS=ICUND I J,Kl+CONDI J,K+l I J/2. 
CXMIN=CCOND IJ,KJ +CONDI J ,K-11 J/2. 
CYPUS .. (COND I J,Kl+CONDI J+l ,Kl 1/2. 
CYMIN=ICO_NO I J,KJ+CONDI J-1,KJ 1/2. 
GO TO 77 
79 CXPUS• (CONDI J, K) +CONDI J I K+ll J /2 • 
CXM[lll•CXPUS 
C YPUS= lCOND ( J, K 1 +COND( J+ l, KJ 1/Z • 
CYliU~=tCOND I J,Kl+CONO( J-1,KJ 112. 
GD TO 77 
80 CXMIN=ICONO I J,K1 +CONOIJ,K-1 f 1/2. 
CXPUS:CXMl!i 
C YPUS= ICONO I J,K J+CONO ( J+ l ,K f 1/2 • 
CYMIN•(COND1 J,Kl+CCNOIJ-1 1 Kl 1/2. 
GO TO 77 
78 IF(K.EQ.llGO TD 75 
lf(K.EQ.IMA.XJGO TO 76 
CXPUS .. (CONOI J,l(J+CONDIJ ,K+l 1112. 
CXMIN~ICOND I J,Kl+CONO( J,K-111/2 • 
CYPUS=ICUNO C J,KI •CONDIJ+l,KI 112. 
CY"! 1 N=C YPUS 
GO TO 77 
10 IFIK.EQ.lJGC TO 72 
IFIK.EQ.JMAXIGO TO 73 
CXPUS•ICONOI J,K) +CONDI J,K+l 1112 • 
CXMJN-=ICONO I J,KJ +CONDI J ,K-1 J 112. 
CVM IN= I CONDI J,K 1 +CONDI J-1, K 11 /: • 
CYPUS-=CVMIN . 
GD TO 17 
72 CXPUS= ICONO I J, Kl +CONO I J, K+l J I /2 • 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CVMIN,,,ICUND I J,iO+CUNDI J-1.,KI J/2. 
CYPUS=CVi,i!IN 
GO TO 11 
73 tXMIN=ICOND IJ,Kl+CONDI J,K-fl 112. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYMIN:slCOND I J,KI +CONDIJ-1,KI 112. 
CYPUS=C VMIN 
. GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS=ICONOIJ,Kl+CONDIJ,K+ll 1/2. 
CX~lfol=CXPUS 
CYPUS•ICONO IJ,Kl+CONOIJ+l vKI 112. 
C YM I N .. C YPUS 
GO TO 77 
76 CXMIN1:ICONDIJ,KI •CUNDCJ,K-11 J/Z. 
CXPUSuCXfi!IIII 
CYPUS=ICONDI J,KJ +CONOIJ+l,KI 112. 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
11 CONTINUE 
Al-=f YPLUSI JI •CYMJNI /ICYPUS•YNF.GIJI I 
Cl•l. 
81 =-t l • O• I YPLUS I JI •C Yfllll h JI I YNEG I JI •CYPU~ )+I CAPT I J,K J •YM JOI JI •YPLUS 
11 JI I /IDEL ThCYPIIS•TIIIPSI J,KJ 11 






















IflK.LT.iMAx'l GO -to 24 
Dl5•HMPS(J,K-l l-TMPSI J,KI l •CXPUS 
GO TO 25 
24 Dl5=1TMPSIJ 1 K+l l-TMPSIJ,K)) •CXPUS 
25 IF(K.GT.11 GO TO 26 
Dl6•1TMPSIJ,K)-TflPS( J,K+l) l•CXMIN 
GO TO 27 
26 016""1 TMPS1J,KI-TMPS I J,K-1) J •CXMIN 
27 017-=ICAPI J,K)•YMIDI Jl•YPLUSIJI l /1 DEL TT•CVPUS I 
Dl=Dl4• ID15-Dl6)-Dl 7 





GO TO 20 




IFIDENO!ii!.NE .• O.)GO TO 18 
WRITEl&,501 
50 FORMAT! 18H ZERO DENOMINATOR. I 
GO TO 800 
18 WIJ,KJ=Cl/DENOM 
GI J,KJ=IDl-Al•G I J-1,KI 1/0ENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPS I JfllAX, K J .,GI JJIIAX, K J 
NHAX=JMAX-1 
DO 30 1=1,NPIAX 
I l=JMAX-I 
30 TTMPSll I ,KI =Gl"I I ,KJ-W(I J ,K)•TTMPS 111+1, k. I 
l CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=l,Jf'AX 
00 95 K=l,lfl.AX 








OJ MENSI UN T,..PSl25,51 I, TEMPl25,511,WI 25, 511,GI 25, 511,YI 251, VI 51J ,YP 
lLUS 12'>1 ,VNEG 125 J ,Y/illIOl2!,J, TTMPS I 25 1 511, AREA( 251,HI 251,HAI 25) ,VTMPI 
225, 511,C/\PT C25, 511,CAPl25,511,CONOl25, 511, IS 1101,SL T"1PI 101, DIST I 8, 
3511, THP 125 ,511 ,CA.PY 125 ,511 ,CAPPV 125,511 
COMMQr~ TMPS, TE~P I W 1 G1 V, V, YPLUS, VNEG, Y,.. I C,Jl4AX I IIIIIAX I COND 1 DEL TT I ALPI-I 
IA ,net TX ,OENCP',Df"L TV I TTfi'PS ,CAP ,CAPT' T ,,..e I LMAX I SL Tfi'P' DJs TI TEEP ,CAPY' 
ZCAPPY 
no 1 J"'l,J/illAx 
DO 20 K:1,1,..AX 
IFIT~PSCJ,KI.LT.bOD.JGO TO g 
IFITEFPlJ,KI.U.TFfl:PIJ,KIJGO TO 'I 
CAP 1 I J, Kl =CAPYI J,K I 
CAP I J,KJ =CAPPY I J,KI 
9 lftJ.EQ.l)GC TO 7H 
51 IFIJ.EQ.JMAXJGO TO 70 
IFIK.EO.JI.GC TO 79 
lf(K.EQ.JMAXJGU re 80 
CXPUS= ICOND I J, KI +CC"IIDI J, K+ l I I /2 • 
CXftlN=(curm t J,KI +COND(J,K-11112. 
CYPUS=lCOllilD l J,K l+CCNOI J+l, Kl 1/2. 
CVMIN=(COND ( J,KJ+CONOIJ-1,KI t/2. 
GD TO 77 
79 CXPUS= I CUI\IO I J,K I +cor..in I J ,K+ 111/2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS. 
CYPUS: I CONO ( J,K 1 +C01'4C I J+l, K J 1/2 • 
CYMllll=ICDNO IJ,KHCONDI J-1,KI 112 • · 
GO JD 77 
80 CXMIN.,fCOND I J,K 1+CONIH J,K-11112 • 
CXPlJS•CXMIN 
CYPlJS= (CDNO I J,K 1 +CCNO I J+l, K 11 /2 • 
CYMIN., tCO,,.lll IJ,Kf+CCNnl J-1,KJ 1/2. 
GO TO 77 
78 IFIK.EC.l)GC TO 75 
IFIK.EO.t~4X1GIJ TO 76 






























CXM IN= (COND ( J,K)+CCND { J, K-11 )/2. 
CYPUS=ICUND I J,K J +CONDI J+l ,Kl 1Jz. 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
GO TO 11 
70 IFIK.EQ.llGO TO 72 
IFIK.EO.JMAX)GO TO 73 
CXPUS= ( CONO [ J ,KI +CONO I J, K+l I 1/2 • 
CXMIN=ICONO { J,KI +CONDI J,K-1)) 12 • 
CYM IN:: [CONDI J, KI +CONO ( J-1, KI 1/2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
72 CXPUS=ICONOIJ,Kl+COND(J,K+ll 1/2. 
CXMIN=CXP.US 
CYMIN=ICOND I J,Kl+CONOI J-1 ,Kl I /2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
73 CXMIN={CONDIJ,KJ+CONO(J,K-1))/2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
C YMIN=(COND I J,Kl+CONO( J-1,KI l /2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 77 
75 CXPUS={CONO{J,K)+CONO{J,K+l)l/2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS=ICONO I J,Kl +COND( J+l I Kl I /2. 
C YM I N::C YPUS 
GO. TO 77 
76 CXMIN={CONOIJ,Kl+CONO{J,K-11 }/2. 
CXPUS:::CXMIN 
CYPUS= {CONDI J,Kl+COND { J+l ,K J 1/2. 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
77 CONTINUE 
Bl"'- { l. +CXMI~/CXPUS+ IDEL TXH2/DEL TT I •I CAPT ( J ,Kl/ I TMPSI J ,Kl •CXPUS 11 
11 
014=-IDEL TXu2/ {YMID { J} •CXPUS I l 
IFIJ.LT.JMAXlGO TO 22 
015=CYPUS• ( { TMPS I J-1,KI-TMPS ( J., K J) /YPLUS ( J J l 
GO TO 25 
22 Dl5=CYPUS•( (TMPS{J+l,K)-TMPS(·J,KI J/YPLUS(J) I 
25 IFIJ.GT.ll GO TO 90 
016={ TMPS { J, K)-TMPS I J+l, Kl I •CYMIN/YNEG{ JI 
GO TO 23 
90 D16=CYMIN•f { TMPS I J, K 1-TMPS.( J-1, Kl I /YNEG I J l J 
23 D 1 7= IDEL TX••2•c'AP l J, Kl ) I {DELTT•CXPUS I 
Dl=Dl4• {Dl5-016l-Ol 7 
IFIK.NE.llGO To 3 
Al=O.O 
C 1 = 1. +C XM IN /CXPUS 
WIJ,ll=Cl/Bl 
GCJ,l)a:01/Bl 
GO TO 20 
3 [F[K.NE. IMAXIGO TD 5· 
Cl=O.O 
A 1 =l .+C XM I N/CXPUS 




IFIDENUM.NE.O.}GO TO 18 
WR1TE(6,501 
50 FORMAT I 18H ZERO DENOMINATOR. I 
GO TO 800 
18 W(J,Kl=Cl/DENOM 
GI J ,Kl:: IDkAl•G I J,K-111 /DENOM 
20 'CONTINUE 
TTMPSI J, IMAX) =G ( J, I MAXI 
DO 30 1=2,IMAX 
ll=IMAX+l-I 
30 TTMPS( J,I l l=G{J, I IJ-W{J, I_l l•TTMPS( J, Il+l I 
1 CONTIN4E 
00 95 ,J=l,JHAX 
00 95 /K=l, I MAX 



























SUBRDUT I NE CONTR 
DIMENSIUN Tl".PS 125 ,511 1 TEMP { 25 ,511 ,WI 25, 5ll ,GI 25, 511, Y( 251,V I Sil, YP 
lLUS I 25} t YNEG 1251, YM 101251, TTMPS {25, 51), AREA.I 251, HI 25 l, HA( 251, VTMP I 
225, 511 ,CAPT 125, 511 ,CAP {25, 51 I ,CON0{25, 51 I, IS ( 10 I, SL TMPI 101, DIST I B, 
351} 1 TEEP { 25, 511 ,CAPYl25 ,51 I ,CAPPY! 25 1 51) 
COMMON TMPS I TEMP, W, G, Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YM IO, JMAX, I MAX, CONO, DEL TT, ALPH 
lA, DEL TX, DENOM, OE L TY, TTMPS, CAP ,CAPT, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, 0 IS T I TEEP 1 CAPY I 
2CAPPY 
DO 263 l=l,LMAX 
00 260 K=l, I MAX 
DO 261 J:1,JMAX 
IF(TEMPIJ,KJ.LT.SLT/'!PIIJIGO TD 262 
261 CONTINUE 
J=JMAX 
262 IFIJ.EQ.llGO TO 260 




WRITE 16,264 l I SL T/'!P ( 11, I=l ,LMAX) 
THERMAR3 
264 FORMAT(1Hl,6X, 1 0ISTI\NCE',7X,'ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERTHERMAB6 
lM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM 1 /8X,'00WN 1 ,9X, 'DEGREES FTHERMAE\6 
2 DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F 08GRETHERMAB6 
3EES F 1 /7X, 1 FRACTURE 1 ,4X,8FlO.l/9X, 1 FEET 1 /20X,'FHT INTO FEET INTO THERMAB6 
4FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET PHO FEET INTO FEET INTO FEET INT0'/22X,'THERMAB6 
5WALL 1 ,6X, 'WALL' ,6X, 'WALL' ,6X, 'WJ\LL', 6X, 'WALL' 1 6X, 1 WALL' 1 6X, 1 WALL', THERMA86 
66X, •WALL' l THERMAB6 
DO 266 K=l,40 THERMAB6 
FK2=K-l THERMAB6 
XFT=DEL TX•FK2 THERMA86 
266 WRITE(6,267lXFT,WISTII,Kl,l:l,LMAXI THERMAB6 
267 FORMAT{7X,F6.0 1 4X,BF10.2) 
WRITE 16 1 264 l ISL TMP { I J, I:cl, LMAXI 
DO 265 K:41,IMAX 
FK2=K-l 
XFT::DEL TX•FK2 







SUBROUTINE CAPSK THERMAB3 
DI MENSI UN TMPS 125 ,511, TEMP( 25,51), WI 25, 5ll, Gl25, 511, VI 251, VI 51}, VP 22241 
lLUS { 251 1 YNEG 125 l, YMID l25 I, TTMPS (25, 51), AREAi 251, HI 25) ,HA 1251 ,VTMP I 22241 
225, 51 l ,CAPT 125, 51 l ,CAP (25 ,5~ I ,CONDI 25, 51-1, IS 1101, SL TMP I 101, DIST! 8, 
351), TEEP ( 25, 51 l ,CAPYl25 ,511, CAPPY I 25 ,511 
CDMt-lON TMPS t TEMP, W, G, Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YMI D, JMAX, IM~X, COND, DEL TT, ALPH 22241 
lA, DEL TX, DENOM,DFL TY I TT MPS, CAP ,CAPT, TI ME, LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP ,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 232 J=l, JMAX 
DO 232 Ka:l,I,..AX 
IFITMPSIJ,KI.GT.450.IGO TO 233 
CAPYI J, Kl= 123. 5+. 307• I TMPS I J,K 1-100. I I •134.0 
GO TO 232 
233 JF(TMPSIJ,KJ.GT.600.JGO TO 234 
CAPY{J, Kl=[ 130 0 O+. 344• ( TMPS I J,K l-450. I) •134.0 
GO TO 232 
234 IF(TMPSIJ,K).GT.llOO.)GO TO 236 
CAPYIJ, Kl ==134.0• { 180.0+.230• ITMPS I J, Kl-600. 11 
GO TO 232 





DIMENSION TMPS ( 25 ,51 J, TEMP I 25,5ll ,WI 25, 511 ,G( 25, Sll, Y( 25), VI 51), YP 
llUS (251 ,YNEGl25} ,YMID(25), TTMPS (25, 511, AREAi 251.,HI 251,HAI 25), VTMP( 
225, 511,CAPT (25, 51 l ,CAP 125,51 J ,COND(25, 51 J, IS 110) ,SL TMP( 101, DIST( 8, 
3511 ,TEEPf25 ,51} ,CAPY(25,5ll ,CAP.PYl25,5l I 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, G, Y, V, YPLUS, YNEG, YMI 0 1 JMAX, IMAX, COND, DEL TT ,ALPH 
lA,DEL TX, OENDM, DEL TY, TTMPS, CAP,C APT, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, 0 IS T, TEEP ,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 





lf(TMPSIJflllAX,K).GT.450.J GD TO 233 
CAPTCJMAX,KJ::(23.5+.307• (HIPS( JMAX,KJ-100. J J•l34.0 
GO TO 232 
233 IFITMPSIJMAX,KJ.GT.900.J GO TC 234 
CAPT(JMAX,K 1 =I 13D.0+.344•1TMPSC JMAX,KJ-450.11•134.0 
GO TO 232 . 
234 IFITMPSIJMAX,KJ.GT.1100.J GO TO 235 
CAPT(JMAX,Kl=l34.0• 12B5.0+.485• ITMPS IJMAX,KJ-900.11 
GO TO 232 
235 IFITMPSIJMAX,KJ.GT.1600.J GO TO 236 
CAPT( JMAX,K I =134.0• ( 382 .0+.6500 • I TMPS I JMAX ,K 1-1100. J J 
GO TO 232 





OHIENSIDN TMPSl25 ,511, TEMP 125,511' ,WI 25, 511,6125, 511 ,VJ 251,VC 511,YP 
lLUS 1251, YNEG (251 , YM IDl25 I, TT MPS I 25, 51 I, AREA( 25 I, H-( 25 J, HAI 25 I, VTMP ( 
225, 51J ,CAPH 25, 511 ,CAP 125 1 51 ),CONDl25, 511, IS 1101,SL TMP I 10), DI ST( 8 1 
351 I, JEEP 125 ,511 ,CAPY 125, 511 ,CAPPY{ 25, 511 
COMMON H1PS, TEMP,W,G,Y,V,YPLUS,YNEG,YMIO,JMAX, IMAX, COND,DEL TT,ALPH 
lA,DE(TX,DENClll!,DEL TY, TT MPS, CAP,CAPT, TIME ,LMAX, SL TMP, DIST, TEEP,CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 5 l=l,IMAX 
K=IMAX+l-1 
JFITMPSIJl"IAX,KI.GE.200.J GO TO 1 
CONO(JMAX,K):z0.9 
GO TO 5 
1 IFITMPSIJMAX,KJ.GT.1200.) GO TO 7 
TSQ=THPS ( JMAX, KI• TMPS I Jfl!AX, KI 
TCUB=T.MPS C Jl#AX, K 1 • TSO 
CDNO I JMAX,K J =. l2561573E+l-.18377799E-2•TMPS I JMAX,K I +.10902421E- S•T 
1SQ-.15084B69E-9•TCU8 






DIMENSION TMPS I ?5 ,51 J, TEMP(25,511,W( 25, 51 I ,Gl25, 511, YI 251,VI 511 1 VP 22241 
1LUSC25J, YNEGC251 ,YMID(251, TT MPS 125, 511, AREAi 25), HI 25 J, HAI 25 I ,VTMPI 22241 
225, 51 I ,CAPT 125 ,511 ,CAP 125 1 51 J ,CONDl25,511, IS 1101, SL TMPI 10), DISTI 8, 
351), TEEPl25,51I,CI\PYl25 1 511 ,CAPPVIZ5,51J 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, G, V, V, YPLUS r YNEG, Y/ol I D,JMAX, I MAX, COND, DEL TT I ALPH 22241 
IA, DEL TX ,DENO~, DEL TY, TT MPS, CAP,CAPT, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, 0 IST, JEEP, CAPY, 
2CAPPY 
DO 40 J:2,IHAX 
K=IMAX+l-I 
CONMIN= (CONO (JMAX, KI +CCNO ( JMAX-1, K 1112 • 
CONPUS= (CONO IJMAX-1,Kl+COND( JMAX-Z,KI 1/2. 
Dl3=DEL TX•TE/olP(J1'1AX,K) I (DEL TT•V ( I 11 
014= C 3. •DEL TX•CONMI N•TMPS C JMAX-1, K) I/ 12 • •DEL"TY•ALPHA I 
015= (DEL TX•CONPUS• I TMPS C JMAX-1, K 1-THPS I JHAX-2,K I I 1 / 12.•DEL TV•ALPHA 
II 
016=1.+ COEL TX/ I DEL TT•V( 111 I 
01 7= ( 3. •DEL TX•CONMI NJ/ 12. •DEL TV*ALPHAI 
TMPS ( JHAX,K I =I TMPS ( JMAX, K+l 1 +Ol 3+014+015 )/ ( 016+01 71 
IFITMPSCJMAX,KI.GE.100.J GO TO 40 






















Time step length Ht 





































heat data & 
i1otherm1 







































































.t.Yj AXj End 
End End 
Subroutine CAPAC Subroutine COND4 
Start Start 
Calculate total hea,t 
Calculate conductance 
requirement of each 




. THERMA85-A.L. HARNES 
DIMENSION JJ,1PSl19,23J, TEMPI 19,231 ,WI 19,231 ,6119,231,VI 1'91,YPLUSl19THERMAB5 
11,YNEG( 191, VJl!ID(l9J, TTMPSU9,231,AREAfl91,HI 191,HAI 19) ,VTHPI 19,231THERMAB5 
2,CAPTI l'",23 I ,CAP 119 ,23 I , X 1231 ,XPLUS I 231 , XNEG ( 23 J ,XM IC( 23 J, CONDI 19, THERMAB5 
3231, TP( 13501 ,E 1231 ,EAl23J ,SUMP l81,DIST18,23 I . 
COMMON Tfil!PS, TEMP,W,G,Y,YPLUS,YNEG,YMIO, JMAX, U4AX,CON0 1 DELTT, THERMA85 
lDENOfill, TTMPS ,CAP ,CAPT, X, XPLUS, XNEG,XM ID, TP,NN, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, 01 ST THERMA85 
TEMP=PERMANENT TEfillPERATURE ARRAY 22241 
THPS=TEfllPORARY TEfilPERATURE ARRAY 




100 READ15, lOJ I J,IAX,Jp,IAX,DEL TT, TOL,T IHX, TTT, KSKIP,NRUN,N,NTP 1 LMAX, ISL TMP 
UIJ,I=l,LHAXI 
10 FOR MA Tl 215, F5. l ,F5. 2 1 Fl0.1, F5 .o, 12, 315/ 8Fl0 • l I 
C: IMAX=NUl"'BER OF COLUMNS (Kl 
C: JMAX:sNUMBER OF ROWS IJJ 
C DEL TT=TIME STEP LENGTH,HOURS 
C TOL =TOLERANCE 
C TIMX=MAXIfillUt-. TIME, HOURS 
C TTT=RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT . 
C KSKIP=DPTION TO INCREASE TIME STEP LENGTH DURING RUN 
C NRUN=RUN NU!i'BER 
C: NNTP=NU!i'BER OF TIME STEPS 
C LHAX•NUJ,'BER OF ISOTHERMS DESIRED 
C SLTMP(I J=TEfi'PERATURE OF DESIRED ISOTHERl'I 
REA015,20) IYIII ,I•l ,JMAXJ 
20 FORMATl16F5.0/3F5.0I 
Y=DISTANCE INTO THE WALL, FEET 
READl5,311 (XIJI ,Jal ,IfllAX) 
3l ~~;~:Tt~:~rc~{7~~s~!NCE PERPENDICULAR TO THE DIRECTION Of! THE 
OF THE FRACTURE 
WRITE I 6 ,91 NRUN, TTT, TOL, KSKI P, IV I I I, l =l, 19), TIMX, IMAX, JMAX, IX I 11 , l=THERMABS 
11,231 . 
9 FORMATUH1,5X,'INPUT DATA FOR THERMAB5 RUl'\I NU,..BER',2X,I5//5X,Fl0.-1THERMA85 
1, 2X, '=RESER VOi R TEMPERA JURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 1 /5X, fl0.4, 2X, •=TOL THERMAB5 
2ERANCEIPER CENTl'/10X,I5,2X,'=0PTION TO INCREASE TIME STEP LENGTH THERMAB5 
3riURING RUN 1 /2DX,'lll INDICATES TIME STEP LENGTH REMAINED CONSTANT THERMAB5 
4DURING RUN 1 /20X, 1 (21 INDICATES TIME STEP WAS INCREASED DURING RUN'THERMAR5 
5/5X, 1 THE DISTANCE INTO THE WALL, FEET, IS GIVEN BELOW 1 /3X,19F6.0//THERMAB5 
65X, Fl0.1,2X, •=MAXI MUM Tl ME, HOURS 1 / lOX, 15 1 2.IC 1 •=IMAX' /lOX, 15 1 2X, 1 =JTHERMAB5 
7MAX'//5X,·'THE VERTICAL DISTANCE PERPENDICULAR TO THE DIRECTION OF THERMARS 








DO 76 I=l,LMAX 
DO 76 Kz:l,IMAX 
76 OISTll.,KJ=O.O 
READC5,2001 CTPI 11 ,I=l,NNTPI 
200 FORMATCBFl0.11 
JP11aSOURCE TEMPERATURES, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
00 81 J=l ,JMAX THERMAB5 
DO 81 K=l,IMAX THERNA85 
TBMPIJ,K)=TTT THERMA85 
VY.MPIJ,Kl•'ITlT THERMAB5 
81 TMPS{J,KJ=TEMPIJ,KJ THERMAB5 
DO 172 K=l,6 THERMA85 
TE~-t-~P(NNJ ' 
VTMP 11, K) 111JTP INN I 
172 TMPSll,KJz:TP(NNI 
CALL CALCY THERMAB5 
CALCY IS A SUBROUTINE THAT- CALCULATES VARIABLE Y SPACING VALUES 
CALL CALCX . THERMAB5 
C'ALCX IS A SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES Z SPACING VALUES 
CALL CAPAC THERMAB5 
CAPAC IS A .SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES TOTAL HEAT REQUIREMENT 
VALUES. 
DO 232 J=l, JMAX . THERMAB5 
DO 232 K=l, J !i'AX 
232 CAPIJ,Kl=CAPTIJ,KI 
CALL COND4 
CON04 IS A SUAROUTINE THAT CALCULATES CONDUCTANCES 
82 GO T0(995,994J ,KSKIP 
994 IF(ATMP.NE.TIMEI GCi TO 995 
ATMP=AT1'1P+l. 
I.FITIME.GT.5 .. JGO TO 318 
DEL TT .. 1. 
GO TD 995 
318 IFIDELTT.GE.15.IGO TO 993 
UU=D0-5. 
TME=S.• I ll.21••UUI 
DEL TT"'TME-TI..-E 
IFrDELTT .. LT.15.lGO TO 9-95 
DEL TT=l5. 
993 IFITIME.GT.1000 .. JGO TO 996 
DEL TT=l5.0 
GO TO 99.5 
996 IFITIME.GT.3000.IGO TO 997 
DEL TT=30.0 
GO TO 995 
997 IFITIHE.GT.10000.JGO TO 998 
DEL TT=50.0 
GO TO 995 




C KWHU IS THE SWITCH TD DETERMHlE DIRECTION OF AOIP SWEEPOiORIZONTAL 
C OR VERTICAL! 
995- GO T0(991,53J,KWHO 
991 CALL CONDl 
CONDl IS A Sl,BROUTINE THAT SOLVES ADIP IN THE Z DIRECTION 
I IT=I IT+l 
KIT=KIT+l 
IFIIIT.EQ.siGo TO 296 
IFIKIT.GT.151GO TO 222 
IFCDENOM.EQ.0.01 GO TO 69 
KK=l 
DO 84 N=l,Jf'AX 
00 84 M=l,l~AX 
IFUBSI IVTMPIN,MJ-TMPSIN,MI 1/TMPSIN,MJ I .GT.TOLi GO TO 86 
84 CONTINUE 
GO TO 67 
86 00 88 J•l,JMAX 
DO 88 K::1,Ifl'AX 
88 VTMPIJ1-KJ=H!PSIJ,K) 
KWH0=2 
GO TO 82 
296 DO 297 K:l,IJ,1AX 
DO 297 J=l, J~AX 
TMP S (JI Kl =TE"1P ( J ,KJ 




GO TO 82 
53 CALL COND2 
COND2 IS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOVLES AOIP IN THE Y DIRECTION 
IFIDENOM.EQ.O.O) GO TO 69 
KK=2 
DO 64 N=l ,JMAX 
DO 64 H=l,IffAX 
IFfABSI lVTMPtN,MI-TMPS(N,MJl/TMPStN,MJJ.GT.TOLJ GO TO 65 
64 CONTINUE 
GO TO 67 
65 DO .83 J=l,Jt4AX 
00 83 K=l,IM'AX 
83 VTMP ( J, KI =TMPS ( J, KI 
KWHO=l 
GO TO 82 
67 00 66 J:::t,JMAX 
00 66 K=l,IMAX 
C~P l J, KI =CAPTI J 1 KI 
66 TEMP(J,·Kl:;TMPS(J,KJ 
PPP=PPP+l.O 




































THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE HEAT STCRE'O Jr,.,i ROCK 
00 40 J=l,J"AX 
SUM=O. 
00 80 K:l,lflJ,fdX,2 
E(K)::X(K+ll-X{K) 
EA I KI:: (XI K+2 I-X l!<.+l 11 /EI KI 
80 SUM=SUM+(E I KI• I FA CK I +l. I fl 6. •EA (Kl I I •C { 2. •EAIK l-1. J •CAP { J+2 ,KI+ I EA 
11 Kl +l. J .. 2•CAPI J+l, K 1 +EA I Kl• ( 2.-EA{K I I •CAP f J, K 11 
40 AREAIJl,.SUM 
882""0. 
DO 90 J=l,JBf'AX,2 
HIJl=YIJ+ll-YCJl 
HAI Jl =(Y(J+21-Y(J+l I J /HI JI 
90 BR2=BB2+{HI Jl•IHAIJ)+l.1/16. •HA (Jl I I •I 12.•HAIJ)-l. l•AREAIJ+2l+(t1AI 
lJ I +l. J .. 2•AREA I J+l I +HA I J J• 12.-HAI JI I •AREAi J) I 
HTORG:YI JMAX) •X l IMAX) •3149. 
HTORG:INITIAL HEAT CONTENT UF ROCK AT 100 DEGREES FAt-iRENHEIT 
HEAT:fl.82-HTGRG 
741 TIME=TIME+DELTT 
IFITIME.GT.3000.JGO TO 56 
TOL=.05 
GO TO 55 
56 IF(Tlfi'IE.GT.4000.IGO TO 57 
TOL:.04 . 
GO ro· 55 
51 IFITI1'!E.GT.5000.JGO TO 58 
TDL=.03 
GO TO 55 
58 IF(TIME.GT.Cfo'JGO TO 59 
TOL:.02 




























33 FORMATllHl,2X2HJ:5X2H 15X2H 25X2H 35X2H 45X2H 55X2H 65X2H 75X2H 
1X2H 95X2H 105 X2Hll 5X2Hl 25X2Hl35X2Hl45X2H 155X2Hl65X2Hl 7) 
85 22241 
DD 36 K=l, I fri'.AX 
36 WRITE(6,371K,ITEMPIJ,KI •J=l,171 
37 FORMATll4 1 17F7.l) . 
WRITE16,210J . 
210 FORMATl1Hl,2X,- 1 J= l8 1 ,5X, 1 19 1 1 
OD 211 K=l,IfilAX 
211 WRITEl6,2121K,ITEMPIJ,KI ,J=lB,191 
212 FORMATII4,2F7.1J 
887 WRITEl6 1 301 TIME,HEAt,HTCRG,llELTT THERMAB5 
30 FORMATIFl0.1,2X, 1 HOURS 1 /El8.8 1 2X 1 1 8TU OF HEAT STORED IN RESERV01R 1 THERMA85 
l /El8. 8 1 2X, 1 HTORG 1 /F 1 O. l 1 2X, 1 TIME INCREMENT I HOURS 1 ) THERMA85 
CALL CONTR 




IFINN.GT.NNTPIGO TO 100 
BELOW A NEW SOURCE TEMPERATURE IS CALLEO IN 
DO 173 K:,1,6 
VTMPll,Kl:TPINNI 
173 TMPSll,Kl::TPINNI 




69 STOP . THERMA85 
END THERM.185 
SUBROUTINE CALCY 222.U 
DIMENSION T ... PSC 19,231, TEMPI 19,231,WI 191 23) ,6119,231, Ytl91, YPLUSl19THERMAB5 
lJ ,YNEGI 191, Yfo'IO( 191, TT MPS 119,23 J ,MEA(l9) ,HI 19) ,HAI 19) ,VTMPI 19, 23 )THERMABS 
2,CAi>TU 9,231 ,CAPU9,23) ,X123) ,XPLUSf 231 ,XNEGI 231,XMIOl 231 ,CONDI 19, THERMA85 
323)., TP 11350 J ,E 123), EA 123 I, SLTMP 18 I, DIST f B, 23 J 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,W,G,Y,YPLUS,YNEG,Y"'IID,JMAX, IMAX,COND,DELTT, THERMABS 
lDENOM, TT MPS ,CAP ,CAPT, X, XPLUS ,XNEG,XMID, TP,NN, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, DI ST THERMA85 
Nl'l!AX=iJMAX-1 222,U 
DO 2 J•l ,NMAX 22241 
2 !fPLUSIJl=YfJ+lJ-YIJI 2·2241 
DO 3 Jz2,JMAX 22241 
3 YNEGIJI .. YIJI-YIJ-U 2221tl 
YNEG(lJ..,YPLUSlll 22241 
YPLUSI JMAXI =YNEG I JMAXJ 2221tl 








OIMl::NSIU,'11 TfilPSf 19,231 ,TEl'Pf 19 1 231,W( 19 1 ?31,Gl 19,231 ,YI 19) ,YPLUS( 19THER,..A85 
11 ,YNEG I 19), Y"'ID 1191., fTP'PS{ 19 ,23 l, II.REAi 19} ,HI l'n, HAI 191, VTMP 119, 23 ITHERMAR5 
2,CAPTI 19, 23) ,CAP l l 9 ,231, X 1231 ,XPLUSI 23 I, XNEGI 231 ,XM ICI 2 31,CUNOl 19, THERMABS 
32''1, TPI 13501 ,E [231,EAf231,SLTfo'P 181 ,DIST<B,231 
COMMON TM~S, TEMP, W, G, Y, YPLUS, YNEG, YM ID, JMAX, JJ,IAX, CONC, Dfl TT, THERM AR 5 
lDENUM, TTMP S 1 Cf\P ,CAPT, X, XPLUS, XNEG, XM ID, T P, NN., TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, 0 IS T THERM ABS 
NMAX-=IMAX-1 THERMABS 
00 2 K=l ,NMAX THERMABS 
2 XPLUSIK);X(K+ll-XIKI THER"'AB5 
00 3 K=2, I MAX THERMARS 
3 XNEGIKI :X(KI-Xll<.-ll THERMAB5 
XNEGlll=XPLlJS(ll THERMAB5 
XPL US 11 MAX I "'XNEG I I MAX I THER,..,A[l 5 
DO 4 K= 1, I MAX THERMAR5 
4 XMID{Kl"-0.5•1XPLUS{Kl+XNEG(Kl} THERMARS 
RE TURN THERMAB5 
END THERMAR5 
SURRDUTrNE CCNOl 22241 
DIMl:NSlON fp,<p5 ( 19,2 31, TEMP { 19,23 J ,WI 19 1 231, GI 19.23 l, Y { 191 1 YPLUS I l9THERMA85 
11, YNF.Gi 191, Yfo'IO [ l 91 t TTP,,,PS 119,231, 1'REA( l 9 I, HI 191, HAI l 91, VTMPl 19 1 231 THERMA85 
2,CAPT( l 9 ,23 l ,CAP 119 1 23 l I Xl23 J ,XPLUS 1231 ,XNEr. 123 I ,XM IOI 20:, 1,tONOl'l9, THERM ABS 
3231, TP! l3501,El23l ,EAl231,SLTfilPl8 I ,DIST 18,23) 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP, W, GI Y, YPLUS, YNEG, YM ID, JMAX, IMAX, CONC, 01:::l TT, THFRMAB5 
lDENO,.., T TMPS ,CAP, CAPT, XI XPLUS, XNEG, XM ID, TP, NN, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP 1 0 IS T THERMAA5 
NMA X= I MAX-7 
DO 1 J:l ,JMAX 
DO 20 K=l,lfilAX 
IF(J.GT.l)GO TO 9 
IFIK.GT 0 6JGO TO 9 
GO TO 20 
9 IF(J.EQ.llGO TO 78 
51 lF(J.EO.JMAXIGO TO 70 
IFIK.EQ.llGC TO 79 
IF(K.EO.IMAXIGO TO 80 
CXPUS:ICONO I J,KI +CONDI J, K+l I l /2 • 
CXMIN:ICOND I J,KI +CONDI J, K-11 }/2 • 
C YPUS= ICONO I J,K )+CONDI J+l, Kl I /2. 
CYM I fl:: ICOND I J,K I +CONDCJ-1,KI I /2. 
GO TD 77 
79 CXPUS=ICONOIJ,Kl+CONDIJ,K+lJl/2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYPUS=ICOND I J,K l+CONDI J+l, Kl I /2. 
CYMIN= ICONO I J, Kl +CONOIJ-1,KI I /2,. 
GO TO 77 
80 CXM IN= I CONDI J, K l+CONO I J, K-lJ 1/2 • 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUS=ICOND I J,K I +CONDI J+l ,Kl J/2 • 
CYMIN= ICOND I J,K I +CONDI J-1,K I J/2. 
GO TO 77 
78 IFIK.EQ.l)GO TO 75 
IFIK.EQ.IMAXIGO TO 76 
C XPUS: I COND ( J ,Kl +COND"I J, K+l l I /2. 
CXMIN= ICOND I J,K I +COND {J ,K-111/2. 
CYPUS: I CONO I J, K 1 +CONO ( J+l, KI J/2 • 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
GO TO 77 
10 If I K.EO. l lGO TO 72 
IFIK.EQ.IHAX)GO TO 73 
CXPUS=ICOND I J,KI +CONO (J ,K+l 11 /2 • 
CXMIN=ICONO I J,K I +CONDI J ,K-111/2 • 
CYHlN=ICOND ( J,tO +CDNO( J-1,KJ J/2. 
CYPUS=CYHIN 
GO TO 77 
72 CXPUS=ICONOIJ,K)+CONOIJ,K+l) 1/2. 
CXMIN=CXPUS 
CYMIN=ICONO ( J,Kl+CONO(J-1,KI )/2. 
CYPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 17 



















































GO TU 17 
75 CXPUS•ICONOIJ,Kl+CONDIJ,K+ll 1/2. 
CXMIN•CXPUS . 
CVPUS=I C{)ND I J,K I +COND l J+l, K 11 /2. 
CYMIN=CYPUS 
GO TO 77 
76 CXMIN=fCONDIJ,Kl+COND(J,K-11112. 
CXPUS=CXMll\1 
CYPUS:{COND I J,KI +CONO( J+l,KI 112. 
CVMIN=CYP.US . 














l ~~;7 ~!M;~!~~~ ~;!~~:~~~!': :~LUS l KI •CXMI N 1 ~I XNEGlK I •XMIDI K 1 •CAPTI J ,K 
Cl= I XNEG I Kl •CXPUS I/ I XPLUSlK I •CXMINI "THERMAB5 
Al=l.O . I 
014=-I XMIOI Kl•XNEGIKI /ICXMIN•YMIDIJ 11 I THERMAB5 
IFIJ.LT.JfillAXJGO TO 22 . 22241 
Dl5=CYPUS• ( HIPS I J-1,KI-TMPSIJ,KI J /YPLUS IJJ THERMABS 
~row . u-
22 ·Dl~S'=C,YPUS• I TMPS ( J+l ,K 1-TMPS f J ,K 11 /YPLUS I JJ THERMAB5 
90 IFIJ·.GT.llGO TO 91 
016=CYHIN• I TMPS I J ,K 1-TMPS I J+l. K 11 /YNEG( J 1 
GO TO 9J. 
91 016:CYMI N• (TMPS I J ,K )--::TMPS I J-1, KI 1/Y.NEGI JI 
92 DL7= f XNEG I KI •XMIO I KI •CAP I J, KI I I (DEL TT•CXHlN I 
Dl=Dl4• ID15-Dl6)-Dl 1 
IFIJ.GT.lJGO TO 4 
IF(K.GT.1160 TO 3 
Wll,11=Cl/B"l 
GI 1, 11= fDl-Al•TMPSI l 16 I) /Bl 
GO TO 20 
4 IFIK.NE.llGO TO 3 
Cl=Cl+l. 
Al .. o.o· 
HIJ,ll=Cl/81 
GIJ,ll=Dl/81 
GO TD 20 
3 IFIK.NE~tMAXJGO TO 5 
Al=l.+Cl 
Cl=O. 
GO TD 10 
5 A'l=l.O 
10 .DEl',lOM=Bl-Al•WI J,K-1 I 
IF(OENOM.NE.O.JGO TD 18 
HRITE16,50I . 
50.FORMATI 18H ·ZERO OEN0"41NAT.OR. I 
GD TO 800 
18 HIJ,KJ:Cl/DENOM 
GI J,KI = IDl-Al•G ( J,K-111 /DENOM 
20 CONTINUE . 
TTHPSI J, IMAX l=G I J, l .-AX) 
IFIJ.NE.llGO TO 31 
00 30 I .,1 ,N.,AX 
IJ:IMAX-1" 
30 TTMPSIJ,I I) :GIJ,1 I )-WI J,11 J'•TTMPSI J, 11+11 
GO TO l 
n oo• 32 1'=2, t l'Ax 
ll=IMAX+l-1 
32 TTMPSI J, I I I ::G[J, I I )-WI J ... TI J •TTMPS IJ.11+1 I 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=l,J.,AX 
00 95 K=t,H'AX 
TMPSf J,KI =TT,.,PS I J,K-l 
95 CONTINUE= 

































800 R.ETURN 22241 
END 22241 
SUBROUTINE CC/\102 22241 
DIMENSION T~PS 119, 23 I, TEfl!P 119, 2 31 ,WI 1q,..23 J, GI 19, 231, YI 19 I, YPLUS I l 9T.HERMA85 
11,YNEGI 19), v.-rn 119), n.-ps 119,23 J ,AREAf 191,HI 19), HA( 191, VTMP 119, 231 THER,.,AB5 
2-,CAPTU9,231 ,CAl1119,2~1 ,X123J ,XPLUS-1231 ,XNEG(23J ,XMIDI 231,CDNDI 19, THERMA85 
3~~-~M~: 1 ~::~ !.T.~~;!~:;: ~!~t[~~!·;;~~!.;~-~~! ~=A~! I11Ax ,CGND,.~~(r'f., _ . ·rHERMAB5 
lDENOM, TTMPS ,CAP',CAPJ ,x,·xP.LUS,XN.E.G., XM JD, 'TP, NN, T-~ME,.LMAX-t~\. T,MPtDI ~T THERMA85 
NMAX=JMAX-2 . . 
DO l K=l,IMAX 
00 20 J=l,JMAX 
IF(J.GT.lJGO TO 9 
"IFfK.GT.6JGO TO 9 
GO TD ·20 
9"1F 0(J.EQ.UGa· To 18 
61 IFIJ.EQ.JHAXIGO TO 70 
IFIK.EQ.l)GO TO 19 
IFIK.EQ.JHAX)GO TO QO 
CXPUS=(COND I J, KI +CONDI J ,K+l 1· 112. 
C XMIN=I CONDI J, Kl +COND ( J, K-•'l Jtl/2 ~ 
CYPUS=ICOOO I J,K)+COND( J:H,KI 1/2. 
CYMIN=ICOND I J.,KJ+CCNDIJ-l"~KI 112. 
GO TO .11 .· , . . 
19 CXPUS=ICONO I J,Kl +CONDIJ ,K+l I J 12. 
CXMIN::CXPUS . , 
CYPUS:clCOND ( J,KI +CONDI J+l ,Kl,112. 
CVMIN 2 ICONO I J,Kl +CQND( J-1,KI 112. 
GO TO 11 
80 CXMIN=ICOND I J,K l+CONOIJ ,K-:-1 I 1.12. 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYPUS= (CONDI J,, K J +CONDI J+l, K 1 I 12 • 
CYMIN=(COND ( J,Kl +CONOl~-1,K) I /2. 
GO TO 17 
18 IF-IK.E.C.lJGG TO 75 '. 
IFIK.EQ.IMAXIGO TO 76 
CXPUS=(COND f J,Kl+COND I J ,K+l I 1/2~ 
CXMIN=ICOND f J,Kl +CONDI J ,K-1 JI /2. 
CYPUS,. ICONO ( J_. Kl +CONDI J+l ,Kl 1/2. 
CYMIN=C VPUS 
GO TO 71 . 
10 IFIK.EQ.l)GO TD 72 
IFIK.EQ.IMAX\GO TO 73 
CXPUS= [CONO I J,Kl +CONDI J,K+l I 1/2. 
CXMIN:[CONO I J,Kl+CONO( J ,K-111/2 • 
CYMIN= I CONDI J, K) +CONDI J-1, K) ) /2. 
C.YPUS=CYMIN 
... GO TO 77 
12 CXPUS ... ICONDIJ,Kl+CONDIJ,K+lJ 112. 
CXMil\=CXPUS 
CYNINf ICONO I J,KI +CONDI J-1, K) 112. 
CYPUS=CYNIIII 
GD TO 77 
73 CXMIN=ICONO I J,Kl+CONO( J ,K-111/2 • 
CXPUS=CXMIN 
CYMIN= ICOND I J, kl +CONO I J-1, KJ I /2. 
CVPUS=CYMIN 
GO TO 71 . 
75 CXPUS=ICONO(J,K)+CONDIJ,K+ll )/2. 
CXMIN:CXPUS 
CYPUS= ( COND ( J,K} +CONO I J+l I K 1 I /2. 
CVMIN=CYPUS 
GO TO 17 
76 C XMI N= I CONO I J, K) +COND f J, K.-111 /2. 
CXPUS=CXMIN . 
C YPUS= ( CONO I J, KI +CONO I J+l I KJ 1/2 • 
CYMIN=CYPUS . 
11 CXMIN=CXMLN•.11428 
























































l ~ ! ;~ ~~l ;~;l~~~~:~~;~ ~~ !~: ~f LU,S I JI •CYMIN I+~ YNEGI J J •YM IOI J J•CAPT I J, KTHERHAB5 
Al=l. 
Cl= I YNEGIJ) •CYPUS) / I YPLUS (JJ •CYMPU 
014== -1.YMID I JI •YNEG I JI/ ICYMIN•XMID(KI J l 
IFIK.LT.lf!IAXJ GO TO 24 
015: CXPUS• lTNPS I J, K-1 )-HIPS I J, K 11 /XPLUS IK J 
GO TO 25 
24 015= CXPUS•ITNPSIJ,K+ll-TMPSIJ,K)I/XPLUSIKI 
25 1F1J.LT.21Gc ro 26 










016=CXMIN•( TMPS (J,KI-TMPSI J,K+l 11 /XNEG( Kl 
GO TO 27 
26 Dl6=CXMIN•l TMPS (J,KI-TMPSlJ,K-1) 1/XNEG( KJ 
27 017.,(CAPlJ, KJ•YMID{ Jl•YNEGC JI II (DEL TT•CYMIN) 
Dl=Dl4• CDl 5-0161-01 7 
Jr;(K.GT.61GO TO 4 
IFIJ.GT.2JGO TO 3 
W(2,K)=Cl/Bl 
G(2,i5,1"' 1Dl-Al•TMPSU ,K1 I /Bl 
GO TO 20 





GO TO 20 




lflDENOM.NE.O.IGO TO 18 
WRITE·(6,SOI 
50 FORMAT(lBH ZERO DENOMINATOR.) 
18 WIJ,KJ=Cl/DENOH 
GIJ,K) =tot-Al•G (J-1,KJ I /DENOM 
20 CONTINUE 
TTMPS I JMAX, K 1 •G ( JMAX,K I 
IF(K.GT.61GO TO 31 
DO 30 I =1,Nfi!AX 
JI..-JMAX-1 
30 TTMPSll 1,K) =GI II ,Kl-WC lI ,KJ•TTMPS ( 11+1, K 1 
GO TO l . 
ll 00 32 [11a2,JMAX 
ll"'-JMAX+l-1 
32 TTHPSI I 1,KJ =GI I I ,Kl-WI 11,K I •TTMPS(.J l+l,K I 
l CONTINUE 
00 95 J=l,JMAX 
00 q5 K=l,1 .. U 
TMP SI J, Kl=THl!PS I J~KI 
95 CONTINUE 
DO 172 K=l,6 






































O I MENSI ON T~PS ll 9,2 31, TEMP l 19,2 3 I ,W 119, 231, GI l 9, 23 I, YI 191, YPLUS { l 9THERMA85 
11,YNEGI 191, VMID l 191, TTNPSI 19,23 r, ARF.AI 191, HI 191, HAI 191,VTMPC 19, 231THERMA85 
2 ,CAP r 119 ,231 ,CAP I 19 ,2l I , X ( 231,XPLUS.l 23 J , XNEG 123 I, XM IOI 231,CONDI 19, THERf,IIA85 
3211, TPI 1350 I ,El231,EAl23"1,SLTMP IRI ,DISTl13-231 . 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP ,w, G, VI YPLUS, VNEG, YMIO, JMAX, IMAX, CONC, DEL TT, THERMABS 
lDEN[JM, TTMPS ,CAP,CAPT, X, XPLUS t XNEG, XM ID, TP, NN, TIME, LMAX, SL TMP, DJ ST THERMA85 
DO 232 J=i-, Jfri'AX 
00 232 K=l,l~AX 
IFITI~E.EQ.O.OtGO TO 9 
IFITMPSIJ,KI.LT.100.0ll GO TO 2)2 
9 IFITHPSIJ,KJ.GT.450.IGO TO 233 
CAPT l J, KI• 123. '5+. 307• ITfi'PS I J, K 1-100. I I• 134.0 
GO TO 232 
233 lflTMPS(J 1 KJ .. &r.900.IGO TO 234 
. CAPTIJ,KI =I uo.o+. 344•1TMPSI J,K 1-450.11 •134.0 
GO TO 232 . 
234 IFITMPSIJ,KI.GT.1100.)GC TD. 235 
CAPT I J, KI ·=134.0• 1285.0+ .485• I TMPS I J, K 1-900. I I 
GO TO 232 . 
235, IF°(TMPSCJ,K).GT.1600.IGC TO 236 
CAP Tl J, KI =l :14.0• I 3ts2 • 0+.6240•1 TfilPS I J,KI -1100 • 11 
GD IO 232 




SUBROUTINE- CCIND4 22242 
OIMEt\lSIUN Tfli'PSI l'J",231, TEMPI 1q..,231,wc 19,231,Gllq,231,V-11•:,, ,YPLUSI l9THERf'A85 
11,YNEGI lqJ ,Y"'ID.l lq), TTtilPSI lq,231,AREAI 191,HI 191,HAC l'H ,VTMP I lq, 231THE'lMAR5 
2,CAPTI 19,231 ,CAPI l9,231,Xl231,XPLUS l231,XNEGl23J ,XMIOl 231,CONDI 19, THERfilAAS 
3231, TP 11350 I ,E 12 31 ,EA 123 I, SLffllP I 81, DIST f 8, 131 
COMMON TMPS, 1EMP,W,G,Y 1 YPLUS,YNEG,YMID, JMA.X, IMAX,CONO, DEL TT, THERfllA85 
lOENOM, TTMPS ,ClP ,CAPT, X, XPLUS, XNEG,XMID, TP, ttN, TIME, LMAX, SL JMP, 01 ST THERM ABS 
00 S J•l,JMAX 22242 
DO 5 K=l 1 [MAX 222'i2 
IFtTMPSIJ,KI.GE~200.IGC 10 l 
CONOIJ,KJ•0.9 
GO TO 5 
l IFITMPSIJ,KI.GT.1200.IGC TO 1 
TSQ=TMPS.f J, I\ 1 •TMPS CJ ,KI 
TCUB:;::THPS I J ,KJ •TSQ 
CONDI J, Kl=• 12561573E.+l-.18371"/99E:...2•TMPS I J, K J+. 10902421 E-!5•TSQ-.15 
1084869E-9•TClJB . . 





SUBROUTINE CON TR . . . 
DIMENSION Tfl\PSI 19 ,23J ,TEflllP·( 19,23) ,WI 19, 23J ,GI 19,23·1,YI 19.1,YPLUSI 19THERMA85 
lJ, YNEG 1191, YMID 1191 , TT MPS I 19, 231 1 AREAll 91, HI 191, HA 11111 VT-MP 119, 23 JTHERHABS 
2,CAPTI 19,23) ,CAP 119 ,231 ,X(23} ,XPlUSl231 ,XNEGl2·31,XMIDI 23.·J ,WONDl.19, THERMAB5 
3231, TPC 1350 I ,E (23-1 ,EAl231,SLTMP (Bl ,DISTIB,231 
COMMON TMPS, TEMP,~1G,V"iYPLUS,YNEG,YMIO, JMAX, IMAX,COND,DELTT, THERHAB5 
lOENOM, TT MPS ,CAP ,CAPT ,X, XPLUS ,XNEG, XM IO, TP, NN,.T JME·, LMAX, SL THP, DI ST THERMAB5 
DO 263 1=1,LMAX 
DO 260 K"'l, IMAX 
DO 261 J 21 1 1 JMAX 
[Ft:rEMPIJ.1K).LT.SLTMPIIIIGO TO 262 
261 CONTINUE . 
J=JMAX 
262 IF(J.EQ.l)GO TO 260 . . 




WRITEl6,2641 ISL Tfli!PI I 1, 1=1, L~AXI 
264 FORMAT I lHl, 6X, 1 DI STANCE 1 , 7X,' JS.OTHE~M I ~OTHERM I SDTHERH I SOTHERTHERMA86 
lH ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISOTHERM ISO.THERM'/BX,'DOWN 1 ,9X,'DEGREES FTHERMAB6 
2 DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F OEGRETHERMAB6 
3EES,f'l7X, 1 FRACTURE 1 ,4X 1 BF10.l/f:l:X, 1 FEET 1 /20X, 1 FEET INTO FEET INTO THERMA86 
4FEET INTO FEET JNTQ FEET INTO FEET .INTO FEET INTO FF.ET INT0 1 /22X, 'THERMAB6 
5WALL I t 6X, t WALL' 1 6X, 1 WALL 1 1 6X, 'WALl 1 16X t I WALL I, 6X, 1 WALL', 6X, 1 WALL' 1 THERMA86 
66X, 'WALL' I 
DO 266 Kzl, I MAX 
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